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COMMENT 

Democratization and the liberal 

T
he global wave of democrati
zalion that has swept Africa 
along in the 1990s has been 
largely based on Ihe premises 

of the liberal paradigm. It includes all 
the features that are typically asso
ciated with democracy in the West. [t 
has virrually become "the only game 
in (Own", Progress at the global level is 
being measured in terms of how well 
individual countries perform according 
to liberal democratic indicators, 
whether these are provided by the 
Washington-based Freedom House, or 
any other competing think-tank con
trolled data base. While this notion 
that every country i~ now participating 
in the same game has its channs "and 
maybe also some practical political 
payoffs" there is also a risk inherent in 
this tendency, notably the pressure (0 

make countries comply regardless of 
Ihe socio-economic or political condi
tions prevailing Ihere. Nowhere is (his 
risk greater (han in sub-Saharan Africa 
where dependency on external pow
ers is parricularly high. 

The purpose of this commentary IS 
to look at the political legacy of the 
majority of African counrries and as
sess the experience (0 date of efforts 
to bring to Ihe continent a greater dose 
of liberal democracy. It will end by dis
cussing some measures that may de
serve greater attention in the furure if 
the liberal paradigm is going to stand a 
chance of taking root in Africa . 

The legacy of the weak state 

One of the recurrent themes in the 
srudy of African development has been 
the weakness of the state in these 
countries. In Ihe early days after inde
pendence this was typically identified 
in tenns of shorrage of trained man
power or low "absorptive capacity", 
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paradigm in Africa 

Over (he years, however, this problem 
has been redefined as political : <In un
Willingness on the part of government 
ministers to respect legal and rational 
principles underpinning a functioning 
state. 

It is not surprising that the state 
came to play a particularly important 
role in managing development after in
dependence in Africa. The laller had 
been achieved by nationalists gaining 
control of (he principal inSlruments of 
colonial rule - the state , Africans were 
used from colonial days to seeing the 
state as hegemonic and serving the in
terest of those in power. It became an 
almost instinctive reaction when they 
came to power, therefore. (0 consoli
date control of their countries by pro
moting the growth of the state. The 
colonial rulers had used the state only 
sparingly for (he purpose of fostering 
social and economic development. for 
them, i( was first and foremost a means 
of upholding law and order. After in
dependence, however, the general ex
peclation bOlh in Africa and elsewhere 
was that the state would serve a con
structive role also in development. 
African leaders had an interest in de
monstrating to their followers Ihat the 
pos(-colonial state would be different. 

This emphaSIS on "developmenL.'1.I
ism" among African leaders, which 
was also broadly shared by the inter
national community, meant rhat this 
popular end got used to justify virrually 
any means. African leaders used il (0 

accelerate " indigenization" or " Africa
nization" of the public services, thus 
opening up the phenomenon which in 
subsequent years has been referred to 
as patronage politiCS, ie giving jobs (0 

those who supporr you or are related 
(0 you. They also used it to muzzle the 
opposition. To speak out against gov
ernment policy was not JUSt heresy; it 

Professor Goran Hyden 

was lamamounr to treason. Foreign 
governments that supporred African 
countries with foreign aid were no bet
ter. They tended (0 supporr African ru
lers regardless of what they did either 
because they had a national interest m 
doing so or because they na'ively re
specled (he principle of state sover
eignty and therefore refrained from 
critical comments on the way these 
leaders ruled, 

Since the 19805, there has been a 
change of rune. Not only has the inter
national community ceased regarding 
Ihe state as engine of development. 
Africans themselves have come to rea
lize the limiutions inherent in dle 
slate-centred slrategy. A parricularly 
powerful critique has come (rom intel
lecruals associated with the continent'S 
own social science research council 
"Codesria", based in Dakar. Much of 
this has focused on the dysfunctional 
role of the Sl:ate. It starred off with a 
critique of its capricious behaviour in 
the human rights area and has more 
recently been extended (0 such issues 
as the criminaliza(ion of the state. 
Common to these concerns and orhers 
expressed by many institUtions around 
the continent is the corrupt narure of 
the stale, The state may be an instru
ment of sustaining oneself in power, 
but it does not serve the objectives as
sociated with a legally and rationally 
constituted public ins(irution. 

Since Ihe democratization wave firs[ 
hit Africa in a Significant way in 1990. 
Ihis weakness in the African state has 
been primarily at(fibuted to the mono
polization of power under the aegis of 
the one-party system Of rhe military 
junta . In other words, it was the ab
sence of a critical voice that contribu
ted to Ihe instirutional atrophy that 
came to characterize the public realm 
in African countries. Now that we have 
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a few years of experience with compe
titive, multi-party politics, it is time to 
examine this issue again. What differ
ence to governance has the attempt to 
politically liberalize African countries 
really made? 

The re-communalization of 
African politics 

While one must be sensitive to the 
viewpoint that democratization is a 
long-term project, it is nonetheless 
possible to discern a few things that 
should serve as signals of where Africa 
may be heading as the democratization 
wave continues to sweep over the 
continent. Foremost of these is the 
communalization or re-communaliza
tion of African politics. 

This manifests itself. among other 
things, in political parties becoming in
creasingly identified with a particular 
ethnic group or alliance of such groups. 
Those making up the new political op
position are typically representatives of 
groups that had a marginal or vulner
able position in the previous one-party 
setup. Their calculation has been that 
chances of having access to state power 
and resources would be greater if they 
were to break away, form their own 
party, and try to win the presidency 
and enough seats in the legislature. 
This calculation proved successful only 
in the case of Zambia in the 1991 elec
tion, when an alliance of 'northern' and 
'western' groups defeated Mr Kaunda 
after he had lost his ability to serve as a 
successful patron for all. It was a partial 
success in Malawi where groups that 
had been marginalized under Banda's 
dictatorial rule got a chance to gain 
control of state power. It failed, how
ever, in countries like Kenya and Tan
zania. The Kikuyus and the Luos in 
Kenya were unable to unseat Moi, to a 
large extent because of internal squab
bling. Although the picture was some
what more complicated in Tanzania, 
hecause ethnicity has never had such 
salience in politics there, the attempt by 
the leading opposition candidate, Mr 
Mrema, to win the presidential election 
in 1995 fell short because he could not 
mobilize enough support outside his 
'ethnic core', the Chagga and related 
groups in northern Tanzania. 

Multi-party elections in sub-Saharan 
Africa in the 1990s have euphemisti
cally been referred to as 'census' elec
tions, the argument heing that the 
ethnic map of the country is very clo
sely ref1ected in the pattern of voting. 
Communalism, as Patrick Chabal has 

argued, implies that political represen
tation must he through someone from 
one's own community. Only an insider 
can be held accountable. Similarly, only 
an insider can be counted upon to deli
ver public goods and services. This 
way of reasoning has been reinforced 
by the logic of multi-party elections. 

The consequence of this tendency is 
that the liberal paradigm, which served 
as justification for such elections in the 
first place, is being threatened. Compe
titive elections have polarized many 
African countries and exacerbated the 
inclination to treat politics as a zero
sum game, in which the winner takes 
all and the loser gets nothing. The Re
public of Congo (Brazzaville) is one 
recent example of where the liberal 
democratic political dispensation could 
not be sustained. Many other coun
tries, such as Kenya and Zambia, have 
manifested the same symptoms. 

The importance of constitution 
making 

The point I am trying to make here is 
not that Africans should abandon the 
liberal paradigm but that, based on the 
experience in the first half of the 
1990s, there is reason to see whether 
there are other ways of bringing it 
about. Multi-party elections, as sug
gested above, have not proved to be 
the "founding event" that so many 
analysts and supporters of democrati
zation had hoped. One experience that 
is worth more attention is that of coun
tries which decided that a hroad-based 
constitutional review process is a pre
requisite for introducing a liberal ver
sion of democracy. These include 
Eritrea, Ethiopia, South Africa and 
Uganda. 

Top-level representatives with lead
ing roles in the constitution-making 
process in these countries shared their 
experience with participants from 
other countries in eastern and southern 
Africa at a workshop organized earlier 
this year by the Africa Institute. The 
various papers presented at the work
shop will be published in an edited 
volume in 1998. In the meantime, it 
may be worth indicating some of its 
findings. One is that the constitution
making process provided an opportu
nity for people to understand what de
mocratization really implies. Secondly, 
it allowed people to acquire a sense of 
ownership of the democratic project. 
Thirdly, it brought people together 
across ethnic houndaries. Fourthly, the 
exercise helped legitimize both regime 

Comment 

and government. Although each coun
try ran into certain difficulties in realiz
ing the full objectives of demo
cratization, there is little doubt that 
these countries have laid a stronger 
foundation for the longer-term realiza
tion of a liberal form of democracy 
than countries which 'rushed' into 
holding competitive elections without 
having gone through a broad-based 
constitutional reform process. 

South Africa and the liberal 
paradigm 

Finally, a few comments about South 
Africa. The liberal paradigm has stron
ger roots here than in other African 
countries, as demonstrated by the fact, 
for example, that communalization is 
treated as a policy issue in the name of 
affirmative action. No other African 
country has thought of dealing with 
the consequences of inequity in distri
bution of opportunities and benefits in 
these terms. It seems that "affirmative 
action" becomes an acceptable con
cept only when such inequities are be
tween racial categories of people and 
when policy-makers can handle it 
within a liberal discourse. 

Other African countries never had to 
really consider affirmative action, be
cause the white rulers, including ad
ministrators, left at independence. 
Africanization in that context was not a 
contentious issue. Dealing with this 
problem in South Africa is likely to 
prove much more sensitive, because 
those who are heing replaced under 
affirmative action policies are other 
South Africans, categorized as whites, 
coloureds, and Indians. It has the po
tential of becoming more controversial 
than in the United States, since those 
who are being favoured by affirmative 
action are not a minority but a major
ity. Giving jobs to an increasing num
her of black South Africans, therefore, 
does not imply tinkering with appoint
ments only in the margins of public 
and private corporations but really at 
the very core of their personnel estab
lishment. 

How South Africa will be able to 
handle this issue in the years ahead is 
likely to have important repercussions 
for both its economic prosperity and 
the future of the liheral paradigm in 
this country. Given the position South 
Africa has in the world as a beacon for 
the rest of Africa, it is likely to bear 
also on the extent to which the current 
threats to the liberal paradigm in other 
African countries may be reduced. 
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Conflict in Sudan 
The Peace Agreement of April 1997 

Heather Deegan, of Middlesex University, London, explores the context in which the 
Sudanese Peace Agreement was signed on 21 April 1997, in Khartoum. 

O
ver the past months Colonel 
John Garang's Sudan Peo
ple's Liberation Army (SPLA) 
has gained a stronger mili

tary pOSition in a civil war that has 
raged, apart from a brief respite during 
the Jaafar Nimeiri period, since 1955. 
The conflict is estimated to have cost 1,3 
million lives. A Peace Agreement was 
signed on 21 April 1997 between the 
Sudanese government, under the lea
dership of President el-Bashir, and the 
United Democratic Salvation Front 
(UDSF), comprising the South Sudan 
Independence Movement (SSIM), the 
Union of Sudan African Parties (USAP), 
the Sudan People's Liberation Move
ment (SPIM), the Equatoria Defense 
Force and the South Sudan Indepen
dents Group (SSIG). Although the 
Agreement does not include the govern
ment's chief opponents, the SPLA, or the 
leader of the exiled Umma Party, El
Sadiq el-Mahdi, it does outline a number 
of political issues which, if resolved, 
could provide the basis for a move 
towards conflict resolution. 

Ethnicity and religion are seen as in
tegral factors in the war: a predomi
nantly Arab-African, Muslim north 
against an animist or Christian black 
African south. I Certainly ethnicity and 
religion are major contemporary fac
tors, but their origins are historic. The 
1962 Missionary Act prevented the 
spread of Islam to the south of the 
country and forged a religious tension 
within the country. By 1983 and with 
the institution of sharia law, tensions 
were exacerbated. From that time, 
State Minister of Foreign Affairs Gabriel 
Roric believes, minority rights became 
confused with religious rights 2 Yet it 
would be erroneous to generalize 
about the conflict in such tenus as "the 
North-South Conflict", or "Islam versus 
Christianity", or "Arabism versus Afri
canism".3 In Sudan, the issues of na
tion fonuation, regionalism, ethnicity, 
religion and economic justice "have 
been left to accumulate over time, 
without being resolved".4 Inevitably, 
religion becomes more complicated 
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when involved in politics, although 
Foreign Minister Roric manages to 
carry out his dual roles of Christian 
Bishop and Foreign Minister separately 
and without apparent contradiction.5 

Roric believes the conflict must be re
solved through a process of negotia
tion. This raises the question of finding 
legitimate and effective strategies that 
can be identified as such by the parties 
to the dispute. 

An attempt was made by the United 
Nations General Assembly in 1992 to 
develop new international nonus un
der a Declaration on the Rights of Per
sons Belonging to National or Ethnic, 
Religious and Linguistic Minorities 6 

The Declaration expected states to 
adopt appropriate legislative or other 
measures to protect the existence of 
minorities within their territories and to 
encourage conditions for the promo
tion of their identity. It also recognized 
the right of persons belonging to mino
rities to participate fully in decisions 
that affected them. The Declaration 
was not a legally binding document, 
and carried a moral force only. The 
United Nations is limited and over
loaded in tenus of what it can deliver. 
The Organization of African Unity 
(OAU) has a conflict resolution unit 
which has discussed the war in Sudan 
but the structure of the OAU is proble
matic, with too few people involved 
and too few meetings taking place. 
The divide between the political, mili
tary and logistical spheres further inhi
bits its work. For such an organization 
to be effective it would need constant 
dissemination of infonuation and con
sultation between member states, both 
of which require resources and effi
cient administration. Attempts have to 
be made to create a national culture 
within Sudan that is capable of uniting 
ethnic, regional and religious forms of 
identity. This also requires the con
struction of political structures strong 
enough to withstand parochial or pri
mordial demands, yet at the same time 
flexible enough to allow for popular 
participation. Although Foreign Minis-

ter Roric concedes that international 
support can at times be instrumental in 
acting the role of a conciliatory media
tor, it is important that undue pressure 
should not be exerted? President Ba
shir maintains that his government is 
committed to finding a lasting solution 
to the conflict under the Inter-Govern
mental Authority on Development 
(IGAD) initiative which began in 1993. 
The IGAD initiative involved several of 
the countries bordering Sudan: Kenya, 
Uganda, Ethiopia and Eritrea, but no 
real peace breakthrough has been 
achieved in recent years, partly be
cause of the deteriorating relationship 
between Sudan and other IGAD mem
ber states. However, at an IGAD meet
ing in Nairobi in July 1997, the 
Sudanese government accepted a de
claration of principles which it hoped 
would provide the basis for further 
peace negotiations, although the SPLA 
were not present. The April Peace 
Agreement was presented as docu
mentary evidence of the adoption of 
comprehensive principles which could 
meet the aspirations of all the people 
in southern Sudan. President Nelson 
Mandela was called upon to exert his 
influence in calling for a cease-fire. It 

seems clear that any peace process in 
Sudan is unlikely to succeed without 
cordial relations between Sudan and 
its IGAD neighbours. 

The civil war is essentially con
cerned with two fundamental issues: 
firstly, the identity of the Sudanese 
state and secondly, the question of 
who gains control over the natural re
sources of the south. Because of the 
area's reselVes of oil, hardwoods and 
minerals and vast tracts of unexploited 
land, the economic potential of the 
south has been seen as the key objec
tive for all parties. Yet ethnic diversity 
is complex in Sudan. The 1996 census 
reported a population of 27 million 
people; according to an earlier census 
conducted in 1955/56, the only one 
that included ethnic origin, there are 
19 major ethnic groups. These groups 
can be further divided into 597 smaller 
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Conflict in Suda n 

Ctno#I,._d,/'t"O", /H>g~ 165 

life ~nd po!'lk~1 respollSibiJilies Ofl Ihe ba
sis of (iuzenship, 10 

Table 2 outlines the other clauses in
cluded: 

.... • Religion and lhe slata 

• ~ fRedom d rdIg:ion, belief 3nd WOI'<: 
ship mao be guaranteed 

• A IUbI:IIe almO$phc:n:: lifl:lll be nalrlUit\cd 
I'ct ~ WOOlhip and pn:achirlg. 

• No ddzm sa.U ~ c:ot'lttd 10 .. n~ 
any fdh 01' niligion, 

• 1bfte ahalI be no legist;nion thai .would 
advenely aftal the (t.' ligiou.~ rig.hu 0( any -... 

• Sbana and Cu:non\ (jJ'rbn tr:Idl11onal 
law) IShaII be the:iOU= of k:~I~lion, 

The status of sbaria is arguably the 
most contentious constitutional issue 
and its repeal has continually been 
called for by the SPLA as a condit ional 
step if negotiations are to take place 
between the SPLA and the govem
ment. On the crucial issue of sbaria, 
the panies to the April agreement 
decided on a complex formula , Laws 
of a general nature that were based on 
general principles common to the 
states would apply at the national Ic
vel, provkled that the statCS had the 
right 10 enact any complementary fed
eral legislation on maners peculiar to 
thcm, In other words, shan'a would 
not be abandoned at national level but 
it was not 10 intrude into the govern
ance of the regions, The states would 
have powers wh ich they could exer
cise on m:.lners design<lted as falling 
within their jurisdiction, includin~ the 
development of customary law, I In 
the opinion of Foreign Minister Roric, 
the " rights of all people in the COUntry 
should be respected",11 It was appro
priate, therefore, that the Agreemcnt 
should include a section devoted to 
Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, 

As Table 3 illustrates, the terms of the 
rights and freedoms accorded to every 
person are wide-reaching and would not 
be OUt of place in a libeldl democracy. 
Yet H:as.1n Turabi :asserts that the empha
sis in the Sudanese model of Islam is OIl 
"rights and obligations" in which there is 
no coercion but equaUy "no freedom of 
w~1 in the Western sense",13 So perhaps 
il is unwise to read tOO much o( the pre
cise Westernized understandings of cer
lain words such as f reedom inlO such a 
document. Having said that, however, it 
is important to acknowledge that the 
Agreement refers to the need for immu-
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-... 3 FurdarnortaIli(tclaand freedoms 

IJndcr lhe ~ 0( lhe ",Ie (.ll;,iw Uk' 
following bask hurron nghls and 
funcbmcnul t'recdonu 6h;.111 he gual'3met.'d: 
• the right to Ufc 300 !.he tnvlolabllity 

II~ human pet$On 

• rile rlJ!h1 to e(lual m,aUnt:nt Il'ro:'p • .'atve 
d gender, I'3te, cololll. reHgIoo or origin 

• the ngIu 10 r~mny tlfe :"'\1.1 prh'2C)' 
• the right 10 frc.oedom d though! :md ('gIl--= • the- righI: 10 ~'fty 
• fittdom r.J ~mon 
• freedom d movement 
• freedoP, of the press 
• I'tv:cdom of 1tAOCbtlon ~OO asseml'lly as 

"taU be ~gubktl hy lht: law 
• ItnIllllfllty oom ;nbUr.lry :lITeSl, di..'1t'nt/on 

~nd I(>rtll!;t: 

• freedom 0( religlous worship, preadilng, 
prosclytlzatiQn god rd~ pt"OpalY'OOn 

• fn.'t':dom of f.:Xprt'SSlon aoo dcVl..-1opnlCll( 
of wlrures ;l.od bngu~g.::5. 

nity from arbitrary arrest, detention and 
torture, all of which are widely recog
nized as the by-products of conflict and 
violence. All sides in the dispute ha ve 
been accused of violating the basic hu
man rights of local populations, 

111e relationship between religious 
identity, citizenship and the State is cri
tical. Panicularly Significant is the idea 
of rel igiOUS freedom based on the prin
ciple that affords fhe indivklual not 
only the right to choose for himself/ 
herself but also to prOtection against 
any compulsion , In a sense, this right 
grants the general population indivi
dual freedom, It also rcprcscnl5 a com
mitment on the pan of both the state 
and organizations within civil sociery 
to ensure and enhance political rights. 
Sudan's political system has organized 
Structures and processes of decision
making. 111e Nationa l Congress meets 
every twO yeilrs and groups are invited 
to attend. There are multi-layered elec
tions of individuals at the constituency 
level, and then at council, provincial, 
Stilte and national levels. There are 
50000 candidates in the N:ational Con
gress, which operates a pyramid Struc
ture of representation. In order to be 
eligible to stand as a candid,He, a per
son must be 18 ye:lrS of age and a Su
danese cit izen. Dr Ghazi Salahuddin 
Atabani , the Secretary-General to the 
Congress, describes the system as con
taining the "bare rudiments of a demo
cratic system ". '4 111e Western plUralist 
model is seen as 100 divisive but the 
Sudanese system does involve a range 
of representatives: trade unions, profes-

sional associations, tribal chiefs and so 
on, who tend to become involved at 
state level. Ideas can be indivklua listic 
without p.1ny diSCIpline bUlthis slrUcture 
is regarded as more democratic than pre
vious governments with political panies 
which "were never representative",) !> 
The National Assembly has 400 seats, 
]25 of which are filled by using the quo
ta system and 275 elected directly by eli
gible voters, who have to be Sudanese 
nationals resident in a constituency but 
not. in rebel areas. Outside those stric
rures anyone can stand as a candicL11e 
and there are now no fees required as in 
the pas!. 111e 125 seats based on quotas 
represent groups which include Women, 
lawyers, Diplomats, Trade Unions, Intel
leouals/Culrural and Social and the MjJj· 
lary (Regular Forces), In February 1997 
there were 14 female parliamentary can
didates and 60 non-Muslim representa
tives in the National Assembly. Members 
have a (our-year term of office.16 

'nIbti 4 Democracy 

• P:artklp;itory ('k:rJlOO"llC)' .sh;.U be m;Jli:1,cd 
throuxh N:ttlon;.il COIl~ 

• In promotion (j l);1nicip;ltOl'y delllOCr:icy 
lbe 1X>I1~~ 3nd nation:ll (OllvenUon 
shan be organlred. 
(0 10 ~ccommocb!C: forum" for 1111 ciIJ.... , 
(ii) 10 discourage aU foom of intoler

ance :and totlllllarianiRn 

• 'The PCoIItk::s 10 1Iu:; AgJl!'emenI sh.:Ll1 bt: 
gwr:tnt«d fun p:ntidpa!ion in the poIlri
cd and oonsrituUonai pttx~ in $utbn; 

SQurce ~ SU<bn I'H«' Agn.-cmena, Khanuum, 
Apr\lI!X17 

One cause of con/lic\ w ithin the 
country has been identtfled as regional 
inequity with regard to the distribution 
of " productive assets, and educ-.nional, 
health and social services", " The 
Peace Agreement contains a section 
dealing with wealth-sharing, one 
clause of which stales: 

TIle federal go\'ernmen! shaU lay down ~ 

comprehensive e..:onomic Jnd soci~1 pl~n 10 
develop !he ( ounlTy in general and 10 bridge 
!he ~p betIVeen the \'3rious stales in P""ticv-
13r, SO Im.! within a cleruwe period, 3 patiry III 
pro.'i5ion 01 bask needs soch ~s seruriry, e m
ployment, W31er, food, education, health and 
housing ( ould be readled. 

In order to consolidate the economic p0-

licies, Sudan's economy is moving to
wards a free market focus, with the 
Fedeldl Bank assuming responsibility for 
re~.'ulating the intemal and external value 
of the Sudanese currency, Hassan Turabi 
refers to the country's privatizing econo
my as one which aims to be more effi-
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Conflict in Sudan 

from the National Army and will he 
stationed in their locations under their 
command. However, police, prisons, 
civil defence and puhlic security in the 
Southern States will be drawn from the 
people of the area and the presence of 
the Sudanese armed forces will he re
duced once violence has stopped. A 
joint Ceasefire Commission is to be es
tablished to monitor Ceasefire viola
tions and the disengagement of troops 
in Southern States. The Agreement also 
accedes to the right of the people of 
Southern Sudan to "determine their 
political aspirations and to pursue their 
economic, social and cultural develop
ment" through the process of a refer
endum to be held hefore the end of 
the interim period.26 The options con
tained in the referendum will present a 
choice hetween either unity or seces
sion. The referendum will he con
ducted under the auspices of a Special 
Referendum Commission (SRC), which 
will he formed hy a presidential decree 
in consultation with the Coordinating 
Council. To ensure free and fair con
duct of the referendum, the SRC will 
invite a range of observers from: the 
OAU, Arab League, UN, religious 
hodies, national and foreign NGOs, 
and the national and international 
media. The Agreement's final provision 
is for the government to endeavour to 
develop languages other than Arabic 
and English. 

Conclusion 

For some time it has been argued that 
"marginalized ethnic groups should 
have the right to some autonomy, to 
cultural facilities to preserve their iden
tity and ... to have a position in the 
commanding heights of the economy 
in order to participate fully and equally 
in the economjc development of the 
country".27 However, the perennial 
conflict in Sudan has h~dly created an 
environment conducive to the remedy
ing of economic disparities ~nd social 
injustice. 

The dispute continues hecause it re
presents the political amhitions of John 
Garang, the SPLA, and the rather dif
ferent agenda of Sadiq el-Mahdi. The 
Peace Agreement of April 1997 is, of 
course, only partial, in that its signa
tories represent a segment of the range 
of oppositionists within the country. 
Nevertheless, the Agreement has been 
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recognized as a diplomatic initiative 
that declares Sudan to he a multi-reli
gious and multi-ethnic country where 
fundamental rights are protected. Self
determination for the south can be 
decided hy a referendum after a cease
fire and a four-year hreathing space. 
The central question is how likely is it 
to result in a measure of success? Ob
viously there has to he a willingness 
from all sides of the conflict to resolve 
some of the issues and to move to
wards a more conciliatory approach. 
Most commentators agree that the war 
can only come to an end when all par
ties agree to lay aside their arms and 
negotiate a lasting political settlement. 
As Dr Atahani, Secretary-General of 
the National Congress, asserts, "Gov
ernment is not divine. The government 
is accountahle to the people ulti
mately." In a sense, the 1997 Agree
ment has gone some way towards 
demonstrating an understanding of the 
problems confronting different groups 
within Sudan and identifying a numher 
of key political aspects, all of which 
could help lessen tensions and offer 
the possibility of a "sustainahle peace" 
for all people2H 

Interviews 

As indicated in the notes helow. I was granted 
a series of interviews with senior figures in 
politics. finance and civil society during a re
search visit to Khartoum in February/March 
1997: 
• Professor Suad Albadawe. Secretary Gen· 

eral. International Muslim Women's Un

ion. 
• Dr Ghazi Salhuddin Atahani. Secretary

General. The National Congress. 

• Abdel Rahim Mahmoud Hamdi, Chair
man. Khartoum Stock Exchange. 

• Einayet Abdel Hameed, Chairman of the 
Foreign Relations Committee of the Na
tional Assembly. 

• Mohammed Zain Abdel Rahim, Depury 
General Manager. Agricultural Bank of 
Sudan. 

• The Right Reverend. Right Hon. Gabriel 
Roric .1m. Bishop of Rumbek Diocese. 
Episcopal Church o/" the Sudan and State 
Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

• Dr Hasan Turahi, Leader of the National 
Islamic Front. 
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Botshabelo's changing 
housing landscape 

A critical analysis 
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Bolshabe lo's changing housi ng landscape 

Table An analysis ~ nature of structures in BOtshabelo, 19962 

Fonn:1I ho\.&:It::!. on $l/:IYiced ~iil:c'o. 
tnlbrru:al houses on SCroiJced 51tc5 
Howlo,g 5UUCI.U~~ in infOl'n'tll5elllemem,s 
Houst'ookb ill IXII.:ky:trd shacks 

T""" 
and serviced sites; the degree of ser
vice differs throughout Botshabelo.) 

Although different statistical meth
odologies may give slightly d ifferent 
results, which is the main reason for 
the variation between the 1995 figures, 
the following conclusions can be 
drawn from Table 2 and Figure 2: 

T8b1.2 The cnange In the physical 
nalUf8 01 hOusing structures for 
Bo\shabelo In 1989,1991 and 
1995 3 

s.J.6 
60,0 
61.3 
59 

Figure 2 Pemmra8'tjll",,~J housing 
strucluresperbloc.k i" B<Jtsbubelo, 1.99$ 

• TIlere has been little increase in 
the percentage of fomal housing 
strucntres since 1989. 

• The lowest percentage of perma
nent structures is found in the 
newer blocks. Households in 
blocks A, B, C, D, and E have oc
cupied their houses for an average 
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Nu ...... 

22679 

'"'' "". 150 
40873 

;5,5 
,.,7 
75 
0,3 

1000 

of 14 years, while the avera~e for 
blocks U and W is 9.3 years. 

• Although there are a number of 
reasons which may explain the 
slowness in upgrading of housing 
structures, it should be noted that 
since 1989 at least 3 000 serviced 
si les have been occupied. The 
new residents will probably have 
had a negative influence on the 
formal housing percentage be
cause they are likely to have 
started with non-pemla nent hous
ing structures. The bond boycott 
which resulted in the withdrawal 
of financial institutions from Bot
shabelo (apart from Block H) has 
also played a role. 

• Block H was eamlarked for up
market housing but has only 
57,3% permanent structures in 
place - this is due to the fact that 
provincial officials who were 
being intimid1ted were resettled in 
the eastern part of the block dur
ing 1990. The resenlement was 
done to guarantee the safety of 
the officials during the uprising 
and to consolidate them into one 
settlement. 

Despite the presence of a number of 
f inancial institutions, approximately 
600/0 of the houses were constructed 
through the incremental hou$C-build
ing process, This process is, however, 
hampered by the fact that a large per
cenL1ge of the residents work outside 
Botshabelo; in fact only 25% of house
holds in Botshabelo are totally depen
dent on Botshabelo for income. As a 
result, most residents either have to 
spend long hours every day in com
muting, or spend long periods away 
from Botshabelo, and this factor can 
be correlated with the lack of mainte
nance. Although it could be argued 
that it is mainly the people who work 
outside Botshabclo who have the fi 
nancial capacity 10 obtain fonnal hous
ing finance,5 commuting by home
owners disadvantages the incremental 
house bUilding process in the follow
ing ways: firstly, the time spent com
muting per day (an average of 2 to 3 
hours every working day to and from 

Bloemfomein) could have been used 
to maintain, consolida te or expand the 
hOUSing StfUctme,6 and second ly, the 
money spent on transport could have 
been used to the same end (transport 
costs for households earning less than 
R500 per month would be 2C)O/0-40% of 
their income, depending on their desti
nation in Bloemfontein) , The distance 
of 55 km between Botshabelo and 
Bloemfontein, linked to transport costs, 
is therefore one of the major problems. 
A bus ticket increased from R12 per 
month in 1983 to RS8 per month in 
1989 and R126 per month in 1996. It is 
unlikely that the monthly income of re
sidents has increased in proportion to 
the transport costs. 

Apartheid's intentional policy of 
creating distance between place of em
ployment and place of residence has 
thus had a huge impact on the housing 
landscape in Borshabelo and will con
tinue to do so in the future. 

An overview of informal 
settlements in Botshabelo 

Housing structures in informal settle
ments provide living space for 7,5% of 
Botshabelo's households, The location 
of informal settlements in Botshabelo 
represents the resistance of people to 
the uneconomical layout of the city. 
Figure 3 and Table 3 provide an over
view of the number of households in 
informal settlements as welJ as the lo
cation of these settlements. 

The follOWing conclusions can be 
drawn: 
• The majority of dwellers in infor

ma l senlements can be found in 
the nonhern third of BOI:shab.:clo. 

• No infonnal settlements exist in 
the southern (DIUM/N) and 
south-western blocks (\'\I IU/S). 
(Both these conclusions probably 
point to residents' need to be clo
ser to places of employment with
in Botshabclo, and a need to be 
closer to transport routes, thereby 
redUCing transport COStS and time 
spent away from home) 

• Dwellers in the informal settle
ments in section H are apparently 
invaders from Block H, most of 
whom are people who wish to 

Jive on their own. 
• 79:>;0 of dwellers in infomla l senle

ments have been living in Botsha
bclo for more than S years,7 This 
confirms the theory that infonnal 
senlements arise mainly as a result 
of internal migration and not urba
nization. 
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Botshabe lo's changing housing landscape 

hoUseholds in Informal seHIem9nIs In Botsha ,NoWHTlber 1995 capacity to pay) and due to location 
(distance between place of residence 
and place of employment). • 

". 
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,.lI • 
31 

F 

1058 

• There seems to be resistance by 
settlers to moving into unoccupied 
siles. A possible reason could be 
historical ties to specific sections 
where land invasions occurred , 
while choice of optimal location is 
also a factor. The fact that resi· 
dents have to pay for formally 
planned sites and o ther political 
considerations could also contri
bute to the resistance. Another 
factor which might playa role is 
that, although no housing struc
nlres h,tve been built on these va
cant sites, it is impossible to 
detennine whether a specific va
cant site belongs to an owner or 
not, owing to lhe lack of a town 
register. In Other words, one can
nOt Simply assume that emply sites 
do 1'101 have owners. 

It seems therefore that the location of 
infonnal settlements in Botshabelo has 
resulted from urban sprawl and may 
indicate the residents' resistance (ie 
voting Wi th their feet) to the uneco
nomic uroon layout of Botshabelo, 
which located many of the houses far 
away from transport, work opportu
nities and other :Imenilies. So some re
sidents were even prepared to settle in 
the northem sections o f the town in an 
informa l SlnlCture wi th no services, 
rather than in tile south where they 
might have had a forma l housing struc
rure and beller access to services. 

G 

'" 
H 

) " 
1O7 

Demolished houses 

T 

Various claims were made by inter
ested parties in the early 1990s that 
people were leaving their houses in 
Botshabelo to move to Bloemfontein 
and Other areas. The claims arose from 
two observations: rU"Stly. the fact that a 
number of housing strucrures in Bot
shabelo had been totally demolished; 
and, secondly, evidence Ulat people 
fonnerly from Botshabelo were living 
in infonna l settlements in and around 
Mangaung.8 In a survey of vacant 
stands in Botshabelo during April 
1993, it was found that 68 houses had 
been demolished and Ulat the original 
residents were no longer li .... ing there. 
In a survey taken during January 1996, 
653 units were identified as having 
been occupied at an earlier stage. 
TIlere is evidence of 200 demolished 
housing strucrures on formally planned 
sites. Possible reasons for this phenom
enon could be thai residents: 
• left Botshabelo in order to live clo

ser to their place of employment 
outside BoI:shabelo. This is sup
ported by evidence that people 
from Botshabelo h3ve settled in 
informal settlements in and 
around Mangaung; 

• left their original place of settle
ment to be closer to their places 
of employment wi thin Botshabelo 
or closer to public transport 
routes. This argument is supported 
by the fact that people in informal 
senlements within Botshabelo are 
reluctant to be resettled on exist
ing open sites elsewhere and that 
79% of the inhabitants in infonna l 
settlements have been !iving in 
Botshabelo for at least ') years; or 

• left because they were no longer 
able to repay mortgage bonds and 
saw the evacuation of their homes 
as the only route of escape from 
their responsibil ities; or 

• were legally forced to evacuate 
the houses. 

Either residents took some of tile 
building materials with tllem, or the 
house was Stripped after the origina l 
owners had left. The reasons for aban
dorunent of dwellings might be a com· 
bination of the abo .... e possibilities. It 
appears that the tWO underlying pro
blems are economic Clack of financial 

Housing finance and grants 

Various agencies were involved in 
low-income housing finance. The fol 
lowing section w ill evaluate their con
Iribution. 

Department of Development Aid 

The Department had two methods of 
finanCing housing. The first method, 
which was used before 1988, was to 
pro .... ide residents with building materi
:"lIs to the value of R2 500. Approxi
mately 4 500 of these loans were 
allocated. Whether 4 500 houses were 
acrually built is difficult to detennine 
because of difficulties experienced by 
the authorities in managing the system. 
An investment of approximately RIO 
million was made towards financing 
housing prior 10 1988. In tenns of re
placement costs. this investment would 
be worth approximately R45 million. 

Owing to the management pro
blems, the system was changed in 
1988. Under the new scheme, a resi 
dent could apply for a loan of up to 
R5 500, provided that he/ she had a 
plan drawn up, and a signed contract 
with a contractor. According to officials 
in the housing depanment, 4 500 loans 
were allocated in this second scheme. 
An amount of approximately R20 mil
lion was in .... ested . The 1996 replace
ment value would be approximately 
R48 million . 

With the establisJunent of priva te 
ownerShip of fonner government
owned houses, a R7 500 discount was 
provided by the government in 1993. 
Houses in Botshabelo which had been 
financed by the Department of Devel
opment Aid were also considered for 
this discount. Approxlmately 2 000 ap
plications were processed (wonh about 
R6 million); and another 4 000 applica
tions (worth about RIO million) re
ceived. EffOrtS have been made 10 
reach clients who have not yel applied. 

The South African Development Trust 
Corporation 

The South African Development Trust 
Corporation's investment in Botshabe-
10 was approximately RIO million. Be
rween 1984 and 1990, 2 200 houses 
were financed. Loans were made avail
able to residents earning less than 
R6000 per year at 1% interest per an-
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num. From discussions with interested 
parties, it appears that according to the 
Corporation policy prospective home
owners would only be assisted with 
housing finance after rejection by pri
vate fmancial institutions. To replace 
the houses financed by the Corpora
tion wou ld cost about R33 million. 

Khayalethu Homes 

Kllaya lethu Homes (with its parent 
company, the South African Housing 
Trust) financed 3 000 mortgage bonds 
in Botshabelo at an average of R12 000 
per bond between 1989 and 1992. This 
is an investment of about R36 million 
in hOUSing in Botshabelo, with a cur
rent replacement va lue of more or less 
R5S million. The bonds were made 
available at an interest ra te of 80/0-13% 
per annum. They have since risen by 
an average of 5% per annum. A person 
who received a bond from Khayalethu 
Homes was able to bu ild a four
roomed house (approximately 40 m2), 
which included two bedrooms, a 
lounge, and a ki tchen. 

Private financial institutions 

Private fmancial institutions (with the 
exception of the Permanent Building 
Society) were only prepared to fmance 
housing in Block H. Private sector in
vestment in Block H probably amounts 
to a minimum of R40 million. I n tenns 
of replacement value this cou ld be as 
high as R80 million. Block H is cur
rent ly the only area in Botshabelo 
which has clearance from the Mort
gage Indemnity Fund (MIF). This has 
opened the door to J new middle- and 
high-income housing development 
which is prcsendy being undertakcn. 

Reasons for the bond and 
rent boycott 

Polit ies, although a contributing factor 
to the bond and rent boycolt, was not 
thc only factor involved. During 19921 
1993 a housing audit by Khayalethu 
Homes indicated that 700/0 of bond 
holders were either not in a financial 
position to payor were no longer liv
ing in the house (it had been occupied 
by a new ow ner - without the knowl
edge of Khayalethu Homes), No dis
tinction was made between the two 
categorics. The other 30% assessed in 
thc audit were thc original owners and 
were able to pay their bond insttl l
mcnts. 

This lack of financial capacity can 
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I 

be attributed to a general decline in 
!.he economy since the houses were 
first financed. The inability of !.he com
pany to track down the original own
ers could have been due to !.he fact 
!.hat !.he owners had simply migrated, 
or that !.hey wished to avoid action 
being taken against them by !.he finan
cial institution, 

The poor quality of houses built by 
!.he contractors is another reason 
which community organizations used 
to juStify !.heir call for a boycou , There 
are a number of reasons for !.he poor 
quality of the houses, Contractors 
(usually not based in Botshabelo) tried 
to maximize their profits and in so 
doing failed to uphold bUilding Sl<ln
dards_ The Free State Development 
Corporation (the fonner South African 
Development Trust Corporation) men
tions that the corporation did not per
fonn its duties regarding quality 
conlrol. A !.hird possible reason could 
be the condition of the soil. A report 
by Ninham Shand" for Khayalethu 
Homes in 1991 regarding cracks in 
house No F 1612 cited two main 
causes for the cracks - !.he active nat
ure of !.he underlying soil condi tion, 
and the fact that !.his had not been ta
ken into account by !.he contractors 
when laying foundations, 

Housing expenditure 

In the following analysis of housing 
expenditure, a comparison will be 
made, where possible, between the 
expenditure patterns in 1988-1989 and 
those in 19%. With respect to housing 
expenditure in Botshabelo during 
198&-1989, Du Preez lO nOles !.hat: 

• An amount of RIO 840 million 
(43%) was spent by residents on 
housing and housing accessories 
within Botshabelo. 

• An amount of RI4 537 mill ion 
(57%) was spent by residents on 
housing and housing accessories 
outside Botshabelo_ 

• Expenditure on housing acces
sories constituted 52% of all ex
penditure with regard to housing, 
while rent<ll and bond payments 
accounled for 480/0 of expenditure. 

• Of the money spent on housing 
accessories, 82% was spent out
side Botshabelo (presumably in 
Bloemfontein and Thaba Nchu). 

1l1ese figures show that little infrastruc
ture exists wi!.hin Botshabelo to pro-

Botshabe lo's chang in g hous ing landscape 

--~-

vide residents with either housing J House 6nau<:ed by Khy.aleCbu 1IoIDa. 
accessories or housing funding from fi- I 
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Botshabelo's changing housing landscape 

nancial institutions. It also confirms 
Botshabelo's dependence on Bloem
fontein and, to a lesser extent, Thaba 
Nchu. 

Social Surveys!! have shown the fol
lowing regarding housing expenditure 
in Botshabelo (see Tables 4 and 5): 
• The major portion of money spent 

on housing is spent on formal 
housing bonds in block H. 

• Expenditure for the upgrading of 
non-permanent structures appears 
to be low. 

• Expenditure on housing in the 
northern suburbs, blocks G, J, K 
and F, is higher than in the other 
sections. This is despite the fact 
that no major differences exist be
tween the average income of 
households. One possible reason 
might be that the northern suburbs 
are better located than the south
ern suburbs as regards transport 
and work-related and other op
portunities. As a result, people 
from the northern suburbs feel 
comfortable in investing in their 
housing. 

• Whereas bond repayments com
prised 48% of expenditure on 
housing and housing accessories 
in 1988-1989, this proportion 
dropped to 25% in 1996 (probably 
as a result of the bond boycott). 

• Although expenditure by house
holds on permanent housing ac
counts for nearly 98% of the total 
expenditure on housing, it drops 
to 66% of the expenditure on fur
niture and household appliances. 

• It is also apparent that households 
in informal settlements are not 
spending money on the upgrading 
of their houses - probably be
cause of lack of tenure and ser
vices. 

It is evident that the amount of money 
spent on housing has dropped signifi
cantly since 1988-1989. Although dif
ferences in statistical methods may 
have had some effect on the results, 
the drop is even more significant when 
inflation is taken into account. 

Households entitled to 
subsidies according to policy 

In determining the number of house
holds which are entitled to subsidies 
according to the low-income housing 
policy,12 the following was assumed: 
• No household which lives in a per

manent housing structure is entitled 
to any further housing subsidy. 

176 AFRICA INSIGHT VOL 27 No 3 1997 

• Only households living in non-per
manent structures or informal set
tlements are entitled to subsidies. 

Table 6 analyses the possible allocation 
of housing subsidies to Botshabelo in 
view of the above assumptions. It is 
clear that an amount of about R233 mil
lion would be necessary to "solve" the 
housing problem in Botshabelo. As this 
is approximately 60% of the Free State 
housing budget, it does not make sense 
for a once-off subsidy to be allocated. 
Other aspects, including Botshabelo's 
historical connection to Bloemfontein, 
should be taken into account when 
housing subsidies are allocated. 

Comparing the housing 
situation with that in other 
urban areas 

One of the major problems facing the 
Provincial Government is how to di
vide 6 100 subsidy allocations between 
Bloemfontein and Botshabelo. A com
parison between the housing situation 
in Mangaung and Botshabelo provides 
vital background information on this 
problem (especially as Botshabelo was 
historically seen as an extension of 
Mangaung). Table 7 is an attempt to 
compare the two. 

From the table it is clear that past ex
penditure and planning focused on Bot
shabelo (displaced urbanization) and 
this resulted in a huge housing problem 
in Mangaung. Furthermore, population 
growth in Botshabelo appears to be 
zero, while that in Mangaung is growing 
by 5-8% per annum. Surely reconstruc
tion planning as regards housing should 
be focused primarily on Bloemfontein. 
An allocation of at least 70-85% of the 
subsidies to Bloemfontein might be ap
propriate. 

Conclusion 

Although initial trends in the upgrading 
of housing structures in Botshabelo are 
evident, very little change has taken 
place since 1989, ie during the transi
tional and post-apartheid era in South 
Africa. The housing policy under apart
heid employed numerous low-income 
housing finance methods in order to 
make Botshabelo attractive. Today a 
comprehensive bond boycott exists, 
with basically no housing investment 
outside block H. The opening up of 
other settlement options for black 
South Africans in the 1990s has caused 
many residents to reconsider their 
commitment to invest in housing in 

Botshabelo. The following statements 
reflect the current situation: 
• Very little, if any, progress has 

been made in the incremental up
grading of houses since 1991. 

• Low-income housing finance and 
low-income housing construction 
by contractors have not, from an 
investment point of view, been ef
fective. 

• Locating Botshabelo 55 km away 
from Bloemfontein, resulting in 
high transport costs and travelling 
time, has had a negative impact 
on housing consolidation in the 
really low-income households as 
well as on the sustainability of 
housing finance in Botshabelo. 

• The fact that much of Botshabelo's 
labour force is employed outside 
the area makes housing finance 
dependent on economic fluctua
tions in other areas, such as the 
closing of gold mines in the Free 
State. 

• All housing investment by Khaya
lethu Homes and the private sec
tor is linked to Bloemfontein. 

• Most of the housing investment in 
the past appears to have been 
linked to government investment 
in Botshabelo, either directly 
(through subsidies or low-income 
loans from governmental organi
zations) or indirectly (through ex
pansion in the private sector, such 
as schools). 

• The housing problem in Botshabe-
10 does not seem to be on the 
same scale as that in Bloemfontein. 

Future housing investment in Botsha
belo will have to take into considera
tion the following aspects: 
• The larger part of housing funding 

should be redirected from Botsha
belo to Bloemfontein. This could 
play a vital role in reconstruction 
planning. 

• Measures to counter urban sprawl 
should be devised. 

• New residential developments 
outside the existing borders of 
Botshabelo should be avoided. 

• Blocks R and V should not be de
veloped. 

II Double subsidization might occur 
if any new funding is ailocated to 
Botshabelo. 

Notes and references 

D S Krige, "Die transfonnasie van die 
Suid-Afrikaanse stad", Town and Regional 
Planning Occasional Paper no 10. Bloem-
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Improving economic 
development in greater Soweto 
The role of local government 

Ronald Mears, Professor of Economics at Vista University's SoU'eto Campus. considers ll'ays in which the 
new democratic local government could promote economic development in Soweto." 

L
ocal authorities in South Africa 
served the interests of the apart
heid state for over forty years, 
enforcing a policy of separate 

development for the different racial 
groups. Most of the local authorities in 
areas such as Soweto, Dobsonville and 
Diepmeadow had little if any financial 
basis, political legitimacy or ability to 
administer their areas. Therefore they 
were not in a position to address devel
opmental issues. Many protest actions 
against the racially based local go\'ern
ment structures took place. Such 
actions included rent and service 
charge boycotts, and contributed 
greatly to the deterioration of the 
already financially vulnerable local 
government system. After the establish
ment of Black Local Authorities in 1982. 
the civics focused all efforts on abolish
ing them and on promoting negotia
tions for single municipalities. 

Until the 1995 local elections, the mu
nicipalities of Soweto, Dobsonville and 
Diepmeadow formed part of Greater 
Soweto. After the elections of 1 Novem
ber 1995, Greater Soweto was divided 
into three more or less equal pans. They 
fall under three of the four Metropolitan 
Sub-Structures (MSS) of the Greater Jo
hannesburg Transitional Metropolitan 
Council (GJTMC)' As a consequence of 
these changes the largest dormitory 
town in South Africa obtained a signifi
cant say in the management and fi
nances of the GJTMC. 

The objective of this article is to ex
amine ways and means that could be 
employed to improve employment and 
promote the economic development of 
Greater Soweto. The topic is so wide 
that only a few aspects can be dealt 
with. This article concentrates mainly 

on the role of the new democratic local 
govemment as an instrument for pro
moting economic development in So
weto. It starts by analysing the relation
ship between economic development 
and the quality of life in general. The 
characteristics of the population of 
Greater Soweto are analysed. The 
transformation of local government and 
the initiatives taken by central govern
ment and the GJTMC to promote eco
nomic development are also discussed. 
The article then focuses on the promo
tion and development of small and mi
cro-enterprises (SMEs), because of their 
significant potential for creating em
ployment. In conclusion, the article 
identifies some issues faCing the GJTMC 
before coming to a few findings and re
commendations. 

Relationship between 
economic development and 
quality of life 

There are three major views of devel
opment and each enjoys some support 
somewhere in South Africa. These are 
the growth-centred. the state-centred 
and human or people-centred ap
proaches. 1 

The capilalisl or growth-cenlred ver
sion of economic deuelopmenl empha
sizes the importance of economic 
growth and the free-market system as 
instruments to enhance the quality of 
life. It enjoys support amongst the 
business community, whose interests it 
has served well. Although it has con
tributed significantly to the o\'erall ma
terial progress of many countries and 
benefited many millions in the West, 
the Soviet Union and the Asian coun
tries, it has not solved the problem of 

pO\'eny for the majority of the world's 
population: in some cases it has wor
sened it. 2 It has also led to hU'ge-scale 
global ecological degradation and is 
therefore seldom sustainable in either 
human or ecological terms. 

The lHarxisl or slale-cenlred l'ersion 
of economic del'eloplIlenl was inspired 
mainly by a deep concern for social 
justice. In South Africa it is still strongly 
supported by the communist members 
in the ANC alliance in particular. It 
centres on traditional Marxist ideas 
supporting the hypotheSis that capital
ism should be transformed and not re
formed through state intervention in 
the pri\'ate enterprise economy5 How
e\·er. such ideas ha\'e empirically been 
shown to have little merit or relevance. 

Human-cenlred de/Jelopl1lenl has as 
its ultimate objective long, healthy and 
creative lives for all people. It weaves 
the development processes around 
people rather than wea\'ing people 
around the developmental processes.' 
The human-centred development ap
proach is the combined responsibility 
of government. organized business. la
bour and civil society. No society has 
been able to promote and sustain the 
welfare of its people in the absence of 
economic growth, which is mainly a 
function of the rate of investment by a 
strong entrepreneurial corps hacked 
by a motivated and skilled work force. 
Howe\·er. in the long run it is human 
growth that matters most, not econom
ic growth. The human development 
approach attempts to widen the range 
of choices for all South Africans by ex
panding their skills, abilities and op
portunities to lise these qualities 
productively. 

Todaro" defines a new economic 

"7be author wOlild like 10 Ihank Visla Uniuersil.l' and Ihe Celillt: for Sciellce Del'elopmelll./i.Jl' Ibeir(illancial {/s~~isl{//lce. OpilliOlIS 
expressed, conclusiolls drawn, and any mistakes are solell' Ibe resp01lsibilily of Ibe {/It/hor. 
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view of development. Development 
economics is mainly concerned with 
the efficient allocation of scarce or idle 
productive resources and their sus
tained growth over time. In addition, it 
also deals with the economic, social, 
political, and institutional mechanisms, 
both public and private, that are re
quired to bring about rapid and large
scale improvement in the standard of 
living of the masses of poverty-stricken, 
malnourished and illiterate peoples6 

Development economics concentrates 
on the requirements needed to effect 
rapid structural and institutional trans
formation of entire societies in a man
ner that will most efficiently bring the 
fruits of economic progress to the 
broadest segment of their populations. 
Government involvement and its eco
nomic decL~ion making should be di
rected toward~ such a transformation. 

The heterogeneity and diversity of 
developing countries have shown that 
there is no single or universal develop
ment recipe that can be applied in all 
cases 7 The meaning of the concept 
development has changed over time, 
from an almost exclusive concern with 
aggregate economic growth to a 
broader interpretation that encom
passes questions of redressing povel1y, 
inequality and unemployment. If all 
three of these factors show a decrease, 
development is taking place. However, 
if one or more of these basic ills inren
sifies, there is not development, 
although per capita income may have 
doubled

g 

The challenge of development is 
therefore to improve the quality of life 
of all the people, especially those in 
the rural areas. A better quality of life 
generally calls for higher incomes for 
all, but in developing countries it in
volves much more. It encompasses 
better education, higher standards of 
health and nutrition, less poverty, a 
cleaner environment, more equal op
portunities, greater individual freedom 
and a better cultural life 9 Develop
ment must therefore be seen as a 
multidimensional process involving 
major changes in social structures, 
popular attitudes and international re
lations, as well as accelerated and sus
tainable economic growth, reduced 
inequality and the alleviation of pov
erty.l0 Development is a process of 
moving away from circumstances 
widely perceived as degrading towards 
socially, materially and spiritually im
proved circumstances. 

Sustenance, self-esteem and free
dom are common goals sought by all 

Improving economic development in Greater Soweto 

individuals and societiesll These three 
core values of developmenr serve as a 
conceptual basis and practical guide
line for understanding the inner mean
ing of development. Sustenance is the 
ability to meet the basic human needs 
for food, shelter, health and protection; 
if any of these is absent or in critically 
shol1 supply, underdevelopment pre
vails. A second universal requirement 
for human dignity is a healthy self-es
teem: a sense of wOl1h and self-respect 
rather than being exploited by others 
to serve their own needs. 12 Freedom 
from servitude, or human freedom, 
means the ability to choose from a 
range of oppol1unities. Increasing per 
capita incomes, eliminating absolute 
poverty, broadening employment op
pOl1unities and lessening inequalities 
in income are necessary, but not the 
only, conditions for development, 
whereas the three core values are es
sential. Economic growth is required 
as a first requisite to implement human 
development strategies. However, 
there can be no sustainable economic 
growth without developing human re
sources in a meaningful manner. 13 

The essential characteristic of the 
human-centred approach is that it is an 
holistic process, which aims to expand 
the practical ability of individuals, 
communities and other collectives to 
initiate, execute and manage their own 
development. Moreover, the whole 
process is to be influenced and guided 
by the people themselves. 1'1 The hu
man development index (HOI) com
bines indicators for life expectancy, 
education attainment and income in an 
innovative way to provide a more 
comprehensive index of progress in 
human development than by using fig
ures for GOP alone. In some ways this 
amounts to measuring the quality of 
life. The level of human development 
is measured by evaluating people's 
freedom to choose. In order to make 
more informed choices they must have 
some basic human capacities and a 
reasonable range of oppol1unities. The 
HOI uses people's life expectancy and 
adult literacy as an indication of their 
capacities. Income is used to symbo
lize their 0ppol1unities.1 ~ In 1991, 
South Africa's HOI was 0,677, ranking 
86th out of 191 countries16 The HOI 
reflects the conditions of the "average" 
person and subjective considerations 
are not taken into account. For urban 
areas the HOI was 0,807 compared to 
0,466 for the rural areas. Females have 
a higher life expectancy than males, 
but their education attainment is a little 

lower and their per capita income is 
only 38% of that of their male counter
pal1s. The unemployment rates are 
worse in those provinces in greater 
need of human development. These 
inequalities must be attended to ur
gently in South Africa. 

Some socio-economic 
characteristics ofthe 
population in Greater Soweto 

A broad analysis of the status quo in 
Greater Soweto may give some in
sights into the quality of life of its inha
bitants. The nature of the organization 
of life in a low-income township deter
mines the subjective wellbeing of the 
community and reflects their demo
gra phic characteristics. 17 The unem
ployment rate in Greater Soweto was 
40,0% at the beginning of 1993. IH Alto
gether 45,7% of the women and 33,6% 
of the men were unemployed I'! Of the 
population sampled 25,8% were for
mally employed, 4,6% were employed 
in the informal sector, 19,5% were un
employed and 50,1% were economic
ally non-active in Greater Soweto (see 
also Table 4). The high dependency 
ratio and unemployment rate and their 
effects on the income and morale of 
the unemployed persons significantly 
affect the quality of life in many house
holds and the community in general. 

At the beginning of 1993, the Em
ployment Research Unit of Vista Uni
versity analysed the demographic 
characteristics of the population of 
Greater Soweto. The number of house
holds varied between 1 and 11 per site 
and the number of persons per site 
varied between 1 and 35, with an aver
age of 6,52 persons per site20 

Although only 40 of the 800 sites sur
veyed, ie 5% of the total, accommo
dated an average of 15 or more 
persons, these accommodated in aU 
790 persons, ie 15% of the total. There
fore, some 15% of the population live 
on sites accommodating 15 or more 
persons, indicating the shol1age of 
land and accommodation. The number 
of separate occupied houses/living 
units varied between 1 and 14 per site 
with an average of 1,7 structures per 
site. The number of persons per 
household varied between 1 and 21, 
with an average of 5,25 persons?1 In 
1995 the average household comprised 
5,2 persons (see Table 1). It varied 
from 6,6 persons in the Zondi area to 
4,1 persons in the Protea Glen and 
Protea NOl1h areas. This is indicative of 
the wide discrepancies between the 
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Improving economic development in Greater Soweto 

policy of separate development for the 
different racial groups.36 Urban whites 
were entitled to political, social and 
other rights in these areas, while urban 
blacks were denied those same rights. 

The events at local government level 
have contributed in many ways to 
changes in South Africa in recent 
years. Many shortcomings of the old 
system had their origin at this level. 
Few local authorities had the financial 
basis, political legitimacy or administra
tive ability to govern their areas. This 
meant that they were not in a position 
to address development challenges57 

There were many protest actions at lo
cal level against racially-based local 
government structures. These actions 
included rent and/or service charge 
boycotts. which contributed to the de
terioration of the already financially 
vulnerable local government system. 

In future local communities will 
have to take charge of their own 
socio-economic development needs, 
because the only real development is 
self-development. Government and big 
business are essential for giving sup
port, but local initiative is the engine 
driving such development. Wealth is 
created by people adding value to raw 
materials and not by government. The 
transformation process, like all devel
opment, is a matter of choice and 
trade-offs between alternatives. 

In terms of the Local Government 
Transition Act3H the transition will take 
place in two phases. The first is the 
pre-interim phase which commenced 
with the promulgation of the Act and 
ended with the community elections 
for local government on 1 November 
1995. The second is the interim phase, 
starting immediately after the first mu
nicipal elections and running for three 
to five years. The present phase in 
local government is an extended one 
of rationalization and capacity-build
ing.39 

Once established, each local author
ity can determine its own priorities, set 
up its own policies and pass its own 
by-laws within the framework set by 
the higher authorities.~o The new sys
tem differs from previous ones in that 
representatives from political and civic 
structures participated in formal local 
government and co-signed the agree
ment underpinning the transitional or
der. The racially-based structures of 
the past are being phased out, either 
through new amalgamation and new 
non-racial local authorities, or more 
gradually through the coordinating 
committees. 
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Local authority boundaries needed 
to be redefined because many black 
and small local authorities had proved 
to be unviable and local authorities 
were politically illegitimate.~l When ra
cially-based boundaries were redrawn, 
careful consideration was given to en
suring viable structures. The institu
tional capacity to manage local 
structures and development was con
sidered, as well as some socio-cultural 
factors such as local identity and his
torical boundaries. 

In the demarcation process, socio
economic functionality was also taken 
into consideration. This includes eco
nomic activity, with GDP per capita as 
indicator; the provision of social and 
physical infrastructure; spatial consid
erations such as commuting. migrancy 
and labour dynamics; and the flow of 
goods and services.'12 Economic func
tionalism, rather than full spatial equal
ity. was considered when determining 
an adequate economic and financial 
base. Whereas areas had formerly 
been separated and managed in terms 
of racial categories, the demarcation of 
boundaries now concentrated on geo
graphical and spatial cohesion. The 
new approach focuses on links be
tween places of work and residence, 
employment patterns and land use pat
terns, the utilization of open spaces 
and the potential revenue bases of the 
areas. 

The development and reconstruction 
efforts include micro- and macroeco
nomic policies aimed at making the 
economy more equitable, efficient and 
sustainable over the longer term. 
Managing and planning the amalgama
tion of local authorities may improve 
the success of service delivery, as well 
as financial and administrative issues. 
This will impact on the development 
and quality of life of the citizens. 

Greater Soweto consisted of the 
three municipalities of Soweto, Dob
sonville and Diepmeadow until the 
1995 local elections. Since 1 November 
1995, Greater Soweto has been divided 
into three roughly equal parts. These 
sections were incorporated into three 
of the four Metropolitan Sub-Structures 
(MSS) of the Greater Johannesburg 
Transitional Metropolitan Council. ~3 
One part of the former Soweto falls 
within the Southern MSS (Johannes
burg), another, comprising Dobson
ville, Meadowlands and a portion of 
Orlando, within the Western MSS 
CRoodepoort), and Diepkloof and a 
large part of the former Soweto under 
the Northern MSS CRandburg). 

Through these changes the biggest 
dormitory town in South Africa has ob
tained a significant say in the manage
ment and financing of the MSSs. 

Initiatives to improve the 
quality of life at local 
government level 

This section concentrates mainly on 
the role of local authorities in promot
ing and developing small, medium and 
micro-enterprises (SMMEs). Estimates 
show that in 1994 there were more 
than 800 000 SMMEs in South Africa. 
They absorbed about a quarter of the 
economically active labour force of 15 
million people. This was in addition to 
about 3,5 million people involved in 
some or other type of survivalist enter
prise activity. H The small business sec
tor plays an important role in efforts to 
meet basic needs and help margina
lized groups. These include female 
heads of households, disabled people 
and rural families. the elderly and the 
youth.~s The government is committed 
to structuring its SMME support in such 
a way that special attention is given to 
the problems facing disadvantaged en
terprises. The success of the SMME 
sector may therefore have a significant 
impact on the quality of life of millions 
of South Africans by creating new em
ployment. 

Since the elections of April 1994, 
economic empowerment and growth 
have been placed high on the agenda 
of the Government of National Unity. 
Facing the problem of millions of un
employed and underemployed people 
across the nation, the government had 
to attend to job creation and generat
ing sustainable and equitable growth. 
SMMEs represent vehicles which may 
address these challenges. ~6 Through
out the world SMMEs are playing a sig
nificant role in absorbing labour, 
penetrating new markets and generally 
expanding economies in creative and 
innovative ways. 

South Africa needs a sustainable 
growth rate of over 5% per year in or
der to address unemployment and 
poverty!7 In October 1994, the official 
unemployment rate of the RSA was 
32%, or 4 656 076 persons. The corre
sponding figure for October 1995 was 
29,3%. or 4 204 000 persons. The fig
ures varied between 36,9% for black 
people and 5,5% for white people. In 
the case of black people the unem
ployment rate was 28,9% for males 
and 46,9% for females.~H More invest
ment in human capital. machinery and 
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civil engineering is necessal)' to create 
higher and sustainable growth rates. 
More public investment in transport, 
telecommunications and hasic services 
is urgently needed in order to improve 
the li\'ing conditions of the countl)"s 
work force. 

The impact of the global economic 
recession on unemployment has been 
exacerbated by unique factors inher
ited from the pre\'ious local govern
ment system. Local Economic Devel
opment may provide a partial solution 
to the prevailing socio-economic diffi
culties. For example, community 
groups and civics need to take on a 
more pronounced development and 
joh-creation focus . .j') The government 
needs to permit, facilitate and encou
rage the fostering of cooperati\'e 
agreements among all the major stake
holders in a local society. 

South African local authorities rea
lize that they are lagging significantly 
behind their counterparts in other parts 
of the world. where most local authori
ties acth'ely participate in their local 
economies through policies of munici
pal entrepreneuralism. that is. direct 
employment initiatives and economic 
strategies. They also facilitate local 
economic development through strate
gies such as reduced rates, subsidized 
premises, loan guarantees, business 
advice, relevant research and local 
purchasing policies.';o They are more 
directly invoked in catering for the 
daily social and economic needs of 
their communities than has been the 
case in South Africa. 

Local Business Service Centres 
(LBSCs) are regarded as key mechan
isms to su pport small businesses by 
providing information and advice, 
mentors hip contacts, information on 
training and networking information 
about development opportunities, and 
by facilitating subcontracting."1 LBSCs 
are locally based and locally mana
ged in order to meet and respond to 

local needs and requirements. San
C0'52 states that a fundamental para
digm shift is needed, from a service
orientated approach to one in which 
the local authorities become key so
cial agents. It is now accepted that 
access to higher-quality business sup
port is a key requirement in South 
Africa's programme of local, and 
therefore national, economic develop
ment."5 

The next section shows that micro
enterprises have recei\'ed little atten
tion in Johannesburg and e\'en less in 
Soweto. 

Improving economic development in Greater Soweto 

Initiatives of the Greater 
Johannesburg'D'ansitional 
Metropolitan Council to 
develop and manage SMMEs 

Although street-trading has been a fea
ture of Johannesburg'S Central Busi
ness District from its earliest 
beginnings, it was actively discouraged 
and restricted until the early 1980s. ,;, 
By 1976, there were fewer than 200 
black traders legally on the streets of 
Johannesburg'S CBD. During 1979 and 
1980 there were still between 200 and 
250 hawkers working daily in this 
area. 'i'; During the 1980s and early 
19905, large numbers of people from 
the rural areas were migrating into ur
han areas in spite of restrictive legisla
tion. Numerous micro-enterprises were 
started and certain reform measures 
had to be introduced."6 The Johannes
burg City Council responded to these 
changes with large-scale deregulation 
and greater tolerance of street-trading. 
From fewer than 200 licensed traders 
in 1976, the number increased to 1 004 
licensed traders in 19H7 

Strict enforcement of the "apartheid
era'" by-laws on street trading was re
laxed from around 1989. Fewer and 
fewer prosecutions were issued and 
followed through. The reasons were 
manifold, and included the difficulty of 
tracing persons, the personal risk to 
the official issuing the fines and the 
loss of interest by staff who anticipated 
the removal of most restrictions on 
street trading. [n addition, the Sandton 
Town Council opened the way for tra
ders to operate in their areas in 19H9, 
encouraging hawking to take place 
free of restriction."7 

Street-trading has proliferated across 
the city centre of Johannesburg, and 
has increased with the growing unem
ployment. This has put great pressure 
on pavement traffic, as streets which 
cany high volumes of pedestrians also 
attract the street-sellers."8 Crime and 
en\'ironmental deterioration have cre
ated a negative attitude towards the 
city centre. 

In 1992, the Central Johannesburg 
Partnership (CJP) established an Infor
mal Trading Task Group, representa
tive of hawkers' associations, service 
organizations, business and the City 
Council. The priority agreed on was to 
coordinate different perceptions of the 
problem and arrh'e at a joint policy, as 
well as practical and creative solutions. 
This involved joint negotiation and 
consultation aimed at adding value to 
city life, not detracting from it. The 

Central Johannesburg Partnership as
sisted street sellers in obtaining better 
trading sites through the establishment 
of informal markets as well as in up
grading street pitches, storage and toi
let facilities, electricity and water.';9 

With the promulgation of the Busi
ness Amendment Act no 186 of 1993, 
all previous hawking restrictions fell 
away on 29 June 1994. This necessi
tated a more concerted effort at im
provement, and therefore appropriate 
management, of informal trading, with 
traders included in the decision-mak
ing. In Janual)' 1994, the CJP estab
lished a joint negotiating forum 
specifically to address the need for 
new street trading by-laws, to be deter
mined jointly by the City Council, the 
hawkers' associations, business and 
formal retailers. The aim was to create 
a self-policing working framework to 
successfully manage informal trading 
and spell out agreed principles of trad
ing and a code of conduct agreed to 
by all hawkers' associations60 The for
um met on a fortnightly basis, and 
negotiations were concluded and con
sensus reached in mid-April 1994. The 
resulting by-laws, with schedules, were 
approved at the end of April 1994. 
However, the Council has had limited 
success in instituting its SMME policy. 

The Johannesburg and Sandton 
Councils put into place processes to 
create new by-laws in line with the re
quirements of the new legislation in 
1994. However, these were never 
brought to finality, and in Janual)' 1995 
the Greater Johannesburg Transitional 
Metropolitan Council resolved to start 
the process again61 A portion of the 
street trading by-laws was accepted on 
8 Janual)' 1997, in Provincial Gazette 
no 311. The second portion will only 
be promulgated in 1998. 

Micro-enterprises have benefited 
from the lack of by-laws and restric
tions since 1994, although the Council 
generally did not actively manage and 
promote SMMEs. However, some en
couraging developments have since ta
ken place. Two Local Business Service 
Centres were fully accredited and are 
active in the Greater Johannesburg area 
- one in Soweto. The Baralink Devel
opment Framework has received R4,2 
million from RDP funds for studying of 
projects in Sowet062 The first Business 
Improvement District was initiated in 
August 1995 and is working closely 
with the informal traders in the area. It 
has created employment opportunities 
for a security force of 40 members and 
a cleaning crew63 Micro-enterprises 
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Improving economic development in Greater Soweto 

are thus in the process of developing in 
Gauteng, inclusive of Soweto. 

Research by the CJp61 in 1993 esti
mated the number of informal traders 
at hetween 4 000 and 4 500 in central 
Johannesburg, inclusive of Hillhrow 
and Braamfontein. These numhers 
vary according to time of day, location, 
day of the week and time of the year. 
Transportation nodes, such as Park 
and Westgate stations, the taxi termini 
around Noord and Wanderers streets 
and Kazerne, are the most intensive 
trading areas. Heavy trading also takes 
place around the Jeppe Street Post Of
fice, the northern end of Diagonal 
Street and down Eloff Street. 

Since the local government elections 
of 1 November 1995, not enough time 
has elapsed for an objective assess
ment of the GJTMC's success in devel
oping and managing SMMEs. Although 
the rolicy is in place at central govern
ment level, it has still to be implemen
ted at provincial and local level. 
Soweto is receiving increased attention 
hut much more needs to be done. The 
following section will consider some of 
the remaining challenges facing the 
Council. 

Some challenges facing the 
GreaterJohannesburg 
Transitional Metropolitan 
Council 

The best starting point for the Council 
is to review existing local ordinances. 
by-laws and regulations to ensure that 
they go beyond deregulation towards 
actively promoting the development of 
micro-enterprises. The Council can as
sist by supporting the Local Business 
Service Centres and bringing organiza
tions in the area together into an acti\'e 
framework. It can supply information 
on the types of services each organiza
tion provides to micro-enterprises gen
erally, and street-traders in particular(''i 
Referral to specific organizations for 
services would then be possible. 

Overcrowding on pavements may 
he diminished by encouraging the ver
tical movement of micro-entrepre
neurs. Businesses with the potential to 
develop must be assisted to do so. 
Micro-enterprises that have already ex
panded beyond survival must be en
couraged to move off the streets onto 
semi-formal or formal business sites.1,(, 
There are basically two approaches to 
assisting the owners of such micro-en
terprises to overcome the present bar
riers and constraints: firstly, inter
ventions which would assist the indivi-
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dual by improving his/her capacity, 
and secondly, interventions that could 
alter the situation or environment in 
which the husiness functions. These 
include the removal of legal restric
tions or the provision of infrastructure. 
Hirschowitz. Orkin & Jennings remark 
that both individual and larger-scale 
environmental interventions are 
needed to help street-trading or micro
enterprises to develop and move lJe
yond being a marginal activity67 

Developing the micro-enterprises 
into successful enterprises is the 
shared responsibility of government 
(central. provincial and especially the 
GJTMC), organized business, labour 
and civil society. Both the private and 
pulJlic sectors are agents of change 
and develorment,(,H but this rrincirle 
implies more than participation by big 
husiness only. The SMME sector has a 
large stake in economic reconstruction 
in South Africa; it forms part of the 
productive public and private sector 
partnershir. SMMEs operating on their 
own cannot survive the competition 
from established firms because of their 
size, but the support of the Council in 
conjunction with other relevant agen
cies may enable cooperation between 
firms of similar size. Whereas central 
government took the initiative and de
veloped the National Small Business 
Enabling Act. local government must 
now playa more active role, forming 
partnerships with SMMEs and increas
ing initiatives to create an enabling en
vironment that will improve the quality 
of life of all citizens of Greater Soweto. 

Active intervention by the Council 
could include: 
l1li providmg more accommodation. 

sites and premises. including 
semi-formal structures; 

III promoting better understanding of 
the needs and rroblems of micro
enterprises by law enforcement 
agents; 

III supplying appropriate infrastruc
ture, including hand-washing facil
ities, toilets and dustbins; 

III encouraging micro-enterprises to 
become more organized; 

III promoting co-operative ventures 
such as collective buying and har
gaining:69 and 

III establishing facilities for training 
and educating small businessmen 
and businesswomen in the essen
tials of the business world. 

In the final analysis, a major factor in 
the success of micro-enterprises will 
be their involvement and participation 

in local government affairs. In this re
gard they need improved organization 
to ohtain better representation. 

Summary of main findings 

The objective of this exercise was to 
investigate how the new local govern
ment system could improve the eco
nomic development and quality of life 
in Greater Soweto. The fact that an un
equivocal answer to the question re
mains elusive, at least at the present 
stage of South Africa's economic and 
political development. is an indication 
of the complexities involved. 

The pooling of resources by the for
mer high- and low-income municipali
ties in the present Metropolitan Sub
Structures could significantly affect the 
improvement of services in Greater So
weto. This will depend not only on a 
larger contribution by those who use 
the services, but also on breaking the 
culture of non-payment. 

Local communities have to take 
charge of their own development 
needs. Government and big business 
can give supr0rt, hut local initiative 
will be the driving force in solving lo
cal development problems and im
proving the quality of life of the 
people. Local authorities must. there
fore, become more directly involved in 
the daily socio-economic needs of the 
community. High-quality official sup
port to small and micro-enterprises is a 
key requirement in South Africa's pro
gramme of local, and therefore na
tional, economic development. 

The Central Johannesburg Partner
ship (CJPl has done more in a few 
months than the City Council did in 
years to promote negotiations and joint 
policies aimed at adding quality to city 
life. However, although central govern
ment has put in place some national 
policies, local and provincial govern
ments have had limited success in 
instituting their policies. This is under
standable. given the fact that local 
government is still in an extended 
phase of rationalization and capacity 
building. 

Although some encouraging devel
opments have taken place recently. 
much more has to be done. Eliminat
ing discrepancies between districts of 
Soweto, and between Soweto and 
other suburbs. is one of the challenges 
facing the Council, while increasing 
employment opportunities by encoura
ging micro- and small-business de vel
orment will greatly improve the 
quality of life of the Sowetan people. 
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Democracy and human rights 
A paradox for migration policy 

In this article Lloyd B Hill, of the Centre for International and Comparative Politics at the University of 
Stellenbosch, discusses the implications of regional and interregional migration for democracy and 

human rights and explores possible alternatives to the present policy. 

'we therefore. through our 
freely elected representa
tives, adopt this Con-stitu
tion as the supreme law of 

the Republic so as to - Heal the divi
siems of the past and establish a socieZV 
based on democratic values, social 
justice and fundamental human 
rights; Lay the foundations for a 
democratic and open society in which 
government is based on the will of the 
people and every citizen is equanv pro
tected by law; Improve the quality ~f 
life of all citizens and free the poten
tial of each person; and Build a uni
ted and democratic South Africa able 
to take its rightful place as a sovereign 
state in the family of nations" 

Extract from the Preamble to the 
Constitution of the Republic of South 
Africa, 1996 (italics mine). 

T
he purpose of this article 1 is 
twofold. Its first aim is to pro
voke a debate on an apparent 
tension between two of the 

guiding norms of the new order -
democracy and human rights. This ten
sion results from a discrepancy 
between the levels at which the two 
concepts operate, and this will be ela
borated on in due course. This tension 
can be observed in a number of for
eign and domestic policy contexts, but 
a full examination of all of these is 
beyond the scope of this article. 2 The 
second purpose is thus to explore this 
tension within the context of a specific 
policy issue: transnational migration. 
Migration is an issue which - perhaps 
more than any other - is situated 
within that precarious nexus between 
domestic and foreign policy. For this 
reason trends in regional and interna
tional migration hold important impli
cations for the choice of appropriate 
migration strategies, and for the impact 
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of these within the domestic context of 
democratic "nation building'· and the 
broader context of Southern African 
'·regional development". 

Over the last three years, migration 
policy has been criticized for failing to 
conform to the norms and demands of 
the new dispensation. The criticisms 
tend to take one of two forms (or else 
to be a combination of both). The first 
is what can be termed a procedural cri
tique; it focuses attention on specific 
procedural aspects of current policy, 
without questioning the overall struc
ture or framework within which migra
tion policy is formulated..' Over the 
last few years there have been numer
ous criticisms of the procedures em
ployed by the Department of Home 
Affairs, as well as the actions of mem
bers of the Department.· The second 
is a more fundamental critique that fo
cuses on the underlying structure of re
gional migration, and the extent to 
which this is reflected in migration pol
icy. It is this second critique with 
which this article is primarily con
cerned, for here the choice of appro
priate policy is related to what 
Zolberg5 has termed the '·choice of en
tity in relation to which the calculus of 
costs and benefits is to be made". In 
other words, this critique is primarily 
concerned with the construction of an 
alternative migration regime. 

The problem associated with the 
construction of migration regimes in 
general will be analysed in terms of 
the historical development of demo
cratic states. Following this, specific at
tention will be given to the issues 
raised within migration policy debate 
in South Africa since 1994. The article 
will also include a brief analysis of the 
Draft Green Paper on International Mi
gration. 

Over the last few years a number of 
South African writers have argued that 
current migration policy: 

• is a racist relic inherited from the 
apartheid regime;(' 

• is attributable, wholly or to a great 
extent, to the fact that the Minister 
of Home Affairs is not a member 
of the majority party;7 

• is ineffective (specifically the pol
icy of repatriating undocumented 
migrants);H 

• is responsible for "dangerously 
high" levels of xenophobia in the 
country;9 

• incorrectly assumes that migrants 
(including undocumented mi
grants) cost the country money 
and undermine the Reconstruction 
and Development Programme; 10 

• focuses too heavily on the prero
gative of state sovereignty rather 
than on the developmental needs 
of the region; 11 and 

• is contrary to the Government's 
stated commitment to democracy 
and human rights. 12 

On the grounds of these cntIClsms, 
many writers have called for current 
migration policy to be overhauled and 
replaced by a more human-rights 
orientated approach. The first five 
points vary in accuracy; they will be 
dealt in the concluding section. The 
fundamental error that pervades much 
of the debate on migration, however, 
is revealed in the last two points, and 
can be summed up in two broad argu
ments. Firstly, much of the analysis is 
based on a superficial understanding 
of states and state sovereignty. It is too 
often assumed that states are passe and 
that a process of regional development 
can proceed by simply constructing a 
more appropriate transcendent regime. 
The problem with this type of analysis 
is that it tends to focus predominantly 
on the economic interdependence of 
the region, while ignoring the historical 
role that states have played in pro
ducing organizational capacity and dis-
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Democracy and human rights 

early part of this century, and the con
comitant development of social wel
fare programmes to contain the socio
economic inequaliry inherent in the ca
pitalist mode of production. 

This conceptual distinction is, how
ever, not sufficient to demonstrate the 
tension between democracy and hu
man rights. For this we require the em
pirical observation that the context for 
the historical development of modem 
democracy is the state. Here the state 
is defined, in the Weberian tradition, 
as "a human communiry that (success
fully) claims the monopoly of the legit
imate use of phlsical force within a 
given territory."l Although this is not 
empirically true of all states in the glo
bal state system, it is true of the most 
successful states, and is the aspiration 
of the rest. To the extent that modem 
states vary in sophistication, they are 
best defined in terms of organizational 
capaciry, and the most significant his
torical characteristic of states has been 
their capaciry to penetrate society, ex
tract resources, regulate relationships 
and appropriate resources in deter
mined ways.17 In this sense the mod
em state precedes the notion of a 
nation, in that the state is first and fore
most an agent of authoriry within a 
specific territory, which is invariably 
legitimized ex post facto - both exter
nally, through the acquisition of inter
national sovereignry, and internally, 
through the extension of its organiza
tional capacities and the construction 
of an internal ideology of legitima
tion. 18 The process of extending and 
legitimating the authoriry of the state is 
in effect a nation-building project, and 
the strategies that have historically 
been employed to this end vary from 
genocide to assimilation. 

The significance of democracy with
in this context is that it is but one 
among a variety of historical strategies 
that have been employed by states in 
the process of nation building. Alterna
tive strategies of internal legitimation, 
most notably appeals to divine and tra
ditional authoriry, have in most parts 
of the world been replaced by 

the currently dominant value system of 
Western liberalism [in terms of which] a sa
tisfactory answer to the question of territor
ial legitimacy requires that the population 
(or at least the great majority of itl should 
voluntarily agree to live within the state 
concerned. an agreement which in turn is 
ideally achieved through a sense of nation
hood which binds members of the popula
tion to one another, and to the state to 
which they all beiongI9 
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While the ascendance of democracy 
over the last two centuries represents 
the graduation of a particular legitima
tion strategy and the repudiation of 
prior strategies, it is - except under 
conditions of secession or state disinte
gration - invariably premised on the 
continuation of the state-building pro
ject. Hence the paradox of modem 
democracy is that it can never be insti
tuted democratically. A recent paper 
articulates this point well: 

[The] democratic principle does not define 
the framework within which it operates. 
For example, a vote for self-determination, 
a democratic act par excellence, takes place 
within a framework previously established 
by undemocratic means and principles, 
generally by tradition, corrected or con
firmed by force 20 

A good example of this was the trans i
tion21 to democracy in South Africa, 
which saw a marked change in the 
composition of the electorate and con
sequently, the composition of the insti
tutions of government. Far less 
dramatic has been the impact of the 
transition on the structure of the state, 
ie bureaucracy, securiry forces, legal 
system and - most obviously - the 
borders. The advent of democracy in 
South Africa therefore represents the 
symbolic repudiation of the racism in
herent in the colonial and apartheid 
"nation-building" projects. On another 
level, however, it is by no means a 
blanket repudiation of the statecraft 
that occurred during the previous dis
pensations. The state has in effect 
been re-appropriated, and in many 
spheres is being gradually adapted to 
address the needs of a democratic 
constituency - it is not being recon
structed ab initio. In this sense it is 
clear that, to the extent that democracy 
has established itself as the dominant 
political legitimation strategy at the 
close of the twentieth century, it re
mains essentially a state-centric phe
nomenon. 

Citizenship and the rise of 
international human rights 

The state-centric nature of democracy 
contrasts sharply with the ideal of a 
transcendent human rights regime -
an ideal embodied in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the 
International Court of Justice. Reitzes 
has, for example, argued that "classical 
liberal human rights transcend state 
boundaries, and consist of a set of 
"natural" rights which coincide with 

the negative civil and political liberties 
of first generation rights granted to citi
zens of states.,,22 This definition, which 
is clearly derived from the natural law 
tradition, emphasizes the importance 
of human rights as a moral phenomen
on - a set of extant universal impera
tives to be used when scrutinizing the 
actions of states. The natural law tradi
tion is, however, only one strand in 
the history of the modem human rights 
tradition. The following section will 
trace the history of three additional 
sources of this universal conception of 
human rights, all of which derive from 
the liberal tradition: 
• The first is the notion of citizen

ship, which has evolved from the 
traditional liberal conception of 
the state as an essentially negative 
entiry, ie the state as the guaran
tor, but not the progenitor, of 
rights. This laissez-faire approach 
to rights is anachronistic in the 
context of twentieth century politi
cal and economic developments, 
but continues to register signifi
cant support in modem liberal 
democracies. 

• The second is the growth of hu
man rights traditions within the in
dustrialized democracies, which 
are in turn largely the product of 
judicial activism, ie the tendency of 
the judiciary, particularly within 
constitutional democracies, to 
counter the populist and national
ist inclinations of national legisla
tures. 

• The third is the growth of an inter
national human rights juridical tra
dition (in the form of the United 
Nations, the World Court and, spe
cifically in terms of migration, the 
development of refugee law), 
which ostensibly represents a 
move towards a transcendent hu
man rights authoriry. It will be ar
gued that although during the 
latter half of this century we have 
witnessed the development of an 
international human rights regime, 
this is largely the product of a 
highly institutionalized and hege
monic consensus among ad
vanced liberal and democratic 
states, and as such represents a 
patchy approximation of interna
tional consensus on human rights 
issues. This is particularly evident 
in the development of the global 
refugee regime. 

Each of these trends will be dealt with 
in succession. 
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Citizenship, employment and 
migration 

Although numerous moral traditions 
have helped to forge contemporary 
notions of human rights, the codifica
tion of these rights is a relatively recent 
phenomenon which coincided histori
cally with the rise of liberal democratic 
states, and the concomitant develop
ment of democratic citizenship and ci
vil rights. As Du Toit has argued: 

lCivii rights] which comprise a range of pri
vileges, claims, duties and obligations indi
viduals hold against the state, emerged not 
in abstract, but from specific conflict'; in the 
process of European state-building (original 
italics)'"·; 

The notion of civil rights as an essen
tially negative construct emerged from 
the kiln of nineteenth century Eur
opean nationalism and industrial de
velopment - an age in which liberty, 
not equality, was the leitmotif of newly 
industrialized societies. Citizenship, to 
the extent that the notion is applicable, 
was at this time the privilege of the in
dustrial bourgeoisie. It was a common
place among classical liberals of the 
period that democracy (ie the exten
sion of the rights of citizenship to the 
working class) was incompatible with 
capitalism.2~ For this reason negative 
rights in the bourgeois state meant 
non-interlerence with bourgeois fac
tors of production - not the least of 
which was untrammelled labour mobi
lity. Freedom of movement for the ur
ban proletariat meant little more than 
the right to seek a better pittance in 
the mines, mills and dockyards of the 
bourgeois economy. The twentieth 
century witnessed a growing aware
ness of a fundamental paradox in the 
classical liberal conception of labour: 
how can an individual be both a com
modity in an unregulated labour mar
ket, and a citizen of the liberal state, 
entitled to civil, social and political 
rights?2'i This contradiction was heigh
tened by the economic and political 
crises that beset Europe during the first 
half of the century. In the wake of 
these crises, two fundamental changes 
were made to the notion of citizenship. 
The first was the gradual change in the 
composition of citizenship, as the 
working classes were gradually incor
porated into the framework of bour
geois democracy. The inclusion of the 
working classes gave greater impetus 
to claims for equality and social justice, 
which in tum led to a broadening of 
the scope of citizenship, through the 
addition of socioeconomic rights to the 

civil and political rights that had de
fined citizenship in the nineteenth cen
tury26 

Thus, as the laissez-faire state gave 
way to the welfare state, a new notion 
of social democratic citizenship was 
forged around the expectations of do
mestic populations for specific eco
nomic entitlements. This has been one 
of the most significant developments 
of the twentieth century, and has fun
damentally altered both the nature and 
function of the modem democratic 
state. Most important in this respect 
was the development of the state's ca
pacity for effective appropriation, ie 
the provision of welfare benefits to all 
citizens. In the states that constitute the 
Organisation for Economic Coopera
tion and Development (OECD), for ex
ample, government expenditure as a 
percentage of gross domestic product 
grew from less than 10% before World 
War Two to 28,5% in 1955. Welfare 
spending became the most important 
component of Government expend i
ture D Concerns for welfare expendi
ture and increased sensitivity on the 
part of democratic governments to the 
employment needs of the domestic po
pulation both served to sharpen the 
distinction between citizens and non
citizens. E H Car described it well: 

The middle-class government'; of the 19th 
century, concerned with the importance of 
cheap and abundant labour to swell the 
tide of production and profits, had been 
under no political compulsion to give prior 
consideration to the wage-levels and stan
dards of living of their own workers ... Now 
the prohibition was imposed, contrary to 
the patent interests of employer and capi
talist, almost without opposition. 2R 

The development of social democracy 
is therefore historically associated with 
the first significant attempts on the part 
of states to regulate the int1ux of non
citizens. Thus, the era of unrestricted 
economic migration ended after 
1919,29 as all major industrial countries 
closed their national borders to large
scale immigration. 

In addition to the exclusionary ef
fects of citizen politics, it has become 
clear that twentieth century economic 
developments have had a similar im
pact on global migration. Persistent un
employment has been an abiding 
feature of capitalist development in the 
latter part of this century - particu
larly within developing states. 30 Most 
significant has been the decline in 
manufacturing employment, and the 
inability of the "post-industrial" sector 
to compensate for this. In addition to 

Democracy and human rights 

this, the stratification of employment in 
modem economies has had a differen
tial effect on migration. Specific 
shortages often occur in new indus
tries, but the skills levels required for 
new technologies outstrip eXlstmg 
educational and training provisions jj 

The effect has been the sensitization of 
governments to the human capital 
needs of the state and the employ
ment concerns of the citizenry.32 Dif
ferent levels of development and 
employment have resulted in a conflict 
between the migration agendas of re
ceiving and sending states. Richer 
countries strive to restrict the influx of 
unskilled labour, while poorer coun
tries - which host most of the un
skilled and unemployed workers -
tend to adopt labour export policies. 
This, it will be argued, is increasingly 
true of Southern Africa. 

Legislatures, courts and rights in 
industrial democracies 

While most analyses of international 
migration draw heavily on global dis
panties between states to explain 
growing population movements, it has 
been argued that North-South imbal
ances are significant factors, but not 
sufficient to explain recent immigration 
trends. An important additional factor 
has been political developments within 
the major receiving countries - parti
cularly the growth of rights-based lib
eralism. The development of human 
rights policies has served to undermine 
the traditional notion of citizenship, 
and has thereby limited the migration 
strategies available to Slates. A recent 
comparative study of immigration ar
gues as follows: 

It is the confluence of markets and rights 
that explains much of the contemporary 
difficulty of immigration control in Europe 
and the United States... Recent efforts by 
democratic states to regain control of their 
borders all point to a gradual recognition 
that effective control of immigration re
quires a rollback of civil and human rights 
for non-citizens.;5 

The growing emphasis on human 
rights in the industrialized democracies 
represents a shift in the arena of politi
cal conflict from elected legislatures to 
courts. This is particularly evident in 
the United States (in the aftermath of 
the civil rights revolution), but has also 
been evident in a number of European 
states (notably France and Germany)..:l4 
This liberal trend has helped to miti
gate xenophobia in many receiving 
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Democracy and human rights 

states, although it has not resolved the 
paradox that migration presents to de
mocratic states. A recent comparative 
study of migration trends and policies 
in a number of receiving states makes 
the following observations: 
• There is a growing similarity 

among industrialized labour-im
porting countries in terms of pol
icy instruments, efficacy of 
control, social integration policies 
and general-public reactions to 
immigration; 

• there is a growing gap between 
the goals of immigration policy 
and the results of policy. leading 
to greater public hostility to immi
grants in general.:I'i 

As policy is traditionally the domain of 
elected democratic legislatures and ex
ecutives, the policy gap referred to 
above suggests an intra-democratic 
conflict between (and within) popular 
institutions (eg legislatures) and rights
orientated institutions (eg judiciaries). 
This in turn suggests that international 
migration is forcing most of the indus
trial democracies to revisit a classical 
theme in the history of liberal democ
racy: the tension between the rights of 
majorities and minorities. Current evi
dence suggests that migration is less of 
a political issue in democratic states 
with pluralist political cultures than in 
states with strong majoritarian and as
similationist traditions"() 

Human rights and the international 
refugee regime 

Critics of the state-centric arproach of
ten refer to the growing tendency on 
the part of modern states - particu
larly during the latter part of this cen
tury - to cede significant areas of 
sovereignty to transnational regimes. 
They point to the growing intercon
nectedness of the global economy: 
"globalization" has produced expan
sive and expanding networks of trans
national trade and industrial organiza
tions. Transnational regimes, such as 
the International Monetary Fund and 
the World Trade Organisation, facilitate 
the relatively free flow of capital and 
goods across national borders. It can
not be denied that on many fronts the 
traditional autonomy that the state has 
enjoyed within the international econ
omy has been eroded, and yet it is no
teworthy that the one sphere in which 
most states have actively striven to re
tain their autonomy is perhaps the 
most significant - the sphere of mi-
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grant labour 57 Why is this so? If states 
are increasingly ready to countenance 
liberalized traffic in other factors of 
production, why hold out on labour? 
The concept of free movement of la
bour, as has already been noted, is not 
unprecedented. The so-called "immi
grant nations". in particular, allowed 
unrestricted movement of labour dur
ing the formative years of nineteenth 
century capitalism. Isn't that what 
made America great?The answer seems 
to be that unencumbered labour mi
gration played a definite role in the de
velopment of states under the 
conditions of early capitalism. as ex
plained above, but that subsequent po
litical and economic changes ha\'e 
fundamentally altered the profile of mi
gration in the late twentieth century. 

When states attempt to resolve the 
liberal paradox. when they begin to as
sert the political rights of workers (and 
people in general) over and above 
their status as factors of production in 
the global economy. then the stage is 
set for a dramatic change in the struc
ture of international migration. To state 
it more specifically. the liberal paradox 
reasserts itself at the level of the global 
economy when democratic states seek 
both to extend the sphere of rights to 
their own citizens and promote global 
consensus on the need for transna
tional human rights, while simulta
neously failing to accept the full 
economic consequences of this endea
vour. The most significant implication 
of an incomplete international human 
rights regime (ie one that defers to the 
demands of states, rather than indivi
duals) is that people will tend to move 
from a rights-abrogating regiun (be it 
an oppressive state or anarchic terri
tOIY) to a rights-respecting (and invari
ably democratic) state. The consequent 
desire on the part of the rights-respect
ing states to contain the perceived 
costs of transnational migration leads 
to the creation of a mechanism for 
prioritizing and screening rights appli
cants. In the aftermath of World War 
Two such a screening mechanism was 
developed, and premised on the dis
tinction between economic migrants 
and political refugees. 

The second major wave of transna
tional migration took the form of an 
exodus of refugees from Europe in the 
1930s and 1940s5H World War Two 
witnessed death, destruction and po
pulation dislocation on a scale that 
was unprecedented in history. A con
cern to prevent the repetition of con
flicts on this scale led to a number of 

transnational initiatives aimed at mod
erating the conflict rotential of nation
alism. In the field of migration the 
most significant development of this 
period was the crystallization of the 
notion of "refugee". A refugee is de
fined by the United Nations Conven
tion as: 

a person \\ho. oWing to a well founded 
fear of being persecuted for reasons of 
race. religion. nationality. membership of a 
particular social group or political opinion. 
is outside the country of his nationality and 
is unable to or. owing to such fear. unwill
ing to avail himself of the protection of that 
country .09 

This prevailing definition of refugee re
mains essentially state-centric, inas
much as it places emphasis on the 
"country" as the primary agent of per
secution or protection.·H

) The reasons 
mentioned in the definition are also es
sentially political, as the UN Conven
tion makes no proYision for economic 
refugees. The rationale that informed 
the decision to adopt this definition 
during the post-war period was clear: 
migration of the period was largely po
litical and the creation of an interna
tional refugee regime (in the form of 
the UN High Commission for Refu
gees) was designed to facilitate the re
construction of the ravaged European 
state system. When this regime was 
ultimately extended~l to include refu
gees from outside Europe, the inten
tion was to make the status of refugee 
exceptional. 12 The logic of this deci
sion seems to be that the survival of an 
international refugee regime - which 
is premised on the maintenance of the 
international state system - is contin
gent upon the political and economic 
SUppOit of the rich industrial democra
cies. Thus despite the growth of liberal 
human rights cultures in the industrial 
democracies. and the overflow effect 
that this has had on the international 
system. the global state system remains 
essentially illiberal. Despite the impact 
of economic globalization. therefore, 
the global state system remains primar
ily a process of regulating economic 
migration, ie states sustain the structure 
of global inequality.~:1 Largely for this 
reason, there exists no international 
migration regime, and the refugee 
regime that does exist remains very 
exclusive. 

Economic migration in 
Southern Africa 

In a recent work, Bill Paton'l has ar
gued that most current approaches to 
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the study of Southern African migra
tion are "too stmctural", tending to 
ignore the role of the state in generat
ing and regulating population flows. 
Paton argues that the historical record 
of the last century shows a "radical 
gain" in state autonomy with respect 
to labour export, and that this is parti
cularly evident in the labour-exporting 
policies of many Southern African 
states. This contrasts with the demand
centric model of regional migration 
that has heen fostered hy numerous 
writers, ,'i wherein extraterritorial la
bour migration is attributed almost 
wholly to the rapacious demands of 
the South African mining sector. Inter
state complicity during the apartheid 
era is never seriously contemplated, 
and the result is the tendency to as
sume that neighhouring states are vir
tually powerless with regard to control 
of migrant Iahour. 

Paton outlines a three-stage progres
sion towards autonomy in lahour-ex
port policy making. During the first 
stage regional administrations owed 
their allegiance to the colonial state or, 
as in the case of "Iorthern and South
ern Rhodesia, the British South Africa 
Company. During the first half of this 
century two migration regimes were in 
operation. Nyasaland and NOithern 
Rhodesia served as labour reserves for 
the mining economy of Southern Rho
desia, while the High Commission ter
ritories supplied the mines of the 
Witwatersrand. Mozambique was split 
along the 22nd parallel, with Southern 
Rhodesia recmiting in the ~olth and 
South Africa recruiting in the South. 
The second stage saw a shift in the or
ientations of regional administrations 
towards the interests of internal capital. 
During these two stages the functions 
of the incipient states were almost 
wholly concerned with taxation and 
migration, with the former being used 
to inducelforce Africans to join the 
European economy. Both stages oc
curred under a condition of regional 
I~lbour shortage, when the coercive ef 
forts of colony and company had not 
yet succeeded in producing tile free 
tlow of lahour required for industria I 
development. The third stage was 
reached when a region-wide surplus 
of labour at given wages led to a sig
nificant level of unemployment. Regio
nal ;llhninistrations were freed from 
the responsibility of distributing labour 
among competing employers, and be
gan to formulate labour export policies 
to suit the concerns of the emerging 
governments. 

Labour surplus occurred in the late 
19')Os, and in the 1960s many of the 
newly independent states began to re
strict the intlow of foreign labour. La
bour surplus and the resultant 
unemployment shifted the balance of 
negotiating power in favour of the em
ploying state. South Africa remained 
the only country to actively recmit for
eign labour, thus heightening the sense 
of regional dependence. Many govern
ments emphasized the need for self,re
liance, but the official positions belied 
the reality of a more nuanced modus 
vivendi between South Africa and the 
region. Countries with a history of la
bour supply sought to maximize their 
revenues from migration, The most no
ticeable example is Mozambique, 
which has historically derived much 
revenue from the system of deferred 
pay. Paton also argues that the interna
tional politicization of labour supply 
during this period has served to em
phasize the internal politics of lahour 
migration. Nowhere is this more evi
dent than in Lesotho, where the legiti
macy of the state is owed largely to its 
position (and administrative function) 
within a broader labour supply regime. 
Examples such as these demonstrate 
the extent to which sending adminis
trations played a significant part in 
maintaining the system of oscillating 
migration. 

The tendency towards labour expor
tation can also he seen in recent SADC 
immigration initiatives. In 1995, just 
prior to South Africa's admission to 
SADC, the organization announced a 
Drafl Protocol on Free II,.'lovement of 
Persons. The hopelessly optimistic 
document called for the phased disso
lution of state borders within SADC 
over a period of ten years. The drafters 
of the Protocol made the assumption 
that free movement of people is a ne
cessary prerequisite of regional inte
gi'ation and development. ~everthe

less, as the experiences of regional in
tegration initiatives elsewhere in the 
world have shown, freedom of move
ment is a long-term product of etlec
tive region~d integration - which has 
thus far only been achieved in the Eur
opean Union. This year, once it had 
become clear that South Africa would 
not ratify the Protocol, it was replaced 
hy a more moderate Draji Protocol on 
the Facilitation of /v[ovemenl of Per
sons in the SOllthern African Develop
ment CorrmluniZy.~() The 1995 initiative 
seems to have been drafted more out 
of a concern to redistribute region~d 

unemployment than from a dearly de-

Democracy and human rights 

fined process of regional development. 
What this process has demonstrated is 
the extent of the migration policy 
gap ,7 hetween South Africa and neigh
bouring states in the region. This gap 
is the product of both stmctural fea
tures (eg colonialism and apartheid) 
and state features (eg organizational 
incapacity, failed policies and cormp
tion in regional governments). 

Illegal immigration in South 
Africa 

A failure to fully appreciate the role of 
the state also seems to pervade many 
of the recent analyses of South African 
immigration policy since 1994. Many 
South African writers have been quick 
to criticize the dynamic of continuity in 
migration policy over the last three 
years, hut few have seriously tried to 
explain it. Some have presented cur
rent immigration policy as an unfortu
nate aberration - a glitch in a series 
of otherwise progressive policy 
achievements on the part of the newly 
elected Government. In particular. the 
policy of controlling borders and repa
triating illegal immigrants has been 
portrayed as a violation of the Govern
ment's commitment to human rights 
and democracy. Simplistic moral cri
tiques nevertheless helie the complex
ity of migration issues in the post
apartheid period, and the dilemma fa
cing policy makers in the new Govern
ment. Current migration policy, when 
seen in a comparative and historical 
perspective, is anything but an aberra
tion. Rather, it conforms to the general 
trend among receiving states to control 
the now of transnational economic mi
grants. This may be interpreted as a 
breach of human rights (although this 
is not self-evident), but it is certainly 
not inconsistent with democracy (parti
cularly the model of democracy that is 
hased on a majoritarian electoral pro
cess, and which emphaSizes govern
ment accountability to a core 
constituency). What we are currently 
witnessing in South Africa is the conso
lidation of the new democracy, and 
this process is essentially concerned 
with the reconstmction of citizenship. 
This process entails the extension of 
the rights and obligations of citizen
ship, where the former are defined in 
terms of civil and political rights, and 
the provision of equal henefits to the 
population from the goods and ser
vices generated by society: wealth, in
come, education, health, housing, 
information, leisure time, etc. ,H The lat-
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Democracy and human rights 

ter is particularly important in dealing 
with the question of illegal immigra
tion. 

One of the most common criticisms 
of current immigration policy (cited 
above) is that it assumes that illegal im
migrants place a financial burden on 
the economy. While it is probably im
possible to devise a methodology that 
would effectively measure the eco
nomic impact of illegal immigration, 
three international trends (which are 
particularly strong in Southern Africa) 
suggest that this assumption has at 
least prima-facie validity. 
• Illegal immigrants are invariably 

unskilled and therefore tend to 
compete with South Africans in 
the informal sector, as well as eco
nomically active South Africans 
who are unemployed.49 

• Illegal immigration, for reasons 
described above, is largely attribu
table to varying levels of unem
ployment between countries. This 
is particularly true of Southern 
Africa, where a region-wide la
bour surplus has persisted since 
the 1960s. so Regional unemploy
ment is perhaps the most signifi
cant factor influencing the 
conflicting migration agendas of 
states and regional organiza
tions. 51 

• The impact of illegal immigration 
on the economy of the receiving 
state is not just a function of differ
ing wage levels and unemploy
ment, but also stems from 
differences in the provision of 
public goods between countries. S2 

This last point has been neglected in 
many recent analyses, and goes to the 
heart of the tension between a rights
based immigration policy and the de
mands of democratic citizenship. Max
ine Reitzes has, for example, argued 
that the state should consider reserving 
second-generation (socioeconomic) 
rights for citizens, while extending 
first-generation (civil) rights to all peo
ple, irrespective of citizenship. This, 
she says, will do away with the need 
for restrictive border and repatriation 
measures.53 The problem with this ar
gument is that when a state adopts a 
comprehensive social democratic pro
gramme, such as the RDP, in which a 
significant proportion of fiscal expen
diture is channelled into public or indi
visible goods (such as improved 
infrastructure, public welfare facilities, 
free education etc) it becomes extre
mely difficult to make a practical dis-
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tinction between first- and second
generation rights. An operative distinc
tion between the rights of citizens and 
denizens would be feasible only if the 
state were to significantly decrease its 
current level of public spending, but 
this would be inconsistent with the 
Government's commitment to a social 
democratic model of development. 

Coming to America 

Immigration in the twentieth century, 
unlike that in other periods, is more 
transregional than transcontinental. 
Any attempt to analyse and prescribe 
migration policy within the context of 
a democratic South Africa must there
fore be grounded on a comparative 
analysis of the migration strategies that 
have historically been employed by 
different receiving states. In the wake 
of the Green Paper debate, South Afri
can migration policy has become a 
fiercely contested terrain, although 
many of the policy critiques have been 
conspicuous for their lack of compara
tive content. Given the relatively weak 
state of comparative migration re
search in South Africa, many of the cri
tiques are implicitly based on assump
tions drawn from the experiences of 
countries prominent in international 
migration literature, particularly the im
migrant nations,S" such as the United 
States of America. One of the more 
comprehensive comparative studies 
that has appeared to date argues expli
citly that "South Africa has more to 
learn from the immigration history and 
policies of the United States than from 
European history and practice.,,55 
There are indeed a number of contex
tual similarities between the United 
States and South Africa, the most sali
ent of which are the following: 
• a colonial history in which migra

tion discourse forms part of a 
broader debate on national iden
tity; 

• demographic pluralism, where is
sues of race, culture and class fea
ture prominently in migration 
debates; and 

• contrasting histories of legal and 
illegal immigration, where the lat
ter takes the form of clandestine 
economic migration which is lar
gely the product of economic dis
parity between adjacent states. 

The latter is particularly relevant to the 
debate on South African policy. In 
terms of legal immigration, the United 
States has one of the most liberal mi-

gration policies in the world - admit
ting about 850 000 immigrants 
annually. The United States also has a 
history of attempts to control, through 
border patrols and repatriation, the 
flow of illegal immigrants across its 
southern border. Like other democra
cies, it has experienced growing diffi
culties in implementing this policy. 
One of the key reasons is the growth 
of rights-based liberalism (referred to 
earlier) and debates on whether more 
immigrants should be allowed into the 
country. While many argue that immi
grants in general benefit the United 
States, others argue that the existence 
of a liberal tradition of legal immigra
tion necessitates measures to counter
act illegal immigration. 56 It is argued 
that if the US has failed to effectively 
control illegal immigration, this is par
tially the result of "benign neglect" on 
the part of US policy makers. One of 
the most significant reasons for this is 
that the American economic and social 
system, unlike that of other industrial 
democracies, tends to defer the inte
gration costs of immigration. Among 
the industrial democracies the United 
States has one of the weakest social 
democratic traditions, which makes it 
easier to argue that the benefits of im
migration outweigh the costS.57 The re
latively weak trade union tradition and 
the powerful influence of American 
business on the formation of immigra
tion policy are indicators of this. SH This 
is a crucial difference between the si
tuation in the United Sates and in 
South Africa, which indicates that at
tention should be given to the social 
democratic experiences of other re
ceiving states. One of the most inter
esting comments on South African 
immigration has been attributed to a 
Zairean national: 

We are here to remind South Africans that 
they live in Africa, not America: although if 
this place wasn't a lot like America, I doubt 
many of us would be here. S9 

This statement poignantly captures the 
paradox facing migration policy ma
kers. 

Immigration and democracy: 
a dilemma for policy makers 

The dilemma facing migration policy 
makers in South Africa can now be de
monstrated by revisiting the criticism 
levelled at current policy. The claim 
that current migration policy was in
herited from the apartheid regime is 
true inasmuch as the Aliens Control 
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Democracy and human rights 

itself is seldom clearly defined or oper
ationalized, but is generally used to re
present an aggregation of "negative" 
attitudes towards illegal immigration, 
ranging from a qualified support for 
immigration control to indiscriminate 
violence directed at foreigners - irre
spective of their legal status. It is by no 
means obvious that this spectrum-con
ceptualization of xenophobia is valid,67 
but let us assume for the moment that 
it is. If xenophobia is defined simply 
as a negative attitude towards foreign
ers, then it must be accepted that a 
minimum level of xenophobia is a 
quintessential feature of democratic ci
tizenship - particularly in social de
mocratic states where a government 
strives to appropriate resources to 
counteract inequality within a defined 
population. Given region-wide dispari
ties in wealth, democratic citizenship 
represents a claim for greater redistri
bution within a state, and can only be 
effectively achieved if relative inequal
ity between states is held more or less 
constant. For the population, demo
cratic citizenship is in a sense a collec
tive claim to the resources of the state. 
For the government, the democratic ci
tizenry is the source of the prevailing 
mandate and the ultimate judge of the 
successful implementation thereof. 
Both have a vested interest in ensuring 
that the constitution of citizenship does 
not change too dramatically. 

This brings us to the last few unre
solved criticisms of South African mi
gration policy. One of the most 
common criticisms is that immigration 
control strategies are ineffective, that 
is, they ultimately fail to keep migrants 
out. There are at present numerous 
shortcomings in cLirrent policy -
some of which are dealt with in the 
discussion on the Draft Green Paper. 
Nevertheless, here again one must 
clearly define what is implied by the 
term "successful immigration control". 
If by effective one means the ability to 
prevent all prospective immigrants 
from entering the country, then the cri
ticism is clearly valid. Nevertheless, a 
true estimation of the relative effective
ness of control strategies would re
quire a comparison of migration trends 
before and after a significant relaxation 
of immigration control (which in turn 
would require consensus on a metho
dology for counting illegals). In other 
words, if the South African Govern
ment took a decision to suspend immi
gration control completely, would it 
lead to a significantly greater influx of 
people from neighbouring states' This 
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question cannot clearly be answered, 
although the intuitive assumption of 
governments - based on the reality of 
economic disparity between states -
is that it would. 

The Draft Green Paper on 
international migration 

This brief analysis is based on the 
Draft Green Paper on International Mi
gration, which was released in May 
1997 (lH The overall impression gained 
is of a genuine attempt to deal with in
ternational migration more proactively 
than has been the case during the 
course of the last three years. Three as
pects of the paper are worthy of spe
cial mention in this regard. 

• Firstly, the recommendation that 
separate policy frameworks be 
constructed for dealing with immi
grants and refugees brings South 
Africa into line with international 
practice and is the logical corollary 
of our earlier accession to the UN 
and OAU Refugee Protocols. 

• Secondly, the recommendation 
that the Department of Home Af
fairs focus specifically on matters 
of citizenship and immigration 
(and hence be renamed the De
partment of Citizenship and Immi
gration Services) should help to 
prioritize and streamline immigra
tion administration. Aspects of im
migration policy are, however. 
invariably shared by numerous 
departments, and the new Bill 
should clearly define these com
petencies. The recommended in
stitution of an Independent 
Review Board should enhance the 
overall transparency of the system. 

• Thirdly, the recommended intro
duction of a points system for 
screening potential immigrants 
would be a significant improve
ment on the current practice of 
evaluating persons individually on 
the basis of perceived market 
need. The points system has been 
adopted by numerous receiving 
states as a means of maximizing 
the human resource needs of the 
state while simultaneously mini
mlZlng the applicant's risk of 
being subjected to the arbitrary 
discretion of an immigration offi
cial. 

There are a number of weaknesses in 
the Draft Green Paper. but it is impor
tant that these be prefaced with a few 

remarks about the process employed 
in the drafting of the document. The 
document was drafted by a task group 
drawn from various sectors of South 
African society. and in drafting this pa
per the team had access to numerous 
submissions from local and interna
tional academics. By far the most con
tentious issue in the South African 
migration debate is the issue of undo
cumented or illegal immigration, and 
there have been reports that this has 
been a matter of considerable conten
tion within the task group as well. As 
indicated earlier, there is clearly a con
siderable lack of consensus on the is
sue of illegal immigration within policy 
circles, and the Green Paper's treat
ment of the matter clearly represents 
an attempt to reach a {:ompromise on 
an extremely vexing policy issue. It is 
clear from the choice of nomenclature 
that the drafters of the Green Paper 
are keen to downplay the issue of un
documented immigration. If the watch
word of the old migration dispensation 
was "contro]"', then that of the new 
dispensation would seem to be "plan". 
The intent seems be to redefine those 
who have historically been controlled 
(illegal immigrants) in terms of some 
socially more acceptable category 
(planned temporary migrants). 
Although this is in keeping with the 
stated commitment to the construction 
of a human rights-orientated policy, it 
would seem that in much of its analy
sis of immigration the Green Paper has 
semantically side-stepped a number of 
important problems facing the imple
mentation of such a policy framework. 
A few examples will suffice: 
• Firstly, the Green Paper bases 

much of its analysis on the tenuous 
distinction between temporary 
transnational "migrants" and per
manent "immigrants." The inten
tion seems to be to create a 
conceptual framework to allow 
"controlled temporary access" for 
SADC workers. Nevertheless both 
domestic and international trends 
suggest that the distinction will 
blur with time. The distinction be
tween permanent and temporary 
immigration in South Africa was in 
the past a product of discrimina
tion (as the Green Paper has also 
pointed out): temporary migration 
was restricted to black males in a 
limited number of industries. Now 
that the Green Paper seeks to rele
gate these forms of discrimination 
to history, how will we make this 
operative distinction' A migration 
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policy premised on a practical dis
tinction hetween permanent and 
temporary immigration in the new 
South Africa seems analogous to 
the German gastarheiter pro
gramme, which turned out to be a 
lot less temporary than was in
tended6

<) Comparative experience 
suggests that temporary migration 
strategies in rights-respecting re
ceiving states tend to bil, owing to 
the development of internal migra
tion networks (eg through friends 
and family reunification).~() 

• Secondly, while the policy frame
work is clearly based on a distinc
tion between skilled and unskilled 
immigrants, the Green Paper 
downplays the significance of this 
distinction. What should, for exam
ple, be read into the following 
statement? "Furthermore, we re
commend that SADC citizens 
should have freer access to South 
Africa, but in very specific and 
well-regulated areas. While new 
immigration policies would apply 
to SADC also (ie the point system 
and proactive skills immigration) 
we are wary of actively raiding the 
skills of Africa which are valued, 
necessary for domestic develop
ment and already depleted. In
stead, we argue that the primary 
means of access to South Africa of 
SADC citizens should be tempor
ary, where there is a clear mutual 
henefit, and does not violate South 
African lahour laws and employ
ment standards. ,,71 This section de
monstrates a clear conf1ation of the 
issues. The points system is pa
tently intended to prioritize skilled 
immigrants and screen out un
skilled immigrants, irrespective of 
countly of origin. Temporary ac
cess (through quotas) on the other 
hand represents a concession to a 
limited numher of unskilled immi
grants from SADe. International 
migration accounting in the late 
twentieth century classes skilled 
immigrants as an asset and un
skilled immigrants as a liability. As 
the regional receiving state, South 
Africa stands to benefit from the 
former even as it struggles to con
trol the latter. The Green Paper 
therefore evades the prohlem of 
competing migration agendas on 
the subcontinent. 

Conclusion 

The paradox alluded to in the first part 

of this paper can be rearticulated as 
follows. Modern democracy requires a 
conceptual and institutional base, and 
for better or for worse, the unit of de
mocrac.y at the close of the twentieth 
century remains the state. There has 
been a clear correlation between the 
historical development of democracy 
and the rise of an international human 
rights tradition - and this is particu
larly evident in the role that demo
cratic states have played in fostering a 
transnational human rights regime 
(South Africa is a relatively new noviti
ate in this cluh). Neveltheless, the in
ternational system remains premised 
on the sovereignty of states, not demo
cratic states, and a number of these 
states have particularly pernicious hu
man rights records. The solution, prof
fered hy many, is to rein in the rogue 
states through international measures 
and institutions designed to limit the 
adverse effects of sovereignty. In order 
to do this without abrogating the nor
mative precepts of Democrac.y, states 
need to be incorporated into a larger 
(and ultimately global) unit of democ
rac.y. 

The problem with this process is that 
democratic states tend to be as protec
tive of their sO\'ereignty as non-demo
cratic states - and with good reason. 
The most advanced democracies in the 
world tend to be relatively developed 
and aff1uent social democratic states, 
imbued with both the normative com
mitment and the capacizr to serve the 
interests of a defined citizenry. These 
interests have been defined historically 
in terms of civil. political and socioeco
nomic rights. In the presence of other 
states less committed and/or less cap
able of looking after the rights of their 
domestic populations, social democra
cies tend to attract foreign nationals -
and this in turn tends to produce a 
constituency for immigration control. 

Recent trends in both immigration 
and popular reaction to immigrants 
suggest that South Africa fits the gener
al pattern of a receiving state outlined 
ahove. This in turn suggests that an 
overly amhitious human rights ap
proach to migration will im'ariahly 
come into conf1ict with the exigenCies 
of the new democracy. To adapt a me
taphor used by Wilmot James, the 
choice of appropriate human rights 
software must he determined by the 
capacity of the newly acquired institu
tional hardware 72 One of the most 
pressing problems facing both South 
Africa and Southern Africa today is that 
of huilding institutional capacity. Ab-

Democracy and human rights 

stract and for the most part ahistorical 
notions of human rights do not facili
tate this process. In the formulation of 
domestic policy, the rights of non-citi
zens need to be carefully specified and 
e\'aluated in terms of the state's capa
city to deliwr. 

This then is the paradox that migra
tion presents to South African policy 
makers. Human rights and democracy 
are not intrinsically contradictory no
tions - indeed, the notion of human 
rights is a logical extension of the 
rights ethos that developed within 
modern liberal democracies. It ref1ects 
the normative ideal of Democrac.y, and 
is derived from a hroader humanist 
project - the quest for a transcendent 
human identity. The tension is there
fore a contemporary phenomenon: the 
incompatibility of transnational human 
rights and the prevailing organizational 
logic of democracy - the logic of the 
state. 
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Encouraging regional 
sustainable development 
A role for South Africa as a 'Jllntermediary" 

Dr Ian H Rowlands is currently an Energy Planner with the UNEP Collaborating Centre on Energy and 
Environment in Roskilde, Denmark. He is also lecturer in International Relations and Development 

Studies at the London School of Economics and Political Science. In this article Dr Rowlands throws open 
the debate on the role that joint implementation UD of climate change commitments could play in 
Southern Africa. He proposes an arrangement that could bring new and additional resources for 

sustainable development in the region." 

T
his proposal is launched against 
the background of the emer
ging global climate change 
regime. Consequently. to pro

vide the appropriate context, some 
information about that regime must be 
presented, and I do that in the first main 
section (below) of this article. The pro
posal itself is laid out in the second part, 
while some possible problems asso
ciated with it are explored in the third 
section. Alternatives for action that 
could follow are laid out in the fourth 
and final section of this article. 

Setting the scene: the global 
climate change regime 

Scientists now believe that increasing 
concentrations of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere (carbon dioxide. 
methane and nitrous oxides being the 
key human-produced ones) are caus
ing an increase in average global tem
peratures. With this "global warming", 
the world could well experience rising 
sea levels, shifting climatic zones, and 
a range of environmental and socio
economic consequences ariSing from 
the same. 1 Given that most of these 
would be undesirable, the international 
community has agreed that the world's 
people should be trying to reduce 
emissions of these gases by, for exam
ple, curtailing the use of fossil fuels in 
electricity production, transport and in
dustry, as well as curbing deforesta
tion. As the industrialised world is 
responsible for the largest part of the 

problem, most agree that it must take 
the lead in response. Most tangibly. 
this means making an effort to ensure 
that industrialized countries' emissions 
of greenhouse gases in the year 2000 
are no higher than they were in the 
year 1990.2 

Even if achieved this would not, 
however, ensure climatic stability. 
Further reductions would be needed, 
and negotiators are presently consider
ing the appropriate targets for beyond 

the year 2000. As part of these negotia
tions. the concept of "joint implemen
tation" on is being discussed. JI refers 
to the means whereby one country 
could meet some reduction obligation 
by undertaking action in another coun
try. Indeed, the possibility of im
plementing policies and measures 
"jointly" was recognised in the interna
tional treaty guiding action on the is
sue (the Framework Convention on 
Climate Change, which came into force 

'The author u'ollld like to thank RichardJelTam. Gordon Mackenzie mzdJolm 7Zlrksc!Il for assistance u'ith {/II earlier drajf of this 
mticle. 
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in March 1994).0 Moreover, at the first 
major meeting reviewing this treaty, 
negotiators agreed to establish a "pilot 
phase" for .II. During this period, .II will 
proceed among any countries (both 
.'\Ionh and South) that so choose. How
en'r, no "credits" will be f<JIthcoming 
- that is, no country will be able to 
meet its "year 2000" commitment hy 
activities implemented jointly. Funher
more, parties agreed to ·'take into con
sideration the need for a compre
hensive review of the pilot phase in 
order to take a conclusive decision on 
the pilot phase and the progression be
yond thar', before the year .2000. I 

The fundamental premise behind .II 
is that the costs of reducing emissions 
and/or enhancing sinks will be differ
ent in different parts of the world. In 
the global scheme of things. the argu
ment continues. it makes the greatest 
sense to pursue the most cost-efficient 
measures first, irrespective of where 
they may be located. It makes no dif
ference to the climate as to whether 
one kilogram of carbon is emitted in 
Almonte or Athens. Accra or Ahmada
bad - they will all contribute to the 
global phenomenon in the same way. 
and to the same extent. Because the 
marginal costs of reduction are lower 
in many parts of the developing world 
(parallel efficiency gains that have 
been made in the ;-.ionh have not al
ways been realised in the South). 
much attention is focused upon how 
;-.iorthern action in the South could 
help to meet global climate goals. To 
illustrate with an example. if a ;-.ionh
ern country had a commitment to re
duce emissions by x million tonnes, a 
.II scheme might permit it to do so by 
financing activities in the South tltat 
would reduce emissions by x million 
tonnes. These x million tonnes would 
be the ;-.iorthern countlY's "climate 
credits". 

The debate ahout .II is heated." On 
the one hand, some view it as crucial 
- a globally cost-effective strategy that 
will ensure the commitment of all to 
the goal of climatic stabilisation. On 
the other hand, some see it as a poten
tial nightmare; a tool of international 
business designed to condemn the' de
veloping world to the role of "carbon 
colonies"." Interest in.lI is suhstantial, 
with various government officials. 
businesspeople, NGO representatives 
and others considering the role that it 
might play in meeting the challenge of 
glohal climate change. Moreover. ac
tual activity on JI is considerable -
not only in terms of conferences and 
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studies, hut projects as well. Signifi
cant, however. is the fact that much of 
this activity has apparently bypassed 
Africa.-

A full report on present .II activities 
in Southern Africa can be delivered 
rather concisely - for of the 32 pro
jects reported to the Climate Change 
Secretariat in 1996. none came from 
the 12 countries usually constituting 
"Southern Africa··. H Indeed, only one 
project came from sub-Saharan Africa 
as a whole - that is. an afforestation 
project in Uganda.') Additionally. in the 
more-recent third "tranche" of activ
ities under tile JI Initiative of the Uni
ted States (the largest national 
programme in the world). none of the 
seven involves Africa. lo Finally. under 
the umllre'lla of the WBCSDs (Interna
tional Business Action on Climate 
Change) - probably the broadest JI 
programme. which, howe\'er, includes 
numerous preliminary proposals II -

only six of over 100 projects have an 
African focus. 12 

South Africa as a "JI" 
intermediary 

In the face of this apparent vacuum, 
would like to propose what could be a 
highly desirahle .II arrangement for 
Southern Africa. Before I sketch it out. 
let me first layout a few assumptions 
upon which it is based. Some of these 
assumptions are tenuous and I shall re-

turn to them in the third part of this ar
ticle below. Nevertheless, at this point, 
I present an initial defence of each. 
• Foreign investment is gener

ally desired by leaders in the 
region: A number of countries in 
the region have made foreign in
vestment a high priority. Many -
for example, Zambia and Zim
babwe - have set up "one-stop 
investment shops" to facilitate the 
same, and conferences have 
funher promoted the attractions of 
the region for international invest
ment. U Granted, not everyone is 
supportive of this stance - even 
some national leaders appear to 
have split views on it - but the 
general sentiment is in favour of 
pursuing development-promoting 
investment for Southern Africa. In 
this way, the region is following 
the continental,l-l nay even global, 
trend. 

• Cfunate-reIated foreign invest
ment opportunities exist 
throughout the Southern Afri
can region: The relatively low 
absolute level of foreign invest
ment in Southern Africa (Angola 
and South Africa excepted; see Ta
hIe 1) might lead one to believe 
that there are few investment op
portunities in the region. Alterna
tively, recent interest on the part 
of potential investors (as evi
denced not least of all by tile 
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kinds of meetings noted above) 
suggests that whatever disincen
tives to foreign investment there 
might have heen are steadily 
being brought down. l'i What is 
beyond question i~ that much of 
the investment potential that does 
exist is related to climate change 
- that is. it involves activities that 
could serve to decrea~e the emis
sions of greenhouse gases and/or 
augment or preserve sinks or the 
same (from what they otherwise 
would have been). One prime ex
ample i~ the large hydropower po
tential in the region,l" particularly 
along the Zamhezi and Kafue Riv 
ers. [7 Another is the prospect for 
larger markets in energy efficiency 
devices or renewable energy tech
nologies that would arise from 
greater regional integration1H Yet 
an additional one is the improve
menU, in transport efficiency that 
could re~ult from co-ordination of 
national policies. improvement of 
existing infrastructure, and/or ex
pansion of the same19 The fact 
that international investors have 
not been attracted in droves to 
such projects is not incompatible 
with the ~tatement that opportu
nities nevertheless still exist. 

II OECD investors are generally 
more likely to invest in South 
Mrica than in other Southern 
African countries: Those things 
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that investors are looking for -
for example, government commit
ment and stability, functioning in
frastructure, human capitaL macro
economic stability, low transaction 
cost~, transparency in dealings, 
~trong domestic financial institu
tions, revenue convertibility and 
transferability and an adequate Ie 
gal framework 211 - are much 
more likely to be found in South 
Africa than in the other Southern 
African countrie~. Indeed, evi
dence supporting thi~ is both 
quantitative and qualitative. Table 
2 reveals tha1 of the 12 SADC 
countries, South Africa was, in 
March 1997, ranked "best" in 
terms of "country risk" by Euro 
money magazine 21 Anecdotal evi
dence also suggests that OECD 
inve~tors' interest in the region fo
cuse~ upon South Africa: .. mul
tinational companies increasingly 
see South Africa as the gateway to 
the continent. A number have 
moved their African headquarters 
to Johannesburg, while other~ 

have handed control of the sub-Sa
haran region to their South African 
operations. For some, opening a 
South African office is a first tenta
tive step in testing the African mar
ket. For others, like Coca-Cola, a 
return to South Africa has given 
new impetus to the way they view 
tile' rest of the' continent. ,,22 

II South Mrican investors are 
more likely to invest in the 
rest of Southern African than 
OECD investors are to invest in 
the rest of Southern Mrica: For 
South African investors, the South
ern African region is its "neigh
bourhood". Accordingly, all else 
being equal, South Africans will 
find it less costly to do business 
there than those thousands of kilo
metres away in OECD countries. 
Why? Simply because the transac
tions costs of doing business (par
ticularly the search costs and the 
monitoring costS)2:1 will be cheap
er for the South Africans, by virtue 
of their geographical proximity, 
their cultural similarities and so 

2·t on. 
Added to this is the reality that 

high GDP growth rates in many 
neighbouring countries have at
tracted the interest of South Afri
can capitalists: success stories 
from "the north" make it back to 
Johannesburg more quickly than 
they do to London or New York. 
Indeed, the Economist Intelligence 
Unit recently reported that: "South 
African companies are fast making 
inroads into Africa increasingly fill
ing the vacuum left by European 
and US companies which have be
come disillusioned with the conti
nent's many problems ... Africa is 
closer to South Africa and far less 
competitive than other markets; it 
is seen by some South Africa firms 
a~ a natural extension of their do
mestic market. offering them the 
chance to increase their econo
mies of scale,',25 For their part, 
there h some evidence that Afri-

Table 1 FDI statistics for Southern Africa, 
annual average for the period 
1991-1995 

Country PDI mtlows, 
milliom of US$ 

Angola 401,0 
South Africa 273 
Namibia 61,4 
Swaziland 59 
Zambia 53,1 
Mozambique 29,4 
Zimbabwe 24,2 
Mauritius 18,7 
Lesotho 13,4 
Tanzania 12,4 
Malawi 5,1 
Botswana -55,0 

Source: UNCTAD, World investment directory on 
Africa, New York: United Nations, UNCI'AD, 1997, 
Annex Table 2 
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Table 2 Country risk rankings for 
Southern African countries, 
March 1997 

Country Rank (of 179) Score 

South Africa 48 69,88 
Mauritius 49 67,82 
Botswana 57 61,76 
Swaziland 68 53,36 
Lesotho 87 46,35 
Zimbabwe 95 42,00 
Namibia 115 33.46 
Malawi 121 32,44 
Tanzania 139 28.49 
Angola 148 24,64 
Mozambique 152 22,87 
Zambia 157 21,84 

Source:#Euromonry(March 1997). 

• 

can husinesspeople would rather 
do business with South Africans 
than with "other 'imperialist' multi
national companies" 2(, Philip 
Clayton of the Standard Bank 
Group, finally, reports that "South 
African investors have been major 
investors in the region - since 
the end of apartheid, 39 South 
African companies have invested 
R9bn in Southern Africa"D It is 
certainly the case that regional 
trade - much of it pivoting 
around South Africa - has in
creased consklerably during the 
past couple of years. 
A regime for JI will soon be 
forthcoming: This is the most 
tenuous of the five assumptions 
outlined here. As noted above, a 
"true .II" scheme does not pre
st'ntly exist, and no one can say 
unequivocally that one will be 
forthcoming for the period beyond 
the year 2000. What is clear, how
ever, is that .II is on tht' negotiating 
table - indet'd, it is near the cen
tre of the table. LH It is supported 
by many entitks, and a range of 
proposals for action bt'yond the 
year 2000 makes use - some
times extensively - of .II. Indeed, 
many helieve that .II will be neces
salY to ensure the continued parti
cipation of large Northern 
countries (particularly tht' United 
Statt's) in the climate change re
gime. 

This, however, does not lessen 
the sheer reality that JI is not now 
in place. Nevertheless, I make the 
assumption that it will soon he 
forthcoming, and base the suhse
quent proposal upon its fulfilment. 
Given, however, its more specula-
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tive nature, it is the first issue to 
which I return in the third part of 
this ~1!1ich:, (helow). 

Having laid out the five necessary as
sumptions. I now tum to my proposal. 

Imagine a situation in which there 
exists an investment opportunity in 
what I will call Rosa (for the Rest of 
Southern Africa - that is, those coun
tries in the region apart from South 
Africa). Given my second assumption 
above, this is a fair bet. and it could 
take the form of, for example, the de
velopment of a hydropower dam or 
tht' construction of a facility to produce 
energy-efficient products. Let us call it 
"Project A", and assume that it is 
cos ted by both potential OECD inves
tors and potential South African inves
tors 2'.> 

On strict financial terms, the OECD 
Investor evaluates the long-term an
nualised financial t10ws as, for exam
ple, 100 units of benefits and 120 units 
of costs. In the absence of any other 
information, therefore, she/he would 
not pursue it. However, Project A 
would generate climate change hene
fits, and thus under some kind of .II 
scheme (assumption 5 above), the 
OECD investor would ht' able to reap 
some additional benefits - perhaps 10 
units in tt'rms of "climate credits". 
Evt'n, however, under this revised sys
tem, the investnwnt is still not attrac-

tive to the OECD investor, for the 
benefits 010 units) are less than the 
costs (120 units). 

Consider the perspective of the po
tential South African investor. She/he 
could also foresee 100 units of benefits 
t10wing from the project, but might 
well only see lOS units of costs asso
ciated with it. A lower estimate of costs 
is justified by assumption 4 above50 

:-.Ieveltheless, the project still remains 
on the drawing board, hecause the 
costs (lOS units) are greater than the 
benefits (100 units). (As a developing 
countly, South Africa, I am assuming, 
has no reduction commitments under 
the terms of the Climate Change Con
vention, and. as such. is not able to 
reap the 10 units of climate credits as
sociated with the project.) 

It would appear, therefore, that all 
potential investors would discard con
sideration of Project A at this point, 
and move on to consider another can
clidate. This is a shame, for it would be 
nice to realise Project A for the sake of 
development in Southern Africa, as 
well as for the sake of the global cli
mate. With, however, South Africa act
ing as an intermediary in a three-way 
.II transaction, it may he possihle to 
realise the project, and gains forthcom
ing to all involved. 

The arrangement would involve an 
OECD investor paying a South African 
investor at least five units to "take on" 
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Project A. For the South African, there
fore, benefits would have increased to 
at least 10'5 units, and, now covering 
costs, would indeed prompt him/her 
to take on the project. The OECD in
vestor. meanwhile, would not ~imply 
be engaging in charity. for she/he 
would be willing to transfer up to 10 
units to the South African, as long as 
the OECD investor were able to collect 
the "climate credits" (J 0 units) asso
ciated with the project. Because the 
South African is not able to collect 
them, it is certainly conceivable that 
the climate credits could flow back to 
the OECD investor. Therefore, the final 
balance sheets for each individual 
would look like this: 

OEeD investor SA investor 
Benefits 10 units 100 units 

(climate credits) (output of Project A) 

5-10 units 

Costs 510 units 

Net 

(payment to 
SA investor) 

benefits 0-5 units 

(payment from 
OECD investor) 
105 units 
(costs of Project A) 

0-5 units 

The exact share of the benefits accru
ing to each of the OECD and South 
African investors would depend upon 
the particular arrangement worked out 
between the two. Nevertheless all 
should be happy: both the OECD and 
South African investors because they 
have taken on activities that have posi
tive financial returns; the government 
and people of Rosa, because a new 
project in line with their broader devel
opmental aspirations has been initiated; 
and the international community, be
cause fewer greenhouse gases will be 
emitted. Call it what you will - a 
"three-way JI transaction", a "cascading 
JI arrangement", or simply the use of a 
"JI intermediary" - the arrangement 
would appear to advance everyone's 
interests and welfare. 

Potential Problems 

Is this too good to be true, or might 
there be some hidden problems asso
ciated with this arrangement? In this 
section, I attempt to anticipate some of 
the criticisms of this scheme, to see if 
they successfully undermine it, or sim
ply remove a little bit of the lustre. 

As noted above, the first issue that 
must be addressed is this assumption 
that a JI scheme will be forthcoming. 
The position I take is that the mere fact 
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that there is a good chance that a 
scheme will be forthcoming merit~ 

some comideration of it. Indeed, this 
pOSition is given even more weight con
~idering the range of conceivable con
sequences arising from the emerging 
climate change regime.'1j So, to begin 
With. note that the prospects for some 
kind of JI scheme are large enough to 
merit preliminary discussion now. 

Critic~ might well suggest. however, 
that, even if a JI scheme were put in 
place, the kind of arrangement that I 
have laid out here - that is. one invol
ving a "JI intermediary" - would 
never be acceptable within any larger 
scheme. I would immediately wonder 
"Why not?" Given that acceptance of 
JI would mean an implicit acceptance 
of the principle that action to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in the most 
cost-effective manner i~ desirable, then 
surely this arrangement would warrant 
consideration - it involves a reduction 
of emissions that would otherwise 
have taken place, and in a way that 
must be cost-effective, for private busi
ness is willing to take it on. Granted, it 
i~ not necessarily "automatic" that this 
kind of scheme will be permissible in 
any JI scheme, but. again, because 
learning about JI is at a relatively early 
stage, it is certainly conceivable that 
the some kind of "cascading-JI" could 
be accepted. 

A second concern could relate to the 
way in which the arrangement laid out 

above may appear to some to be an un
reserved endorsement of any and all 
foreign investments. This is not the 
case, for it is not a precondition for the 
arrangement's success. Indeed, implicit 
in the proposal b the position that only 
those investment opportunities that 
have been determined to be consistent 
with the country's own developmental 
aspiration~ would be offered to poten
tial international investors. In this sense, 
the ongoing work on climate change 
options in the region32 is valuable not 
least because it serves to stimulate de
bate about the relative priority (in na
tional terms) of different options. Thus, 
let it be clearly stated here that the pro
posal I layout in the second section 
above is not meant to apply to any in
vestment proposal, but only those that 
receive the endorsement of the region 
itself. 

A final reservation could well be to 
do with the implications of such an ar
rangement for South Africa-Rosa rela
tions. At present, they are somewhat 
mixed. On the one hand, Rosa coun
tries have been keen to involve South 
Africa in regional affairs: they coveted 
the country's membership in the 
Southern African Development Com
munity, and appeared to be thrilled 
when it chose to join the regional or
ganisation in 1994 (and apparently at 
the expense of the rival Common Mar
ket for Eastern and Southern Africa)jj 
On other hand, some Rosa countries 
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have expressed disappointment that 
South Africa has not engaged in regio
nal affairs as constructively as they 
would have liked..'·' Were South Africa 
to serve as a JI intermediary, then such 
feelings could be exacerbated. 

Though there is a danger that South 
Africa could act, in its role as a JI inter
mediary, in a Glvalier manner, there is 
nothing that dictates that this has to be 
the case. Alternatively, such an ar
rangement might serve to further en
gage South Africa constructively in the 
lives of its neighbours. Thus, interna
tional interest in Southern African -
most of which will inevitably be con
centrated upon South Africa - will be 
more immediately diffused throughout 
the region. Moreo\'er, by creating new 
regional business, governmental and 
civil society links with such an ar
rangement, it can only serve to spur 
the broader efforts at regional co-op
eration. 

Again, it is not my position that all 
will inevitably be positive. Instead, it is 
simply the case that the arrangement I 
outline above has the potential to gen
erate considerable benefits for South
ern Africa. As such, it is worthy of at 
least some attention. 

Alternatives for Action 

If the argument has withstood the chal
lenges in the previous section, the next 
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question is, obviously, "How might 
this vision he translated into reality'''. 
Though no one is under any illusion 
that a benign wave of foreign invest
ment. prompted by glohal concerns on 
climate change, will soon he forthcom
ing, there is enough evidence here to 
suggest that modest action to encou
rage some international activity might 
eventually result in handsome divi
dends. As a consequence, some rela
tively modest, no-risk proposals are 
advanced here. 

First, South Africa should ratify the 
Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (FCCC)5'i As the country con
tinues to be outside of the process, it is 
not able to take part in the FCCC-sanc
tioned "pilot phase" on JI, nor is it able 
to participate directly in the review of 
the same. Consequently, any knowl
edge that might be gained from JI pro
jects involving South Africa will not 
formally form part of the "experience" 
of the pilot phase. Perhaps even more 
impoltantly, South African views on 
how any "full JI scheme" should oper
ate will not be fed into the process. As 
a consequence, the kind of "cascad
ing-Jr' I describe in this article may not 
be part of the agenda. While it is 
nevertheless accepted that ratification 
brings obligations a~ well as opportu
nities, I would still voice strong sup
port for any effort that encourages 
ratification in a transparent and partici-

patory manner. 
Additionally, the one-stop invest

ment shops that are presently opera
tional in the Southern African region 
should be sensitised about the issues 
raised in this article, for it may make 
their jobs that much easier. Though 
"climate credits" are not necessarily 
forthcoming during the .II "pilot phase" 
that we are presently in, foreign inves
tors may still be able to gain additional 
benefits by associating their proposed 
project with .II. Not only would it allow 
them to int1uence the shape of the JI 
"pilot phase", but it would also give 
them the chance to generate public re
lations kudos (by reporting on the 
"green" investments that they are de
veloping). Additionally, in some coun
tries (for example, the United States 
and The Netherlands), their investment 
in Southern Africa may be worth tangi
ble "climate credits", for some national 
schemes are already in operation. 
Granted, not every investment oppor
tunity in Southern Africa will be cli
mate-relevant, but for those that are, 
drawing attention to the benefits of JI
association (something that the poten
tial investor could well not be aware 
of) can only serve to increase the pro
spects of "closing the deal". Therefore, 
JI offers these one-stop investment 
shops yet another carrot with which 
they can encourage foreign invest
ment. 

Finally. consideration of how regio
nal activity might be undertaken within 
the framework of the international cli
mate change regime should also be 
undertaken, perhaps by the Southern 
African Development Community 
(SADC). (Following up this recommen
dation is, of course, dependent upon 
full South African participation in the 
international negotiations.) Within the 
FCCC, there is allowance for the parti
cipation of "regional economic integra
tion organisations·,56 To date, this has 
basically been a euphemism for the 
European Economic Community -
presently the only non-state entity to 
be a party to the Convention. How
ever, there may well be some advan
tage for Southern Africa to participate, 
as a unit, in the global climate regime. 
Thus, investigation into how Southern 
Africa as a unit might negotiate should 
be carried out. 

Indeed, it is my assertion that even 
if the scheme proposed in the second 
part of this article is not viable, the re
commendations laid out in this fourth 
section are nevertheless beneficiaL 
First, ratification of the Climate Change 
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Convention would allow South Africa 
to be on the "inside" of the process. 
thus increasing the chances of its inter
ests being represented in the emerging 
regime. Second, linkage to the climate 
change regime by Southern African in
vestment authorities can only serve to 
increase the interest of potential inves
tors in the region. And third, explora
tion of regional action would serve to 
bolster broader efforts at regional inte
gration currently on the SADC agenda. 
As such, therefore, I hope that the pro
posal in this article serves to stimulate 
imaginative thinking about how bene
fits for the region could be generated. 
Moreover, I also hope that the recom
mendations for a more pro-active ap
proach to climate-related issues at the 
international level have been shown to 
be unequivocally beneficial: even if 
they do not generate the primary in
tended benefits, a range of secondary 
benefits will be forthcoming regard
less. 
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South African 
peace support in Africa 

Challenges and considerations 

Dr Theo Neethling, Senior Researcher of the Gauteng Branch of the Centre for Military Studies C!.f the 
University C!.f Stellenbosch, examines the role that the South African military is able and likely to play in 

peace support operations on the continent of Africa in future. 

T
he end of the Cold War has 

not resulted in worldwide 
peace and stability. The shift 
from a bipolar to a multipolar 

and multifaceted world has indeed 
reduced the risk of conventional inter
state wars, but has on the other hand 
seen several intra-state armed conflicts 
with an even higher risk of regional 
instability. The conflicts in Rwanda, 
Somalia, the former Yugoslavia and, 
more recently, the former Za'ire have 
all proved that when a state collapses 
as a result of internal conflict serious 
turmoil can be experienced across the 
entire region. 

Increased regional conflicts and the 
resurgence of global activism have led 
to a dramatic growth in peacekeeping 
requirements since the end of the last 
decade. While there has been growing 
support for the notion of peace sup
port operations I worldwide, a clear in
ternational message has emerged -
particularly since the ending of the 
Cold War - indicating that Africans 
should begin to take charge of their 
own peacekeeping requirements. The 
arrival of a new constitutional order in 
South Africa has also created new op
portunities for security cooperation he
tween the Southern African states, and 
within Africa as a whole. 

In South Africa President Mandela 
himself has eventually endorsed the 
possihility of a future peace support 
role in Africa for the South African Na
tional Defence Force (SANDH Other 
policy statements related to defence 
have repeatedly emphasized that 
South Africa's security policy complies 
with and adheres to international law, 
the Charter of the United Nations (UN) 
and the policy guidelines emanating 
from the UN Security Council, while 

also taking the policy of the Organiza
tion of African Unity (OAU) into ac
count. To demonstrate its commitment 
to peace support operations, the coun
try contributed a suhstantial amount to 
the UN to help pay for international 
peacekeeping in Africa. At diplomatic 
level, South Africa edged closer to 
committing its forces to involvement 
after virtually guaranteeing "safe corri
dors" for the return of Rwandan refu
gees in Novemher 1996.2 

Against this background it is ex
pected that, sooner or later, the South 
African military will playa leading role 
in the security requirements of South
ern Africa and even the entire African 
continent. The Department of Defence 
has consequently taken steps to anti
cipate policy and developments in 
future peace support operations, 
although some questions remain to be 
clarified. 

This article will assess the antici
pated future role of the South African 
military in peace support operations 
hy focusing particularly on recent de
velopments and on the conditions on 
the continent that need to he taken 
into account. It will, accordingly, touch 
on the regional institutional framework 
created for the management of peace 
initiatives and cooperative security 
within Southern Africa, after which it 
will address some of the perils and 
challenges of peacekeeping, with spe
cial reference to the African context. 

General challenges to peace 
support operations 

The successful conduct of peace sup
port operations needs prompt, effec
tive and sustained action, without loss 
of momentum through a lack of re-

solve. The elements essential in this re
gard include the following: 
• Clarity and consensus: The pri

mary effect of enforcement 
powers should he a deterrent one. 
This is possihle only if a mandate 
with clear goals exists, together 
with appropriate and transparent 
criteria, so formulated that the pre
cise nature of the response can he 
determined on a case-hy-case ha
sis. 

• Resources: A credible deterrent 
and enforcement capacity de
pends on the reliahle availahility 
of adequately equipped and 
trained forces. Such a capahility 
must he provided hy all participat
ing parties and memher states. 

• Political resolve: A lack of stay
ing power in the face of adverSity 
severely weakens the credibility of 
international enforcement. For col
lective security to be effective, a 
credible force must he mustered, 
with adequate financing from 
states that have sufficient political 
resolve to stay the course. 

• Command and control: Unity of 
command and control must he as
sured to meet the overriding con
cerns of mission integrity and the 
maximum safety of personnel." 

In addition, the following four issues 
can he listed as requirements for effec
tive action during peace support op
erations: 
• sound information gathering; 
• interaction hetween the peace 

mission and the media: 
• the training of peacekeepers for 

peace support operations; and 
• clarity on the status of civil-military 

relations during peace missions." 
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cl05e to, theatres of confliCt. [t is ide
ally positioned to coordinate all activ
ities relating to conflict management. 
TIle OAU was entruS{ed with the re
sponsibilil)' for promoting the unil)' 
and solidarity of African st;jtes and en
su ring the peaceful senlement of dis
putes by negotiation, mediation, 
conciliat ion or arbitratiOn, and has had 
this responsibilil)' for peacekeeping 
since its inception in 1%3. The OAU 
has thus dealt with many and varied 
fonns of conflict. 12 However, the OAU, 
like the UN at the top of the pyramid, 
is now experiencing financial pra.
blems as recalcitrant members refuse 
to pay their dues on time. LJ 

As argued by CjJljers and Malan, a 
devolution of responsibility from the 
UN to regional or subregional organi
zations Such as the SADC could allevi
ate financial problems for the cash
stf<1 pped UN by relieVing it of some of 
its peacekeeping responsibilities. An
other advamage of using subregional 
organizations is that they are likely to 
have a particular knowledge of, and 
responsibility for, their region. Further
more, subregional organi,!<)tions have 
great potential to act as bui lding blocks 
which could provide stability in a vola
tile part of the world. H 

These defence a nalysts ' ~ are never
theless convinced that the "advantages 
of regional peacekeeping are negated 
by the complex nature of contempor
ary peace support operations". [t is ar
gued, inler alin, thai :I regional 
organiza tion, though operating under 
UN auspices, will inevitably be viewed 
:IS less impartial than a multinational 
force. It is therefore suggcSled that 
neither Africa nor Southern Africa at 
any stage anempt to ad as sole peace 

Sou th Afflcan peace suppon operations 

brokers on the continent. The point is 
that peacekeeping in Africa can work 
only if it occurs in very close colla
bora tion with the UN and with the in
ternational community, with whom 
African armed forces should be pre· 
pared to cooperate. 

It is furthermore argued that "the 
risk of the perception of domination 
by a regional hegemon" has always 
existed, and thm South Africa could ea
sily be subjected to this perception in 
Southern Africa. Another mailer of 
concem is that in cases where the UN 
hands over authority and jurisdiction 
to a non-UN multilateral force, the UN 
Secmity Council and the Secretary
General could l05e control o f the op
eration . It is also argued that "neither 
the OAU, the SAOC nor the ISDSC 
have, as yet, the Glpacity to manage, 
coordinate or dircct anything beyond 
observers and diplomatic missions at 
this stage.",16 

Future model for peace 
support operations 

Notwithstanding the validity of the 
alxwe arguments, a possible future 
model for peace support operations in 
Southern Africa is the following: first/y, 
that such operatiOns be undenaken by 
the SAD(; as a subregional org:.niza
tion . Secondly, that such effolts be po
li tically and morally fully sanctioned 
and supponed by the OAU, with the 
UN providing the necessal)' interna
tional support and endorsement. 

Such an approach would, in fact, be 
in accordance with current UN policy, 
as was the case with the involvement 
of the Economic Community of African 
States Monitoring Group (Ecomog) in 

Liberia. 17 The UN has also come 10 

share responsibilities for peace suppon 
operations with regioll:ll organizations, 
for example with the Russian Federa
tion in Georgia , and with a mi[i!.1ry alli
ance, the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation (Nato) in the former Yu
goslavia .ls 

Pursuant to its leadership role in 
Southern Africa, South Africa initialed 
diSCUSSions with its counterpa rts in the 
rsoc on celtain issues in 1995. These 
included: 
• responsibilit ies of various coun

tries as regards geographical loca· 
tion 

• doctrine and standard operations 
procedures 

• command and control 
• trainmg 
• tasks 
• Slandardiza tion of equipment 
• logistic support 
• medical services 
• communication and signals.19 

In addition, the armed forces of eight 
Southern African countries (including a 
contingent of the SANDF) panicipated 
in £.xercise Blue HU/igwe, a multina
tional peace support exercise held 
early in 1997 in ZImbabwe, assisted 
and facilitated by British milit:l.l)' ex
perts. With this exercise the subregion 
came closer to sharing peace support 
responsibilities on the African conti
nent.lO 

The South African decision· 
making framework 

As far as the South African decision
making framework for undertaking 
peace support operations is con-
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South African peace support operations 

cerned, it should be briefly noted that, 
when South Africa is requested to par
ticipate, the following will apply: 
• Any request for participation in 

peace missions will be channelled 
through the Department of For
eign Affairs. That Department will 
liaise closely with the National In
telligence Co-ordinating Commit
tee and the Department of 
Defence. 

• Any additional agreements on 
matters relating to the determina
tion of the mission and objectives 
of the operation will be negotiated 
by the Department of Foreign Af
fairs in consultation with the 
SANDF. 

• The Departments of Foreign Af
fairs and Defence will advise Cabi
net on the matters referred to 
above. Cabinet is responsible for 
final decisions and, in terms of the 
Constitution, the deployment of 
the SANDF requires the authoriza
tion of the president. 21 

The Department of Foreign Affairs, 
through the Department of Finance, 
has to finance peace support opera
tions in cases of SANDF participa
tion.22 

The perils of conflict 
management and peace 
support operations 

In the Southern African context South 
Africa can be regarded as the leading 
state. Inevitable responsibilities stem 
from its position of economic and mili
tary strength. The enthusiasm of SADC 
members for creating a regional stand
by force of peacekeepers largely de
pends on the South African capacity 
and political will to become involved 
in peace support operations. This 
being so, the South African govern
ment has to carefully consider and an
ticipate the pitfalls of peace support 
operations. 

Peace missions generally involve 
many challenges and potential pro
blems; in Africa even more so. In fact, 
the challenges and perils experienced 
by UN peacekeeping missions in So
malia. Rwanda, Mozambique and An
gola have apparently led to an 
increasing unwillingness on the part of 
the major powers and traditional peace 
support contributors to deploy their 
forces on the African continent any 
longer. 

Both past and current peace support 
operations have brought to light cer-
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tain lessons that require careful analy
sis and study, in order to identify 
appropriate and feasible planning and 
implementation measures for the fu
ture. 

The nature of conflict in 
Africa 

It is an indisputable fact that Africa is 
the continent most plagued by conflict: 
not so much conflict between nations 
as conflict within states. Such conflict 
is rooted in one or more of the follow
ing: 
• religious and ethnic differences or 

tensions 
• religious fundamentalism 
• disputes over traditional bound

aries and scarcity of resources 
• inequitable distribution of political 

and economic power 
• struggles for the reform and de

mocratization of political and eco
nomic systems 

• negative legacies of colonial rule 
• ethnic competition stemming from 

the collapse of the old patterns of 
relationships that once provided a 
framework for collaboration 
among ethnic groupS.25 

Civil wars, fuelled by deep-seated 
hatred and involving armed factions 
and the availability of weapons and 
ammunition (as often experienced in 
Africa) present peacekeeping forces 
with serious challenges and a difficult 
operational environment. 2~ In such vo
latile situations, peacekeeping man
dates must provide for sporadic 
change in the nature of peace missions 
and the action to be taken on the part 
of peace forces. 

Mandates and parameters of 
engagement 

In the light of the above, the issue of 
clear mandates and rules of engage
ment is relevant. A survey of the UN's 
involvement in the former Yugoslavia, 
Cambodia and Somalia clearly suggests 
sharp differences in the nature and cir
cumstances of the operations underta
ken: a mixture of international and 
civil war involving radicalized ethnic 
groups in the former Yugoslavia, the 
implementation of a comprehensive 
political settlement in Cambodia and 
the collapse of governmental authority 
in Somalia. The experience of the UN 
forces in each of these theatres high
lights a critical issue concerning the 
challenge of peacekeeping in contem-

porary internal conflicts, namely the 
problem of formulating mandates 
whose humanitarian and political ob
jectives are effectively understood and 
reinforced by the peacekeeping 
forces. 2') 

In Somalia, for example, there was 
confusion even at political level in the 
US over the exact parameters of the 
UN mission. Although initially a peace
keeping mission, the operation in So
malia swiftly evolved into a combat 
operation. This appears to have caused 
confusion and a lack of understanding 
between the UN and the participating 
member states, resulting in the US de
cision to withdraw from Somaliaz6 

The involvement of the US-led coali
tion forces in northern Iraq in 1991 
clearly demonstrated that peacekeep
ing forces could rapidly find them
selves involved in extremely dynamic, 
fluid situations. At first the forces were 
involved in a constant offensive man
oeuvre in order to evict the Iraqis from 
an expanding security zone. After a 
month of constant movement, the op
erations assumed the more familiar 
form of static peacekeepingD 

Many analysts maintain that no ef
fective mechanisms or appropriate 
doctrine have yet been devised for re
sponding to what is regarded as a 
"grey zone" in peacekeeping, namely 
the volatile area between peacekeep
ing and peace enforcement. 2H A lack 
of clarity on this issue could have dis
astrous consequences. In the Southern 
African context it is thus essential to 
determine what courses of action are 
appropriate for the SADC forces to 
take. A lack of agreement or clarity on 
what exactly is meant by "peacekeep
ing" and "peace enforcement" could 
result in the forces engaged in such 
missions attaching their own national 
or operational perspectives to each si
tuationz<J 

Command-and-control 
arrangements 

Furthermore, it needs to be made clear 
that states participating in an interna
tional peace support operation will re
tain their autonomy and sovereignty. 
Such contending national priorities 
could translate themselves into pro
blems as regards command-and-con
trol, rules of engagement, disciplinary 
measures and personnel procedures. 
Differences of opinion in a volatile si
tuation may lead to political differ
ences and disagreements between the 
participating states 50 
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Since the effectiveness of any mili
tary operation depends on the quality 
of its in-theatre comma nd-a nd-control 
arrangements, all Nato member states 
have worked to establish Nato "Sta
nags" (or memoranda of agreement 
covering joint tactics, operations and 
techniques). This has resulted in a 
"certain level of comfort" among Nato 
allies51 In the Southern African context 
it is thus most important that the mili
tary planners working together in the 
ISDSC should succeed in standardizing 
operational procedures. 

The implications of financial 
constraints 

The issue of finance is another serious 
issue. Africa is apparently unable to 
provide the necessary resources itself, 
and desperately needs financial assis
tance for peace support operations, 
especially for the transportation of 
troops and material.:\2 Provision of 
such assistance is hampered by the re
luctance of many of the major powers 
to become directly involved in African 
peacekeeping. It follows that whoever 
funds such operations will have a sig
nificant influence on the objectives 
and conduct thereof53 

Financial constraints mean that 
many African defence forces experi
ence logistic and organizational pro
blems and training difficulties, and are 
hampered by obsolete and worn-out 
military equipment.3Q Effective logistic 
support, as an essential element of 
peace support operations, cannot be 
overemphasized: its absence leaves 
soldiers feeling abandoned and incap
able of operating optimally. Inade
quate logistic support for African 
peacekeepers has possibly been their 
most crucial handicap, and has af
fected, for instance, the Ecomog forces 
in Liberia since their deployment in 
1991 and a number of African contin
gents deployed in Rwanda in 1994. 

Yet, with poor and failing econo
mies, many African states, including 
certain member states of the SADC, 
can hardly meet their own domestic 
demands, let alone provide any sub
stantial support for peace support op
erations5S 

Quality and standard of 
Southern African forces 

Since the undertaking of peace sup
port operations is a daunting challenge 
in any terms, proper standards of train
ing, quality and the professionalism of 

South African peace support operations 

soldiers can hardly be overempha
sized. During the Bosnian peace op
eration, for example, combatants 
constantly tried to manipulate the UN 
force into supporting one side at the 
expense of the other. This usually in
volved firing mortars at civilians or the 
UN force itself to make it appear that 
the other side was responSible for the 
firing. One of the major challenges 
therefore was to try to remain emo
tionally detached from the conmct it
self, since an error of judgement could 
destroy the credibility of the peace
keepers as an impartial force 5(, It is 
thus imperative that professional 
armed forces, commanded by profes
sional officers, properly trained for 
their primary mission and well-disci
plined, should be the only forces to be 
deployed for peace support opera
tions57 

It has been pointed out that on the 
whole there are vast differences be
tween the level of skills, training and 
education of African forces and those 
of the developed world. It would ap
pear that many individual members of 
the African armed forces "are not vo
lunteers who are carefully selected and 
psychologically tested. '" Instead 
they are more likely to be run-of-the
mill soldiers ... poorly trained and 
educa ted by international standards, 
and extremely conscious of their tribal 
and ethnic identity,,58 This is a serious 
situation, particularly in view of the 
prudence required and the need for 
the highest quality of leadership, even 
at the lowest tactical level. 

The factor of public opinion 

The factor of public opinion can also 
be decisive. In Somalia, for example, 
the American-led UN forces encoun
tered bloody engagements which re
sulted in the loss of 18 American 
soldiers and more than 350 Somalis in 
1993. This led to the effective withdra
wal of the US troops. The experience 
was a turning point in American contri
butions to peace support operations. 
The cost in lives and blood far ex
ceeded what the American public was 
willing to pay59 

In contrast, it can be pointed out 
that in South Africa public opinion has 
not in general played a significant role 
in considerations of foreign policy thus 
far. The country has yet to experience 
the impact of public opinion on for
eign policy matters. This situation of 
carte blanche for policy makers could, 
however, rapidly change in the face of 

a full-scale involvement in future 
peace missions.'o 

'D'ansformation processes in 
Southern Africa 

Future multinational peace support op
erations in Southern Africa should also 
be assessed in the light of the process 
of force transformation in several 
SADC member states. While Namibia 
and Zimbabwe are in an advanced 
stage of force transformation, South 
Africa and Mozambique have a long 
way to go and major challenges still lie 
ahead for both. Angola has to run the 
full course of post-conflict transition. 
Four of the largest armies in the subre
gion are thus facing internal challenges 
in the course of political change.

Q1 

On the positive side it must be 
noted that a number of African coun
tries are currently contributing troops 
to peace support operations, or have 
previously done so. They include Tu
nisia, Egypt, Senegal, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Mali, Ethiopia, Kenya and Congo 
(Brazzaville). Of SADC member states, 
Zambia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Malawi 
and Tanzania have previously partici
pated in peace support operations. A 
pool of experience is therefore build
ing up within Africa and particularly in 
the Southern African region.

Q2 

Problems of linguistic 
diversity 

The effective command and control of 
any military operation depends heavily 
on communication capacity. This is ne
cessary in order to keep authorities at 
all levels abreast of events and to di
rect and coordinate all activities at 
ground level.'u 

In Africa, the military of the various 
states have all inherited the languages 
of the former colonial powers, as well 
as their various military cultures. Pre
vious problems in command-and-con
trol during multinational peace support 
operations in Africa were often related 
to linguistic diversity.+l The problem of 
language and sound communication 
was also evident during Operation 
Blue Hungwe, the multinational peace
keeping exercise held in Zimbabwe in 
April 1997.

Q
<; 

However, it could also be argued 
that a peace su pport mission from Afri
ca or any of its subregions will have a 
decided advantage over European 
troops or troops from Asia, as far as 
their cultural background, language 
and knowledge of the continent are 
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South African peace support operations 

concerned. African culture, customs 
and traditions are often incomprehen
sible to people fr0111 other conti
nents. i(' 

For a peace support operation to 
succeed, the diverse civilian and mili
t~l1y cultures of the troop-contributing 
nations will need to be harmonized in 
order to ensure smooth coordination. 
Anticipating and avoiding serious pro
blems of command-and-control, har
monizing joint action, providing 
training opportunities and holding 
workshops, seminars and conferences 
can all be instrumental in ensuring that 
all the role-players collaborate success
fully. 

The need for efficient 
intelligence services 

Contemporary peace support opera
tions have shown that politically fluid 
and militarily complex situations may 
require more advanced resources and 
procedures for collecting, assessing 
and distributing intelligence. Informa
tion on the military power and disposi
tion of forces, the location of 
minefields, the level of violence and 
other features in a deployment area is 
essential for planning and conducting 
peace missions. Recent international 
experience underscores the need for 
developing local intelligence sources. 17 

Problems of control during peace 
support operations are often related to 
a lack of adequate intelligence. In al
most all African peace support opera
tions, troops have been dispatched to 
mission areas with inadequate informa
tion on the local inhabitants, their cul
ture, beliefs and customs. E\'en basic 
geographic information has been a 
problem, as few African countries have 
up-to-date maps, especially maps pro
viding the detailed geographic infor
mation essential for efficient military 
planning.IH 

The need for sound civil
military relations 

Although military forces have proven 
ca pabilities in humanitarian operations, 
recent experience has revealed an ur
gent need for improved civilian-mili
tary coordination in relation to the 
distribution of essential supplies. the 
management of refugee movements 
and the organization of medical sup
port. Non-governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) have certain financial and ma
terial resources that peace forces do 
not have and sometimes playa valu-
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able role worldwide in the saving of 
lives. In many instances, however, fric
tion has developed between the 
peacekeepers and NGOs.~9 

In Cambodia, Somalia, Angola and 
Bosnia military and civilian operations 
were juxtaposed. In Sarajevo and Bos
nia there were approximately I12 
NGOs serving in one or other capacity. 
Some of them were most proficient in 
their duties, while the role of others re
sulted in strained relations with the 
peacekeeping forces. ')0 

The growing prominence of juxta
posed military and civilian operations 
has often resulted in major command, 
control and coordination problems, for 
which neither contingency planning 
nor doctrinal guidance really existed. 
Problems of this nature have been par
ticularly acute in areas of ongoing con
f1ict. ')1 

The deployment of a peace force 
also marks a delicate and critical rela
tionship with the host government and 
other parties to the conflict, such as 
the local population. In the case of the 
deployment of the UN operation in 
Mozambique (Onomoz), the inability 
of the Mozambican government to 
draft and pass laws generated frustra
tion and was an additional factor to be 
dealt with. In the urban areas, where 
the Onomoz forces frequently mingled 
with the local population, several inci
dents of sexual child abuse, rape and 
physical aggression by soldiers against 
civilians were reported. This umler
scores the sensitive nature of any type 
of third-party intervention in situations 
of internal conflict."2 

The fact that members of a peace
keeping force come into frequent con
tact with the local population calls for 
a great deal of caution and prudence 
on their part to avoid misunderstand
ings, tension or even collusion. They 
will be called upon to use diplomatic 
skills, seek compromises by means of 
negotiation and show tolerance of 
others. Such situations add another di
mension to the professional attributes 
expected of a soldier. ')3 The need for 
qualified interpreters to liaise with lo
cal people is likewise relevant - as 
the UN, for example, acutely experi
enced in the Somalia peace mission of 
1992 and 1993."1 It is suggested that 
problems relating to Civil-military rela
tions be addressed through coordi
nated training, conferences, seminars 
and workshops for the benefit of mul
ticomponent missions, as well as for 
those who are to be the beneficiaries 
of peace support operations.'» 

The role of media coverage 

Peace forces must be seen to be effi
cient and effective. Positive media cov
erage can enhance such a perception 
among both the peacekeepers them
selves and the people in whose area 
they are deployed, as well as among 
the public at large. An ability to deal 
with the media is crucial in determin
ing how peace initiatives are per
ceived.'56 

Friction between the military com
ponents of peace missions and the 
media has often been experienced in 
the past. Military commanders often 
unwisely choose to ignore the media 
and their ability to inform and to edu
cate.,)7 When strategically dealt with, 
the media can be very powerful instru
ments for commanders in a stressful 
and desperate situation. 

In Bosnia the role of the media in 
communicating the situation had a 
substantial impact on the process of 
keeping the peace and redUCing the le
vel of atrocities, perhaps even more so 
than the role of the actual peace
keepers. ')8 In Rwanda, a land-locked 
country where borders were sealed off 
and airports closed, the peacekeeping 
forces would have been completely 
stranded had the media not portrayed 
the conditions under which the peace 
support operation took place.'i9 In the 
case of Angola, the problem of coun
tering hostile propaganda, which 
usually took the form of unverified al
legations made by one side against an
other, was dealt with by cooperation 
between the civilian and military med
ia components. The military also took 
the responsibility of caring for civilian 
journalists during field trips.6o Senior 
military and civilian personnel who 
deal with the media should clearly un
derstand the necessity for a coopera
tive response which will promote the 
cause of peace. 

Conclusion 

It is now widely accepted that African 
leaders, as represented in the OAU 
and the various subregional organiza
tions, have to accept an increased bur
den of responsibility for conflict 
resolution and management on the 
continent. In the light of this, the South 
African government has more than 
once clearly demonstrated its commit
ment to peace on the continent and, in 
particular, to participation in future 
multinational peace support opera
tions. 
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From a political and military point of 
view, the conduct of peace support 
operations needs to he prompt, effec
tive and sustained: momentum must 
not he lost through a lack of resolve, 
Such operations necessitate a system 
or enforcement capacity with ade
quately equipped and trained forces, 
credibility and adequate financing, and 
unity of command and control. 

To this end, it is necessary to incor
porate the common interest of the 
community of nations. The Southem 
African community has recently made 
progress in this respect. particularly in 
creating an institutional framework that 
will contribute to sharing the responsi
bility for conOict management and 
peacekeeping with the UN and the 
OAU, 

However. it is clear that undertaking 
peace support operations in Africa is 
hy no means a simple task. Africa is a 
continent that is steeped in cont1ict, 
the sources of which are hoth endemic 
and diverse. Moreover, past and recent 
experiences in conducting peace sup
port operations worldwide, and in Afri
ca in particular, have indicated that 
such operations present serious chal
lenges and a hostile operational envir
onment to forces assuming a peace 
support role. 

From a South African political and 
militalY viewpoint, this overview of 
conflict management and peacekeep
ing has highlighted a numher of factors 
to he taken into account when future 
peace support operations are underta
ken. South Africa, if it is to play its ex
pected leadersllip role in the 
suhregion and the continent, and other 
members of the African community 
will have to carefully consider their re
sponsibilities hefore taking steps to
wards genUinely improving the 
conditions for peace and stability on 
the continent. 
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An assessment of economic 
reform programmes in 
sub-Saharan Africa· 

John Robertson and Joseph Muzulu 

joseph Muzulu (Chie/ Economist o/Zimbabwe Holdings Limited) andjohn Robertson (managing director 
elf his own consultancy, Robertson Economic h?/ormation Services), evaluate the sub-Saharan African 

experience o/stn/ctural adjustment programmes. 

Introduction 

Structural adjustment programmes 
(SAPs) are in vogue, particularly in 
sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), where devel
opment stands out among the pro
blems facing the international commu
nity as a critical unresolved human 
issue. SAPs entered into international 
parlance in 1980 with the World 
Bank'~ introduction of Structural Ad
justment Loam (SALs) as a new type 
of credit. I Before that, in response to 
longer term adjustment needs, the IMF 
had in 1974 introduced the extended 
fund facility (EFF) as a new policy in
strument under which Fund pro
grammes could last up to three years 
rather than the usual one year 

In 1986, the IMF introduced the 
Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF), 
which was augmented by the En
hanced Structural Adjustment Facility 
(ESAF) in 1987 These facilities pro
vided balance of payments assistance 
on conces~ional terms to low-income 
developing countries. By the end of 
the 1980s, mo~t SSA countries were im
plementing at least one of these pro
grammes. 

Thi~ paper evaluates the experience 
of SSA with SAPs. The first section 
briet1y chronicles the onset of the 
crises; the second discusses their 
causes, and the third evaluates SAPs in 
SSA. The final section consists of some 
concluding remarks. 

The onset of the economic 
crises in sub-Saharan Africa 

SSA witnessed severe external shocks 
in the mid-1970s which emanated 
from, inter alia, the quadrupling of oil 
prices and a general decline in terms 
of trade. The second oil shock and the 
arrival of the world economic reces
sion towards the end of the 1970s 
plunged most SSA countries into rece~
sion as their export receipts dwindled 
due to low commodity prices interna
tionally. 

Economic growth that had averaged 
6,4% per annum between 1970 and 
1974 fell to 2,5% per annum between 
1975 and 1979, and further to 1,3% per 
annum between 1980 and 1984. 
Furthermore, the private capital t10ws 
that had been partly responsible for 
the na~cent recovery following the first 

oil crisis dried up, leading to a widen
ing current account deficit - from an 
average of 2,8% of GDP between 1970 
and 1974, to 5,2% between 1975 and 
1979, and further to 5,3% by the 1980-
84 period. Consequently, external bor
rowing to fund these current transac
tions increased. The proportion of 
external debt to GDP in SSA, which 
stood at 27.4% in 1980. rose to an 
average of 92,1% between 1985 and 
1991 (Table 1 l. 

Of the 40 countries classified as 
heavily indebted, 33 are in SSA.2 

It wa~ against this background that 
African countries reorientated their 
economic policies by adopting stabili
zation and structural adjustment pro
gramme~, formulated largely by the 
IMF and World Bank.' By the end of 
1992, some 30 African countries were 
implementing economic reforms sup-

Table 1: Sub-Saharan Africa: Some macroeconomic indicators (%) 

1973-80 1980-93 1990-93 
GDP growth 3,7 1,9 0,7 
GDP per capita growth 25 -2,0 -2,7 
Inflation 13,8 16,1 14,0 
Merchandise exports 1,0 25 -0,4 
Merchandise imports 3,2 -2,2 1,9 
Savings (% GDP) 23,6 19,0 16,8 
Investment (% GDP) 24,2 18,7 16,7 
Trade balance (% GDP) -3,6" -3,8 -5,4 

• Average for 1975-79 

Source: World Bank tables (various) and World Bank, World debt tables, 1995. 

"Thanks arf' duf' to thf' Rf'serVf' Balik of Zimhabwe, j()" whom this SlInJf')' u'as compiled. 
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ported Ily the IMF, BeGlll.~e the pro
blems aftlicting SSA countries ap
peared to be more deep-rooted, the 
IMF sUI)port was "pushed beyond the 
traditional emphasis on demand re
straint, which was appropriate for reo, 
lie\'ing temporary or cyclical halance 
of payments difficulties" I The Baker 
Plan of 1985, which emphasized ad
justment with growth, also had the ef 
fect of pulling the IMF and tile World 
Bank together. "Ionnally, for a countlY 
to have a World Bank SAP, it would 
need to h~l\'e agreed to an L'\IF facility 
beforehand, In this regard, '"the Fund 
and the World Bank are increasingly 
working in tandem to plan medium 
term programs to support outward-or
iented structural adjustment"', S 

Causes of the crises and 
recommended policies 

The issue of identifving the causes of 
the crises in SSA has been the subject 
of considerahle dehate which \\as 
sparked off hy tlw World 13ank's analy
sis 6 The Bank attributed Africa's poor 
performance mainly to internal causes. 
namely inappropriate domestic poli
cies, External factors related to declin
ing terms of trade and those associated 
with the \'agaries of the weather were 
given less prominence, 

The IMF and the World Bank as
selted that o\'er-expensi\'e, inefficient 
and largely unproductive public sec
tors were the root cause of the crises 
in SSA, According to the Bretton 
Woods institutions, the problem 
stemmed from excessh'e puhlic sector 
spending, The World Bank ~ argues 
that government consumption as a 
propoltion of GDP a\-eraged l,)'Yu he
tween 1975 and I 98(), exceeding that 
of other regions by around S to 6 per
centage points, In addition, the use of 
state-mvned enterprises to pro\'ide 
goods and selyices wa,s criticized as 
these parastatals turned out to be inef.
ficient, with their products priced at 
le\'els far remO\'ed from cost consid
erations, leading to the need for gm
ernl11ent subsidies, 

Krueger summarizes tire concerns of 
the IMF and World Bank neatly when 
she argues that: 

gOH'rnmenh haH' kept lhe prices uf puhlic 
S<,Clor ,er\"iles. including utilitie" transpol1, 
and outpub uf public enterprises. constant 
in an dfol1 to "cOlurol inflation" In lhe 
presence of an underlying intlationary pro
ce", ui' course. the hudgd deficit induced 
financial losses of these acli\'itil'S lend, to 
intensify intlationary pressures further, 

An assessment of economic reform programmes in sub-Saharan Africa 

while ~inlult<tnC()Ll.':;Iy increasing the degree 
of distortion in the l'COn0I11Y ~lrisil1g hOlTI 

rcgubtl'd prtce<' 

C:;o\'ernment il1lelYention in SSA was 
also accused of ha\'ing imposed har
riers to factor mobility, ,~uch as through 
the imposition of labour regulations 
that prohibited the firing of workers, 
thereby limiting possibilities for factor 
suhstitutability in production e\'en 
\\'hen price incenti\'es hecome fanlllr
able,'! 

The policy ach-ice gi\'en is aimed at 
reducing the puhlic sector deficit to a 
level compatible with internal and ex
ternal financing as well as with the 
normal increase in tire demand for 
money at a low rate of intbtion ,lII To 
rationalize and reduce public sector 
expenditure. adjustment programmes 
usually address four broad areas -
namely the size ami allocation of pub
lic im'estment, public sector institution 
and the fiscal burden of public enter
prises, 

The World Bank ll argued for a \'ig
orous screening of expenditure profJo
sals from spending ministries as well 
as increased use of policy analysis, On 
the issue of parastatals, the World 
Bank made se\'eral proposals ranging 
from re\'ision of the objectives of these 
enterprises to di\'estiture, Indeed, the 
prh'atization of these parastatals was 
seen as highly essential to the reduc
tion of large budget ddicits, 

Governments were ad\'ised to '"get 
out of acti\'ities where competing pri
\'ate firms could do a hetter job (as in 
manufacturing and marketing),,12 It is 
in this context that tile 11'.11' ad\'ised 
that" excessh'e g()\'ernment inter-
vention impeded adjustment and 
often needed to be addressed for an 
adjustment program to he sust~lined",I-' 
The reduction in the budget deficit is 
also seen as a necessary condition for 
the reduction of the current account 
deficit. I I 

Adju,stment progranllnes ha\'e also 
typically included tax rdorms aimed at 
enlarging the re\'enue base while, at 
the same time, reducing distOltions 
and fraud associated with complex 
and inefficient tax systems, 

Perhaps the most cited and debated 
case is that of exchange rate policy, The 
accusation that was levelled against SSA 
countries was that they maintained 
o\'er-\'alued exchange rates, It is argued 
that a.s a consequence. exchange rates 
failed to l)l'm'ide adequate incenti\'es 
for agricultural production as well as for 
exports, The options adopted by most 
gm'ernments of imposing exchange 

controls and other restrictions on inter
national transactions were criticized on 
a number of grounds, 

Fir.~tly, it was argued that exchange 
control measures forced producers to 
rely on high-cost domestically pro
duced inputs, This made exports ex
pensi\'e in international markets, 
Secondly, it was contended that ex
change controls tended to suppress 
rather than deal with the underlying 
balance of payments problems, I 'i and 
that their imposition entailed expen
si\'e administrati\'e machinery that 
could increase gm'ernment spending 
and also encourage rent seeking acti\'
ities, [(, This made it difficult to remO\'e 
them once they were in place, Thirdly, 
O\'er-\'alued exchange rates were ar
gued to encourage impolt substitlltion 
rather than efficient expolt expan
sion, I~ This is because controls tend to 
discriminate against exports by keep
ing the profitability of expOiting below 
what it would be with a lower ex
change rate, I" 

It was further argued that the protec
tion gi\'en to industIY through trade 
policies ga\'e no incenti\'e for growth 
in productivity,l~ The inbnt industries, 
for which protection was originally jus
tified, tended to remain infants,20 

The World Bank concludes that'" , . , 
many of the most wasteful im'estments 
ha\'e been oriented towards sluggish 
(or declining) and heavily protected in
ternal markets, Those that have been 
expolt-oriented ha\'e often heen made 
unsllccessful by overvalued exchange 
rates .. 21 

These arguments formed the basis 
of the recommendations to devalue 
and liberalize foreign exchange trans
actions, The main purpose of trade re
form is seen as raising the overall 
producti\'ity in the use of resources hy 
eliminaring discrimination against effi
cient eXfJort-oriented and import-com
peting industries and by remo\'ing the 
dist(J1tions of incenti\'es across tradahle 
activities, 

The policy reform enunciated by the 
Bank and the Fund encompasses the 
reduction of quantitative restrictions on 
imports accompanied by the reform of 
the administrati\'e procedures, 22 

Furthermore. it entails the reduction of 
tarith and their dispersion as well as 
making protection more transparent. 23 

These trade rdorms are believed to 
lead, eventually, to the establishment 
of more etTicient export-oriented in
dustries compared to the import-inten
si\'e controls and O\'ervalued exchange 
rates:~--1 
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An assessment of economic reform programmes in sub-Saharan Africa 

Another economic policy issue 
which attracted the attention of the 
IMF and the World Bank related to the 
conduct of interest rate and financial 
policy. Controls on the financial sector 
were seen as highly distortionary. An 
IMF staff research paper argued that 
many countries kept interest rates at 
unrealistic levels out of the desire to: 
(j) increase the level of investment; OJ) 
improve the allocation of investments; 
and (iii) keep financial costs down so 
as to avoid possible inflationary effects 
of interest rate liberalization. 2

,) 

However, low interest rates were 
seen as harmful because they became 
insufficient to mobilize the level of sav
ings needed to finance investment,26 
leading to credit rationing. The World 
Bank and IMF believe that where there 
is rationing and controlled lending 
rates, financial intermediaries are unli
kely to provide funds according to a 
ranking of rates of return on invest
ment. 27 

As a result" ... a policy of low inter
est rates not only inhibits investment, 
but also tends to reduce the average 
rate of return on investment below the 
maximum attainable rate,,28 

The policy implication of this was 
for countries to undertake financial 
sector reforms, of which the liberaliza
tion of interest rates was very impor
tant. The main theoretical under
pinnings of financial liberalization in 
general and interest rate liberalization 
in particular are those postulated by 
McKinnon2

,! and Shaw. oo According to 
the McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis, the 
economy is financially repressed by 

distortions of financial prices in
cluJing interest rates anJ foreign ex
change rates" and, consequently, this 
reduces "the real rate of growth and 
the real size of the financial system re
lative to nonfinancial magnitudes ... ".,1 

In their model, financial liberalization 
is expected to "increase rates of sav
ings, improve savings allocation, in
duce some substitution of labour for 
capital equipment and assist in income 
equalization,,52 

As a complement to interest rate lib
eralization, IMF-supported adjustment 
programmes typically insist on strict 
credit restraints, especially to govern
ment, as a way of controlling growth 
in money supply and inflation53 

As regards investment, the McKin
non-Shaw model holds that investment 
is principally constrained by lack of 
funds, due to the low rates of savings. 
An increase in savings arising from 
high interest rates is, therefore, ex-
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pected to result in high investment le
vels. However, even in cases where 
savings do not increase substantially, 
such that investment fails to rise in vo
lume terms, high interest rates are ex
pected to raise the average efficiency 
of investment. In this case the level of 
investment rises through a quality 
rather than a quantity effect. 

Given the way in which the crises in 
SSA were perceived as well as the 
main policies recommended by the 
Bretton Woods institutions during the 
1980s, the rest of the paper assesses 
the extent to which SSA economies re
sponded to the implementation of 
these policies. 

Evaluation of experiences 
with SAPs in SSA 

There is general agreement that policy 
adjustments in the external sector have 
been implemented more than progress 
regarding internal adjustments, and 
especially the pace of institutional re
forms 54 This is because devaluation 
was considerably easier to implement 
" ... compared to sacking civil servants 
and marketing board employees, re
moving the power and patronage of 
those who appointed them, and cut
ting the costs and raising the prices of 
other forms of parastatals'· . .-I') 

According to Humphreys and Jae
ger,or, considerable progress has been 
made in realigning exchange rates in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, with nominal de
valuations averaging almost 50% since 
1980-82. This resulted in a real depre
ciation of the exchange rate such that 
in 1989, it was about a quarter below 
the peak in the early 1980s and lower 
than in early 1970. 

With regard to performance, most 
World Bank and IMF sponsored stu
dies point out that, on average, coun
tries where reforms were implemented 
performed better than those where no 
reforms were implemented.:\7 Accord
ing to Camdessus,38 countries that 
have been implementing far-reaching 
reforms with the support of the IMF 
for several years, such as Ghana, Gam
bia, Malawi, Togo and Senegal, were 
showing positive results and were 
forecast to continue yielding important 
long-term benefits. Even those coun
tries which had implemented reforms 
for a shorter time were argued to be 
producing positive results as well. 

These results are collaborated by 
those of the World Bank,}9 which stu
died 29 countries in SSA. According to 
the World Bank, the group of countries 

that instituted the most extensive re
forms between 1981-86 and 1987-91 
enjoyed a median increase of GDP per 
capita growth of almost 2 percentage 
points, while those countries that did 
not undertake reforms saw their med
ian per capita GDP growth decline by 
2,6%. 

In spite of this, evaluations by inde
pendent analysts appear to dispute 
these positive results.-!(j Cornia-!l sug
gests that SAPs have not removed the 
obstacles to long-term development, 
even though he agrees with IMF evi
dence that shows that micro-economic 
efficiency is usually improved by the 
reform efforts. He argues that countries 
that concentrate on primary commod
ity production coupled with import lib
eralization and public expenditure cuts 
have been pushed further away from 
needed self-sufficiency that might have 
been better supported by stimulating 
growth in manufacturing capacity and 
more diversified exports. 

Stewart agrees with these senti
ments, arguing that ..... in many re
spects the policies are pushing African 
economies away from a desirable 
long-term structure especially because 
they are dampening local capabilities, 
reorienting economies towards heavy 
specialization in export agriculture or 
primary products, and are not permit
ting a build-up of dynamic compara
tive advantage in non-traditional 
agriculture and industry". 12 

Other analysts, including those with
in the Bank and the Fund, have pointed 
out that the improvement observed in 
reforming countries may have been 
made possible by increased multilateral 
and bilateral aid flows d rather than 
from the effect of policy reforms per se. 
According to Nsouli, the international 
community "provided substantial re
sources, including debt relief, to sup
port growth-oriented adjustment 
programmes in Sub-Saharan Africa".-j·' 
Humphreys and Jaeger4

,) contend that 
between 1986 and 1987, official cred
itors increased the annual amount of 
debt relief for reforming countries by 
some 50% compared with the previous 
six years, while virtually eliminating it 
for non-reforming countries. Under 
such circumstances, it becomes difficult 
to attribute improved performance to 
adjustment policies per se.'() 

Criticisms have also been levelled 
against the "before and after" ap
proaches used to evaluate the policies. 
While the method is relatively easy to 
employ and seemingly objective, it is 
inadequate because it assumes that all 
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other things would have remained 
constant in the absence of a pro
gramme. The method introduces 
biases since it incorrectly attributes all 
of the change in outcomes between 
the pre-programme and programme 
periods to programme factors. 

The IMF usually prefers to compare 
the actual outcomes with some targets 
for variables specified by the authori
ties, with success being measured by 
the extent to which the targets are 
achieved. However. as Toye argues, 
such a method is "inadequate because 
of imperfect foresight in the setting of 
targets". 17 In addition, this approach 
sheds little light on how the country's 
macro-economic perfonnance was af
fected by the change in policy, be
cause failure to reach a target does not 
imply, for example, that the policy 
change did not have an independent 
effect on the outcomes. 

To correctly assess the contribution 
of adjustment programmes, one needs 
to compare the actual situation of the 
country after adjustment was underta
ken with an estimated counter factual, 
described as the situation that would 
have prevailed without the programme 
but with the same exogenous influ
ences. When the World Bank used this 
latter technique, it found that" the 
annual average rate of GDP growth of 
[early intensive adjustment lending] 
EIAL countries was not different from 
that of all the other countries when 
measuring changes between 1970-BO 
and 198,)-8B". Iii 

In addition to GDP growth, most 
SSA countries are argued to have regis
tered strong export performance early 
in the programmes. However, such 
strong export growth faded towards 
the end of the programme period, and 
in fact for many countries, growth in 
export volumes in 1992 was no higher 
than before the arrangements. I') Such 
findings are consistent with earlier 
work by Roberts whose review of nine 
SSA countries revealed that in the Afri
can situation " where there is rela
tively low short-run supply elasticity in 
the economy, devaluation tends to be 
deflationary rather than expenditure -
switching, in the first instance". "II 

Helleiner"l also contends that in 
spite of major devaluations in most 
SSA countries, there has been no major 
export response. He argues that "major 
non-price constraints continue to limit 
supplies of traditional exports, ... and 
nontraditional exports take much long
er to develop". In fact, some World 
Bank economists have gone further to 
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note that in some African countries, 
improvements in resource balance 
(which are also reported in the study 
by Schadler et all came from import 
compression rather than from export 
expansion.'i2 

With regard to investment, evidence 
appears to suggest that SAPs do not re
sult in higher investment levels.'i~ In 
fact implementation of SAPs appears 
to have been accompanied by declines 
in investment.'" The high interest rates 
associated with financial sector reform 
have had a negative effect on the vo
lume of investment in most countries 
implementing SAPs. This has been ex
acerbated by failure to reduce domes
tic inflation rates in most SSA 
countries. In addition, the depreciation 
of currencies often recommended un
der SAPs appears to have had a nega
tive effect on investment. "" 

Even the World Bank now admits 
that the burden of adjustment fell 
heavily on investment. In its earlier 
evaluation of SAPs, the Bank contends 
that since the early intensive adjust
ment lending countries undertook real 
depreciation of exchange rates, " 
the relative price of investment goods 
rose. So, the effect of the programs 
was an even larger average reduction 
- '),6 percentage points of GDP - in 
the constant price ratio of investment 
to GDP between 1970-80 and 198')-
88"."6 An IMF staff research paper 
came to the same conclusion, arguing 
that investment did not improve signif
icantly, although it is contended that 
private investment rose as public in
vestment fell."7 

Lessons for future 
programmes 

From this analysis, it would appear 
that, in general, most SSA countries did 
not register any Significant supply re
sponses to SAPs during the 19BOs and 
early 1990s. Per ca pita income also de
clined during the same period (Table 
1). It is, therefore, not surprising that 
the 1980s have been described as "a 
lost decade for Africa";'iB " a disas
trous decade by any reasonable stan
dard".s9 The question to be answered 
is why this was the case in spite of the 
pervasiveness of SAPs in SSA. 

(a) Early or late response to the need 
for economic reform 

It has been noted that countries often 
leave it too late to change their eco
nomic policies before the economies 

deteriorate into disaster60 However, 
there are a number of reasons why this 
happens. Firstly, it is often difficult for 
countries to ascertain whether a bal
ance of payments problem is tempor
ary or permanent. This is because if 
the shock is expected to be temporary, 

. " it is usually sensible (if feasible) 
to finance a current account deficit 
rather than force the economy into ra
pid adjustment that will later be re
versed ,,(,1 After all, it was the 
attempt "at Bretton Woods to safe
guard against global deflation that 
countries were only expected in the 
IMF rubric to take corrective actions in 
the face of permanent disequili
brium".62 

Secondly, interest groups that might 
be expected to push for reforms may 
be weak or unorganized, or may not 
have enough inf1uence on govern
ment. The governments of some coun
tries have also remained too isolated 
from business interest groups that 
might otherwise have pressed for re
form. Instead, governments effectively 
represented urban consumers, civil 
servants and protected manufacturers. 
This obviously delayed the implemen
tation of necessary reforms. 

Thirdly, the costs of adjustment are 
immediate and certain, while at best 
the benefits can be expected to come 
later. if at all. Consequently, even 
those interest groups that stand to gain 
from reforms may not lobby for 
changes in policy. In spite of these rea
sons to delay reforms, there is a grow
ing body of evidence showing that 
governments that respond early to the 
need for economic reform do relatively 
better, when the response is sound, 
than those that leave it late6~ 

(b) Commitment to reforms 

Ajayi also acknowledges "the allega
tion that some African countries have 
pursued some of the policies in a half 
hearted manner, thereby making the 
full realiZation of the positive effects of 
adjustment impossible", but his own 
assessment for the 19BOs is that most 
programmes were fully or substantially 
implemented in Africa and therefore 
poor compliance cannot be presented 
as the main cause of poor perfor
mance. 

However, his view is not fully 
shared by Mosley et al,6' who claim 
that political pressures have caused 
widely different levels of commitment 
from various governments, some im
plementing almost all the policy condi-
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tions, others achieving about half and 
some almost none at all. They ,J\so 
draw attention to the fact that signifi
cant degrees of adjustment were suc
cessfully accomplished by a number of 
countries that were not on official pro
grammes, countries engaged in adjust
ment procedures not directly linked to 
compliance with IMF or World Bank 
conditions. 

It is now generally agreed that if 
economic reform programmes are to 
be implemented on a sustained basis, 
they must be owned both technically 
and politically by the government re
sponsible for their implement,Ition. 
Ownership of the reform programme 
should also he broadly based, rather 
than the province of a few. Case stu
dies show that most of the adjustment 
programmes were conceived and for
mulated by a n,lrrow group of techno
crats and politicians who often did not 
consult with or invite inputs from 
others.6'i There is clear evidence that 
open discussion and interaction invol
ving diverse groups offer the only fea
sible ways to internalize the necessary 
commitment and make programmes 
acceptable among those from whom 
support is vital. 

If they are to be effective, reform 
programmes should also he carried out 
within an atmosphere of agreement on 
the direction in which the economy 
should move. Those who have the re
sponsibility for carrying the pro
gramme forward should also have 
clear goals and objectives in mind: 
without known targets they would find 
it ditTicult to achieve reforms when 
they have to have SUppOit from wide
ranging groups, such as private busi

nesses, professionals, political palties 
and labour movements. 

Husain and Faruqee found that in 
many of the African countries studied, 
trade union leaders often made the 
point that if they were consulted about 
the justification for various policy mea
sures and informed about the likely 
consequences and objectives, they 
would always have been in a better 
position to make constructive contribu
tions to both the diagnosis of problems 
and the prescription of solutions. 

Civil servants have been found to he 
unwilling to enact pay scale reforms or 
cutbacks in employment levels, though 
evidence shows they were less in
clined to oppose reforms if these les
sened or removed the legal restrictions 
on their participation in private eco
nomic activities. Also, because of the 
strong prohability that personal issues 
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rather than national ohjectives moti
vate puhlic servants most of the time. 
threats that the country could lose do
nor SUpp0l1 or funding from interna
tional financial institutions if public 
service conduct falls short of expecta
tions usually cany vely little weight()() 

Pri\-;Ite interest groups are likely to 
respond differently to reforms, with in
dustrial concerns supporting trade re
form to escape from import restrictions 
and shortages of foreign exchange, 
and expol1-oriented fanners accepting 
that they would be direct beneficiaries 
of devaluation. Producers of domestic 
food crops and their traders have also 
welcomed the lifting of price controls 
and marketing restrictions. However, 
private sector operators who were de
pendent on the government favouring 
them with foreign exchange alloca
tions, licences and project approvals 
before the reforms were put in place 
have typically opposed structural ad
justment programmes. and some have 
sought alternative affirmative action 
mechanisms to restore themselves to 
their former privileged positions. 

(c) Importance of political analysis 

Closely tied to the issue of commit
ment is the need to undel1ake an im
pact an;Iiysis of economic reforms at 
the designing stage. This i~ hecause 
there are losers and gainers ti-om the 
various policy changes. In situations 
where the losers wield considerahle 
political influence, it becomes ditTicult 
for the government to implement re
forms. According to Nelson,('- the sus
tainability of structural adjustment 
programmes depends on the political 
acceptability of the measures heing im
plemented. This usually extends be
yond simple "politic;Ii will". To 
Nelson, "serious outside attelllpts to 
anticipate political and administrative 
obstacles ... are more likely to he con
structive and practical',6H Thus, the no
tion of political will needs to be 
replaced by that of political base 
through an analysis of constituencies, 
pressure groups and political leverage 
that could be mobilized for reform. 

Since most programmes to date have 
failed to undertake such political ana
lysis at tile designing stage, Nelson 
concludes: "In country after counny, 
internal political pressures - and the 
politicians' fear of such pressure -
have led governments to postpone 
corrective action until the economic 
crisis is acute or to dilute or abandon 
programs before the neceSS;llY eco-

nomic adjustments are accom-
plished"."'! 

Although tlIe IMF and World Bank 
argue that they do not want to do poli
tical analysis because it could be con
strued as politica I interference with 
their members' internal affairs, Harvey 
has argued that "If economic analysis 
can show who is likely to lose and 
gain from a change in policies, then it 
is irresponsible not to supply that ana
Iysis".-o In recent years, however, the 
IMF and the World Bank have increas
ingly included policies designed to 
protect the most ntlnerable groups in 
society, but only after the intervention 
of llNICEF.~1 

(d) Identification of policy conflicts 

It has been observed that some policy 
recommendations may be potentially 
cont1icting. For example. while the cor
rection of the balance of payments def
icit (the major objective of a stabiliza
tion programme). by reducing demand 
for impol1s and releasing resources for 
exports, is consistent with a successful 
stabilization programme, with structur
al adjustment. however, weak domes
tic demand may he a hindrance to 
investment necessary for the long-term 
strength of the balance of payments. 

A further possihle contradiction 
arises from the recommendation to re
duce aggregate government expendi
ture. It is argued that this could 
amount to disincentives that impinge 
on the expansion or supply72 The ar
gument is that adjustment requires 
more and not less government spend
ing because public sector investment 
crowds in rather than crowds out pri
vate investment. Such contradictions 
;Ire never highlighted at the designing 
stage. Yet as Mosley and Toye argue, it 
is crucial that any .. potential con
t1icts be acknowledged ex ante, rather 
than be allowed to manifest them
selves in the form or internally incon
sistent advice".~' 

(e) Sequencing of policies 

Another important aspect in the design 
of SAPs is the proper sequencing of 
policy instl1lments71 It is important 
that changes in policy are implemen
ted in the right order. In the first in
stance, a stable macroeconomic 
framework is absolutely necessary for 
adjustment policies to take root. 

Adjustment policies are not only 
likely to fail in an unstable macroeco
nomic environment. but they could 
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make matters worse. For example, fail
ure to control hudget deficits and fi
nancing them through borrowing from 
the monetary banking sector often re
sults in high rates of domestic inflation 
as well as a precipitate decline in the 
value of domestic currencies. 

This in turn feeds back into higher 
rates of inflation through higher import 
costs7~ In the case of trade liberaliza
tion, the World Bank typically advo
cates the earliest and fullest possible 
liberalization, heginning with the re
placement of quantitative restrictions 
by tariffs, and gradually reducing the 
levels of these76 However, the timing 
and sequencing are left out of the for
mulation. 

The political economy of the reform 
process usually dictates whether the 
adjustment should be rapid or gradual. 
Some countries may have the political 
base to sustain reforms over a long 
period and may find a gradual im
provement in performance satisfactory. 
Other governments, particularly new 
ones, may need to front-load the politi
cal pain of adjustment by making rapid 
reforms to take advantage of an initial 
wave of support and generate eco
nomic benefits that will help consoli
date their political support in the 
longer term. In economic terms, how
ever, more rapid reforms, assuming 
that they are within the implementa
tion capacity of the government and 
politically sustainable, are likely to be 
preferable to slower ones because the 
henefits of adjustment will tend to be 
realized faster, and because rapid im
plementation will reduce the chances 
of the process being hijacked by sec
tional interest groups. 

On the administrative capacity to im
plement reforms, some types of re
forms are capacity saving in that they 
reduce the demands on government's 
limited administrative capacity. Others 
are capacity using and thus complicate 
economic management. This distinc
tion applies both to different categories 
of reforms and to alternative designs of 
specific reforms. Across reforms, abol
ishing price controls and foreign ex
change allocation systems is capacity 
saving, whereas privatization and civil 
service reform are initially ca pacity 
using. Within reforms, replacing non
tariff structures, gradually phasing out 
excessive protection through declining 
import surtaxes, and abolishing mar
keting boards is capacity saving com
pared with trying to restructure and 
run the boards better77 

Each reform and the entire reform 
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programme must be within the imple
mentation capacity of the government. 
Radical reforms such as abolishing 
marketing boards and adopting a uni
form tariff may often be easier to im
plement administratively than gradual 
reforms, but might be politically tough
er to adopt. Capacity-saving and capa
city-USing reforms affect both core 
ministries and the specific line minis
tries concerned. 

Although the administrative capacity 
saved in the core ministries may be 
fungible, it mayor may not be possible 
to use administrative capacity saved in 
one line ministry to help implement re
forms in other areas. The objective, 
however. remains to reduce or elimi
nate the fiscal deficit and impose a 
comprehensive hard budget constraint 
on public enterprises. Government
sponsored credit programmes also 
need to be brought under control at 
the same time. 

To win strong private sector support, 
the first phases of reform programmes 
should focus on areas that can bring 
quick results. Reforms are often neces
sary partly or wholly because of exces
sive government spending that is 
directly related to over-staffing in the 
civil and military selvices. Early suc
cesses make the reform programmes 
more sustainable and also help in pro
moting the growth upon which subse
quent puhlic sector retrenchment 
exercises depend. 

Public enterprise reform, civil ser
vice reform and financial sector reform 
are particularly difficult areas in the ad
justment process and require more 
time. However, the linkages between 
import liberalization and the usually 
necessary reforms to public enterprise, 
government finance and the financial 
sector make it essential that all these 
are tackled at the same time. 

To their cost, many countries have 
found that ra pid import liberalization 
reduces the profitability of domestic 
manufacturers that are not given time 
to become competitive with imports. 
If producers are indebted and the 
changes coincide with high or rising 
interest rates, their shrinking sales and 
declining ahility to service debt can 
become major threats to their viability, 
Lower profitability also impacts upon 
government tax revenues and makes 
early progress in bringing about puh
lic sector spending cuts all the more 
important, while the countly's re
quired commitment to pOSitive real in
terest rates makes recourse to 
increased deficit spending and bor-

rowings particularly difficult to man
age. 

The process of privatization of vi
able public enterprises must also be 
started, but for this to succeed, an eco
nomic environment in which indivi
duals can more easily start and 
develop private enterprises of their 
own must be fostered. 

In Africa, a common requirement al
most throughout the continent is the 
support of a structure of legal rights 
and obligations that will establish 
property rights for the mass of the po
pulation and allow individuals to buy 
and sell property easily78 

Shleifer79 argues that the absence of 
formal property rights makes contrac
tual obligations unenforceable. Rights 
over the physical use of property do 
not convey the same status as do legal 
rights that can be enforced by a court 
of law. Making physical rights legal 
and legal rights physical therefore has 
to be part of the process of establish
ing property rights flO 

Numerous attempts have he en made 
to substitute country-specific or tailor
made rural credit schemes for formal 
banking arrangements in Africa. While 
many, such as the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh, have made a Significant 
difference to the effectiveness of farm
ing communities, few have succeeded 
in elevating the targeted groups to the 
status of independent, individual com
mercial farmers who, from the view
point of lending institutions, can be 
safely expected to run their farming 
enterprises along business lines. 

Too many instances of government
backed debt forgiveness, or govern
ment protection for loan defaulters, 
have undermined fledgling finance 
schemes, making their further develop
ment towards formal banking status 
improbable, and in most cases it ap
pears that the purpose of the schemes 
was to lift the farmers only slightly 
above subsistence levels. Important as 
this has heen for many millions of pea
sant farmers, it falls a long way short 
of turning the land into bankable col
lateral, or the farms into businesses 
that are fully in the marketplace and 
subject to the disciplines of market 
forces. 

(f) Unforeseen exogenous shocks 

Analysts have also attributed failure of 
SAPs to unforeseen external circum
stances81 This is mainly because infor
mation upon which policy is based is 
always imperfect. This prohlem is 
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made worse by the fact that" ... ex
pectations as to the temporariness of 
the shock and availahility of external 
finance are both particularly crucial 
and particularly difficult to get right. 
[due tol the difficulties of forecasting 
the future in circumstances of extreme 
uncertainty".H2 

Although the IMF's Compensatory 
Financing Facility (CFF) was created 
to cater for the unforeseen circum
stances by providing low-conditional
ity loans,83 the facility is now argued 
to have been turned into another 
upper credit tranche agreement,·.HI 
As NelsonH'i argues, the IMF's re
sponse to new unforeseen problems 
is to insist on more austerity. 

AjayiH6 (1994) argues that compen
satory policies have to be adopted to 
mitigate the negative impacts of exo
genous shocks, such as the severe de
terioration in SSA's terms of trade in 
the 1980s. In this regard, he contends 
that new financing should have been 
made available to offset the deteriora
tion in terms of trade in affected coun
tries. 

(gJ Assumptions underlying policy 
advice 

Another reason for the failure of struc
tural adjustment programmes in SSA is 
attributable to the wrong assumption 
that fully competitive markets already 
exist in SSA. In the area of financial lib
eralization for example, it is assumed 
that high interest rates will stimulate 
savings, add to total saving, and thus 
boost investment. The ECA H7 has ar
gued that most SSA economies do not 
respond to such price incentives as in
terest rates due to some structural con
straints that require more, and not less, 
government intervention. Indeed, the 
problems of market failure that gave 
rise to government intervention in the 
first place do not disappear because 
governments in Africa have failed dis
mally. What is crucial is to understand 
why some countries (notably in South 
East Asia) intervened and succeeded 
while African governments failed. 

In recent years, however, both the 
IMF and the World Bank have ad
mitted that the effects of high interest 
rates in less developed countries are 
uncertain. Khan and Knight,HH for ex
ample, argue that " ... despite the 
amount of research expended on the 
interest responsiveness of savings in 
general, and in developing countries in 
particular, it is still uncertain whether 
an increase in interest rates will, on 
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balance, raise the savings rate". 
Similarly, the World Bank observed 

that " ." whether financial varia hies 
affect the savings rate is still an open 
question ... The effect of higher inter
est rates is ambiguous ... ". Even 
McKinnon who was one of the major 
protagonists of financial and interest 
rates liberalization, has recently chan
ged his views after observing its failure 
in Latin America. He now admits that 
.. . .. the government should probably 
impose a ceiling on standard loan (and 
deposit) rates of interest" H9 in order to 
overcome the banks' moral hazard. Ac
cording to Stiglitz and Weiss?) imma
ture bank-hased capital markets in 
LCOS that were the main cause of fi
nancial repression impose limits on the 
level to which interest rates can be in
creased without incurring undue "ad
verse risk selection" among borrowers. 

(hJ Development of capabilities 

In addition to getting most fundamen
tals right, public support of efforts to 
make firms more efficient is also ur
gently needed. The development of in
stitutional capacities, for example, is 
crucial to stimulate supply response in 
most SSA countries. Indeed, policy ad
vice given under most SAPs appears to 
assume that the countries concerned 
have got the necessary infrastructure 
and capacities to fully implement the 
reforms. With regard to the need to ex
pand exports, for example, traditional 
trade theory recommends policies as if 
.. . .. marketing of manufactured pro
ducts does not constitute a separate 
determinant of success with exporting 

" 01 

While marketing barriers are com
mon to all forms of industrial goods, 
they are particularly acute for SSA, not 
only because of its relative distance 
from major markets and inexperience, 
but also because of the lack of local in
stitutional support92 It is in the setting 
up of the institutions to help the pri
vate sector that the state can still playa 
role. According to Oatta-Chandhuri,93 
the state in India set up sales outlets 
for products from the cottage indus
tries, and disseminated new techniques 
of production and new designs to the 
producers as well as introducing some 
quality control. This boosted exports 
from these small rural producers. In 
the case of South Korea, similar func
tions were/are still performed by ten 
trading companies formed by the state 
in the late 1960s9~ In Oatta-Chaud
huri's view, the" ... phenomenal suc-

cess of Korea in exporting 
manufactured goods cannot be fully 
understood without appreciating the 
role played by these trading compa
nies',9,) 

In addition to the establishment of 
institutional support, the private sec
tors' responsiveness to price incenti\1es 
could be enhanced by building indus
trial capabilities in the form of provid
ing technical effort and skills.96 

According to Lall, no firm can achieve 
and sustain international competitive
ness unless there is a conscious effort 
to acquire and assimilate technology. 
Firm-level research in South East Asia 
has shown that investment in the suc
cessful assimilation and adaptation of 
technology is vitally important in the 
development process97 

As Lall observes, African industry 
..... suffers from ... small technologi
cal capabilities for the efficient exploi
tation of existing physical capacity and 
the dynamiC build-up of new areas of 
competitiveness ... [and unlessl the 
base of capabilities is improved, no 
amount of tinkering with incentive 
structures will produce sustained ex
port growth"YH This is because compe
titive advantages arise from " 
deliberate efforts to build industrial 
capabilities rather than 'given' factor 
endowments .. 99 since price quotations 
do not always carry sufficient informa
tion for economic decisions. 100 

Furthermore, with the continued de
velopment of technology, international 
investors are becoming interested in 
high productivity rather than low la
bour costs. Consequently, government 
assistance is required in upgrading la
hour skills. By its very nature, the up
grading of skills entails risks and 
externalities which may lead firms to 
under-invest in human resource devel
opment. In this regard, the state needs 
to intervene to enhance special train
ing in new skills. This entails going 
beyond the provision of general 
education. 

(i) Capacity to control 

Another basic problem in much of 
Africa is that, although many govern
ments insist on retaining control, at the 
same time they sometimes lose the ca
pacity to exercise control with any de
gree of efficiency. Some have come to 
suffer from what is effectively adminis
trative paralysis. From this, new unoffi
cial ground rules have emerged and, 
sometimes with the complicity of offi
cials, alternative methods of dispensing 
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public services have emerged. In a 
number of countries, smuggled goods 
become freely available at prices 
cheaper than domestic substitutes, and 
scarce government serYices are allo
cated by functionaries on the basis of 
political and f~lmily connections and 
bribes. According to Husain & Faru
qee: 

A major factor inhibiting the gro\\th of 
business is the generous inflow of 
smuggled goods allo\\'ed by customs offi
cials, who collect rents tl)f themseh-es 
rather than import duties for the govern
ment. Domestic industries ha\'(> to pay all 
kinds of taxes - for example, import du
ties on inputs and raw material,. and taxes 
on sales profits and di\·idends. They also 
have to bear the higher costs of inefficient 
public utilities. and they face harassment 
and pressure from local and state gm'ern
ment officials, lIll 

These writers also point out that 
although the visible buoyancy of agri
culture and the urban informal sector 
in almost all adjusting countries pro
vides ample testimony to the entrepre
neurial skills and capacities of private 
economic actors, the growth of a large 
private sector has been stunted in most 
African countries by the direct inter
ventions of the state. But a distinction 
needs to be made between an unpro
ductive rent-seeking private sector in 
which certain individuals or companies 
earn profits due to the favours and 
patronage of the government, and a 
productive private sector in which 
individuals or companies compete on 
a level playing field without special 
favors or concessions. 

What Faruqee and Husain term "ad
ministrative uecay" in Africa is said to 
be rooted in "pervasive clientele poli
tics". They believe that unless there is 
a fundamental restructuring and pro
fessionalization of the ci\ il service in 
these countries, the prospects for 
building implementation capacity will 
remain bleak - whatever the pres
sures from outside. 

In attempting to explain why Africa 
is in such crisis conditions, Chabal lOz 

says these problems have been often 
explained in terms of what the conti
nent had to endure during colonial 
rule and in terms of neo-colonial ex
ploitation since independence. "But 
this will no longer do. We must face 
the facts of Africa's crisis if the facts in
volve trying to explain (rather than ex
plain away) what is happening now. 
To do that we must cease to search for 
the 'necessary' extra-African cause of 
Africa's crisis." He also says: 

An assessment of economic reform programmes in sub-Saharan Africa 

My point is simple: to satisfy ourselves \\'ith 
simple-minded explanations ahout post-co 
lonial African policies is not to take Afri
cans seriously. It is in effect to patronize 
them to pro\'ide cm'er for those \\'ho 
are actually responsible for ,,"'hat is happen
ing in Africa and to betray the aspira
tions of the millions of Africans who long 
for some imprmement in their everyday 
Iife. lIl

; 

While he accepts that African rulers 
submit to enormous pressure from the 
West because of the conditionalities 
for receiving aid, he feels that unless 
the process of greater accountability is 
generated anu sustained by Africans 
themselves, the present transition to 
formal democracy now apparently tak
ing place might not be completeu. "In 
the end, it is not possible to dictate the 
democratization of African politics 
from the outside." 

Concluding remarks 

One of the most consistent threads 
running through the evidence available 
on reform programmes is that the 
needeu changes are carried forward 
more Vigorously when broadly based 
private sector interests are respected 
and geared to help advance them. The 
evidence strongly suggests that this is 
the line of thinking that is most deser
ving of support. 

There is no escaping the basic re
quirements of a country that wants to 
get onto a growth path that will be sus
tainable long enough for its population 
to become at least moderately prosper
ous, and then to hold onto its prosper
ity. These requirements could be put 
in many ways, but they come down to 
ensuring: 
III that various forms of sustainable 

production can be established and 
deyeloped; 

III that the products can generally be 
sold for more than they cost to 
produce: 

III that private and public enterprises 
invest the funds needed to pro
vide for the new flows of human 
and physical capital that are es
sential for the required economic 
growth and the gainful employ
ment of a reasonable proportion 
of the country's population: 

III that borrowings are invested to 
produce returns that are more 
than sufficient to repay lenders; 

III that getting most policies right and 
none of them hopelessly wrong is 
better than wasting time trying to 
get all policies right. 

These conditions, when backed by 
sound, respected legal structures and 
good governance, will form a firm 
base on which to build a successful 
country. None of them can be consid
ered optional without at the same time 
compromising the pace, nature, direc
tion and potential of the country's de
velopment, and structural adjustment 
programmes are therefore designed to 
adjust existing structures to bring them 
into conformity with desired structures. 

Special compensatory finance after 
events such as a weakening in the 
terms of trade should be made avail
able only after acceptable plans have 
been made to recover from balance of 
payments problems if the exogenous 
shock turns out to be of a permanent 
rather than a temporary nature. 

In essence, it appears that two of 
the main problem areas for Africa are: 
III the absence of widespread private 

and formal property rights: and 
III the consequential limited reach 

that the reforms can have into the 
traditional or peasant sectors be
cause of their isolation from finan
cial selyices. 

It is our assessment that by not attend
ing to property rights issues, those 
countries in which most of the land is 
state owned will continue to have lim
ited chances of success even when in 
other respects their prospects are more 
promising. This is partly because the 
increasingly large peasant or informal 
economies in African countries are 
now very seriously undercapitalized 
and because they will remain underca
pitalized while the land upon which 
the people live and work has no mar
ket or collateral value. 

The peasant status of the majority of 
the population of nearly all the coun
tries examined is locked in place by 
the absence of property rights, and the 
attendant outmoded system hinders 
progress by keeping the people iso
lated from the financial support offered 
by each country's formal banking sys
tem. They also have no motivation to 
invest in their own future security or to 
protect the fertility of the land because 
in most cases the system ofTers no se
curity of tenure and no right to be
queath the land they have worked to 
their own children. 

The main conclusion to be drawn 
from the discussion is that structural 
adjustment programmes are necessary 
but not in themselves sufficient in fos
tering development in sub-Saharan 
Africa. There is certainly need to get 
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the fundamentals right. After aU, the 
lesson of the 1970s was that macro 
and sectoral policies are ignored to the 
peril of programmes for addressing ba
sic needs. However, "one of the les
sons of the 1980s has been that a 
single-minded focus on structural ad
justment is equally perilous for these 
programmes,.104 Issues of long-term 
sustainable development are now back 
in vogue, with emphasis being given 
to issues of capability building, the em
powerment of individuals and good 
governance. 
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FOCUS 

Zambia: Solo effort 

E 
arty on the morning of 28 
October, listeners to Zambian 
state radio were startled to 
hear an announcement from a 

"Captain Solo" that the government of 
President Frederick Chiluba had been 
overthrown by a group calling itself 
the National Redemption Council. 
Reports were later ftJed with foreign 
news agencies saying that small-arms 
fire had been heard on the streets of 
Lusaka and that 12nks had been seen 
deploying. "Cap12in Solo" claimed that 
the coupists had been motivated by 
the chaotic situation of the country in 
which crime and corruption were ram
pant. 

Loyal military elements soon dis
lodged the insurgents from around the 
radio station and State House, how
ever, and a rrested the ringleaders, in
cluding "Solo", whose identity was 
established as Captain Steven Lungu, 
President Chiluba, evidently shaken by 
events, subsequently went on radio to 
celebrate the suppression of the coup 
and to announce his intention of deal
ing finnly with the miscrea nts. The 
afrermath of a failed coup is seldom a 
comfortable time for the stated oppo
nents of a regime, and Chiluba inune
diately made clear his intention of 
dealing firmly with his rivals. His anger 
and shock were evidenr, and were 
probably aggravated by the fact that 
many of the members of his govern
ment had taken flight on hearing of 
the coup, and that had "Solo" and his 
associates not begun a premature cele
bration, he might indeed have been 
ousted. 

As matters are developing, however, 
ChiJuba's reaction may yet provoke 
the resuh he most fears. When one 
overtIghtens a screw there is a danger 
either that the screw will break or that 
the thread will strip the wood, making 
the exercise counterproductive. This is 
what may also happen when leaders 
over-react in their relief at their survi
val of a crisis and their determination 
to extirplate its roots. 
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Disaffection in the ranks of the Zam
bian military is nothing new. The rule 
of Kenneth Kaunda 0964-1990 saw 
many claims of foiled coup plots, and 
there were frequent rumours of dissa
tisfaction in the ranks of the security 
forces. The rounding up and evident 
tonure of several army officers is as 
likely to sow panic as it is to confIrm 
the loyalty of the security forces. like
wise the declaration of a state of emer
gency and detention of a wide range 
of suspeCtS, the most prominent of 
whom among the initial batch was the 
defeated candidate in the 1996 presi
dential elections, Dean Mung'omba, 
leader of the Zambian Democratic 
Congress, is likely to destroy any resi
dual confidence in due process of law. 

Not only was Mung'omba denied ac
cess to his lawyers, there were credible 
accounts that he was being tonu red , 
along with other de12inees. Indeed, 
one unnamed army source later 
claimed that Lungu and a number of 
other suspects had died as a result of 
their maltreatment, which was denied 
by police. Mung'omba's deputy, A2,

well Banda, went into hlding following 
a police raid on his home, and wrote 
to President Mugabe to seek external 
intervention to defuse the political 
siruation. Other prominent oppoSition 
fIgures, Kennelh Kaunda and Roger 
Chongwe, who had been leading a 
public disobedience campaign, 
decided to extend their overseas iliner
aries. 

Kaunda returned home in Decem
ber, and was detained on Christmas 
Day, eventually to be accused of hav
ing helped plan and finance the plot. 
According to the S12te, Chongwe and 
Kaunda were jointly implicated in the 
plot by confessions extracted from 
military prisoners. The State also made 
the improbable allegation that Kaunda 
had paid Lungu and his men $270 
each to overthrow the government and 
had agreed to pay the officers an addi
tional $13000 in the eVent of success, 
According to this account of events, 

Richard Cornwell, 
Head: African Security and 

Analysis Programme, 
Institute for Security Studies, 

Midrand 

the army would then have ruled for 
three months before handing over to 
Kaunda. 

Kau nda 's arrest a nd inca rcera tion fo
cused the thoughts of many Afric;ln 
and inrernational leaders, and follow
ing the personal intervention of Tanza
nia's ex-president Julius Nyerere. 
Kaunda was released into house arrest, 
whence he continued to goad the gov
ernment, especially once his military 
accusers apologized, claiming that the 
incriminating and false evidence had 
been exrracted under tonure. It will be 
remembered that Kaunda had been 
prevented from running for presic:lf'n 
tial office in the 1996 elections by leg
islative sleight of hand that went a 
long way towards undercutting the 
democratic process for which Chiluba 
had once fought. One cannot rule out 
the possibility that under these circum
stances elements within Kaunda's 
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parry were indeed willing to consider 
extra-conslirutional means 10 OUSI 
Chiluba's government. There was 
speculation thaI they may have re
ceived encouragement in mese ideas 
from Angola, whose government had 
already registered ils anger at Zambia 's 
connivance in the continued supply of 
weapons to Unita. Certainly, under the 
circumstances, Kaunda's much-publi
cized rerum 10 Lusaka may be seen 
as well-calculated polltical defiance 
which successfully pushed a regionally 
unpopular government 10 iII-consid
ered aClion and incidentally rerumed 
Kaunda himself 10 Ihe spotlight. 

Though he came (0 power in the 
wake of widespread popular demon
strations for multipany elections and 
me ousting of Kaunda's United Na
tional Independence Parry, Chiluba's 
populariry soon waned after his inilial 
victory in 1991 in which he took 76% 
of me presidential vOle. Public expec
t..1tions of a rapid improvement in the 
country's economic circumstances 
were unrealistic, panicularly in a pol
icy environment dominared by me 
slfictures of the IMF and the World 
Bank. In addirion severe differences 
arose in the ranks of the ruling Move
menl for Multipany Democracy 
(MMD), which proved 10 be an lIm
brella organization for disaffected poli
ticians and businessmen rather rhan a 
political parry. In parricular, certain po
litical leaders were displeased wilh 
whal they saw as Ihe president'S incli
nalion to favour poliricians from his 
own region. 

As a resulr, me number of opposi
lion parties proliferated. It Was the re
cum to me political stage of Kaunda 
thaI seemed to consticute the grealest 
mreal before me elections of 1996, 
however. Accordingly me conslicurion 
was altered [0 prevent his candidacy, 
and the hopes of a unified opposition 
fronl were dashed. Chiluba chose to 
reject the advice of orher regional lea
ders, mosl notably President Mandela, 

mat he was treading a dangerous path, 
and that space had 10 be lefr for a loyal 
opposition 10 operate. 

Fundamentally mough, these latesl 
developments indicate that whalever 
the failings of Chiluba's administra
tion, from lack of presidential control 
to corruption and mismanagemenl, 
the underlying difficulties of ma
nouevring a fragile economy through 
the policy channels marked by 
Washington leave an ostensibly de-

Kenneth Kaunda 

mocratic governmenl dangerously ex
posed 10 popular discontent and 
insticutional challenge. The ways in 
which ir seeks to meet mat challenge 
may exacerbate rather than solve its 
problems of legilimacy . 

In the meantime, the economic 
sirualion cominues to cause alarm. 
Some sources eSlimate that some 800/0 
of Zambians now live below the pov
erry dacum line. Infant and child mor-

Focus 

taliry rales are climbing and the 
number of deaths from AlDS-reiated 
causes continues itS demoralizing up
ward spiral. Economic growth was esti
mated in J 996 at 6,40/0, though from a 
very low base. In 1997 it Was hoped 
that 5,5% mighl be achieved, though 
this seems doubcful given Ihe onset of 
possibly me severesl drought in living 
memory. Already in the 19%197 sea
son maize production had fallen by 
320/0 over me previous year, to 
10,7 mIl 90-kg bags, ironically me con
sequence of excessive rains. Zambia 's 
annual consumption is ]2 mn bags. EI 
Nino seems almost cenain to aggravate 
the already considerable dislress of the 
average Zambian. 

The government 's handling of itS 
opponentS wiU be subject to intense 
scrutiny from the donor community, 
whose assisr.ance remains crucial to 
the cominuation of the economic re
form programme . FUlUre funding and 
assistance will now be host..1ge to the 
ending of the stale of emergency and 
the fate of me accused. Certainly, 
though, me early indications are mat 
the government has little intention of 
following a course of prudent re
Slrainl. Indeed me arrest on 28 Janu
ary of Princess Nakatindi Wina, head 
of the MMD's Women's League and 
wife of the MMD's parry chairman 
suggested mat Chiluba intended to 
make as many enemies as fast as 
possible. She, tOO, was accused of 
having had prior knowledge of the 
plol. 

In shon, Whether the Solo coup was 
a drunken prank or a serious arrempl 
is now la rgely immaterial to a govern
ment now facing some of the most 
crucial deciSions since it came to 

power. Whether the Chiluba adminis
lration has me calibre to understand 
the nacure of the challenge and to acl 
in me national interest rather than in 
that of a narrow and corrupt clique 
will be a queslion for which we may 
soon have an answer. 
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Bookshelf 

Handbook of regional organiza
tions in Africa, by Fredrik Soderbaum, 
Uppsala: Nordiska Afrika institutet, 
1996.161 pp. ISBN 91-7106-400-1 

The proliferation of intergovernmental 
organizations in Africa today can con
fuse the student or researcher. This 
publication aims to provide a user
friendly, annotated reference gUide on 
the subject. 

The organizations are listed under 
their English title and each entry gives 
information on the aims, history, activ
ities and publications of the organiza
tion, as well as the address of the 
headquarters and a list of member 
countries. The book is divided into 
two sections: the first lists "Main regio
nal organizations in Africa" in consid
erable detail, the second gives briefer 
entries on other organizations. A useful 
list of acronyms is included. 

The introduction warns the user that 
some of the information may not be 
completely up to date owing to diffi
culties in obtaining feedback from all 
the organizations. Nevertheless, this 
will be a useful reference work for 
those needing basic information on 
African regional organizations. 

Trade marks in Africa. [Pretoria I: 
Adams & Adams, 1996. 82pp. 

A neat, well-produced volume which 
lists one African country per page in 
alphabetical order. Each page illus
trates the country's geographical posi
tion, and gives a few vital statistics 
followed by information on Trade 
Mark law and requirements in the 
country and regulations for marking of 
goods. An appendix lists the Nice In
ternational Classification of Goods and 
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Services, and the Pre-1938 British Clas
sification of Goods. A useful reference 
for those wishing to expand their mar
kets into Africa. 

Overcoming rural poverty in Africa, 
edited by Stephen A Breth. Geneva: 
Centre for Applied Studies in Interna
tional Negotiations, 1997. 145pp. ISBN 
2-940192-00-6 

This well-produced and thought-pro
voking volume represents the pro
ceedings of the ninth in a series of 
workshops that have explored mea
sures for improving sub-Saharan Afri
ca's food security and other issues 
relevant to economic progress in the 
region. 

Speakers, who included representa
tives from the World Bank and the 
agriculture ministers of Uganda and 
Ghana, urged governments and donors 
to learn from the mistakes of the past. 
While a number of success stories 
were described, several speakers esti
mated that about half the World Bank's 
projects have failed in agriculture in 
sub-Saharan Africa, while there tend to 
be too many small, disparate donor
driven rrojects which are not inte
grated with the local economy. There 
was a general consensus that in future 
focus should fall on agricultural pro
duction and on the education and em
powerment of women in Africa, who 
could hold the key to the future. 

The workshop was sponsored by 
CASIN, the Sasakawa Africa Associa
tion and the Global 2000 Program of 
the Carter Center. 

Trading on development: South 
Africa's relations with the Eur
opean Union, edited by Rachel 
Houghton. Johannesburg: Foundation 

for Global Dialogue and the Friedrich 
Ebert Stiftung, 1997. 213pp 
ISBN 1 919697 160 

The conclusion of the Uruguay Round 
of trade negotiations, culminating in 
the establishment of the World Trade 
Organisation in 1993, created the inter
national machinery to advance the 
cause of global free trade. 

South Africa's negotiations with the 
European Union on a free trade agree
ment take place against this back
ground. The protracted nature of the 
negotiations underscores deep differ
ences in perspective between the par
ties over substance, interests and 
philosophy. This volume represents 
the proceedings of a workshop held 
by the FDA and the Friedrich Ebert 
Stiftung in October 1996. The various 
explorations of the respective negotiat
ing positions are illuminating, while 
they retlect the complex and conten
tious nature of the issue. 

Keeping house in Lusaka, by Karen 
Tranberg Hansen. New York: Colum
bia University Press,1997. 228 pp. 
ISBN 0-231-08143-X 

The book is based on the author's re
search spanning 20 years (between 
1971 and 1989, updated by shorter vis
its in the 1990s) in Mtendere, a settle
ment on the outskirts of Lusaka. It 
aims to give an insight into how "one 
of the most dramatic economic de
clines in Africa in the postcolonial peri
od", accompanied by rapid urbaniza
tion, was experienced by people who 
lived through it. 

The individual case studies and ex
amples of strategies adopted by speci
fic households in Mtendere (often the 
women of the household) illuminate 
and bring to life the author's research 
and tht' central issues of housing, 
work, households anc! gender rela-
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tions. This is a graphic and specific 
study of urbanization and develop
ment in Africa. The book has an exten
sive bibliogra phy and an analytical 
index. 

The long march: The story of the 
struggle for liberation in South 
Africa, edited by Ian Liebenberg, 
Fiona Lortan, Bobby Nel and Gert van 
der Westhuizen. Pretoria: HAUM, 1994. 
259pp. ISBN 0-7986-3237-2 (pbk) 

The four editors must have worked 
very hard to put together the formid
able line-up of authors, liberation 
struggle veterans and academics who 
wrote these twenty-three chapters of 
varying length, strengths and weak
nesses. It would be a mammoth task to 
review each of the cha pters of this 
highly informative volume, which 
everyone interested in the past, the 
present and the future South Africa 
should read. The book is, in my opi
nion, a rich source of material on the 
nature of the struggle for South Africa, 
providing the reader with a back
ground to developments in the New 
South Africa today. The editors admit 
that the style and format of the book 
are not strictly consistent with aca
demic requirements and expectations. 
It is more a popular reader than an 
academic exposition and analysis of 
the struggle for South Africa. Aca
demics will, however, find this book 
immensely valuable, for it is rich in ac
curate historical information on many 
aspects of the liberation struggle. 

With so many contributors, ob-

viously each wntmg independently of 
the others, the book runs into the 
usual problem of repetition of some of 
the events that may have been com
mon to two or more groups under 
study, or may have affected more than 
one group at a given time. 

The perceptions and emphasis of 
the various authors are, however, dif
ferent and give different perspectives 
on the events. A minor flaw of the 
book is the lack of a list of abbrevia
tions among the preliminaries of the 
reader. Historical and political writings 
are notorious for using abbreviations, 
and such a list would be useful in this 
reader. Indeed, there are several ab
breviations which are not given in full 
anywhere in the book, such as 
AZANYU and AZAZM. While these 
terms may be obvious to most South 
Africans, they may mean very little or 
nothing to other readers of this book. 

The wide range of groups and 
movements studied is clearly impress
ive by any standards, emphasizing the 
point that the struggle for the liberation 
of South Africa was not waged by one 
group or a selected few, but by many 
civic and political groups which found 
apartheid abhorrent and decided to do 
something about it. Most impressive, 
however, is the chapter on MK (Um
khonto we Sizwe) by Rocky Williams, 
which gives the reader a regional per
spective, since MK was involved in the 
liberation struggles for other countries 
in the region such as Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe. This is important because 
the armed wings of liberation move
ments are rarely studied and analysed. 
This usually suits the political elites, 
who quickly push the military ele
ments back into the barracks soon 
after the raising of the new flag and 

Books 

the playing of the new national an
them. 

The frankness with which some of 
the pa pers are written is refreshing. 
Joe Slovo's analysis of the history of 
the SACP (South African Communist 
Party) tops the list on this score. The 
virtual enslavement of all so-called 
communist political parties by the 
CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union) before Gorbachev's perestroika 
and glasnost led, according to Siovo, 
to a degree of intolerance, exclusive
ness and elitism from which some of 
the political parties in Southern Africa 
are still suffering. The ruling ZANU-PF 
party in Zimbabwe is a case in point. 

The book effectively demonstrates 
the role played by people of all col
ours in South Africa in resisting and 
fighting against apartheid. The role of 
the church is also given its rightful 
place. But in all of these chapters the 
role of the people of South Africa as a 
whole is underlined. This emphasis 
alone makes this reader a popular 
rather than an academic publication. 

Finally, with so many contributors 
writing on such a wide variety of to
pics, it would, perhaps, have been use
ful to include both a select biblio
graphy and an index at the end of the 
reader. This book, of all books on 
South Africa's liberation struggle, de
serves to have a comprehensive biblio
graphy on the subject, and an index 
ould have been useful for easy 
reference to the twenty-three papers 
on selected topics or issues. Neverthe
less, this is certainly a book more than 
worth reading from cover to cover. 

John Mkumbe, Dept of Political & 
Administrative Studies, University of 
Zimbabwe. 
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Afrjca Institute 
Seminars and visiting 
scholars 

Several meetings were held in the 
Instirute's ongoing series of African 
srudies seminars: Or Raymond W 
Copson, Head of the Europe , Middle 
East and Africa Section, Congressional 
Research Service, Foreign Affairs and 
National Defense Division, Library of 
Congress, Washington, DC, United 
States gave a talk on 24 July 1997 on 
"African conflict and US policy: From 
Mogadishu to Freetown and beyond" ; 
Dr Erneka Nwokeru, Reader in the 
Department of Inremational Relations, 
Obafemi Awolowo University, lIe-Ife, 
Nigeria conducted a seminar on 20 Au
gust 1997 on "The fragility of democ
racy in West-Central Afnca" and on 26 
August 1997 on "The causes of conflict 
in West Africa: An assessment": Dr 
Keith Hart, Director of the African 
Studies Centre, University of Cam
bridge, United Kingdom gave a talk on 
"The future of African studies: Dawn 
of a new pannership" on 21 August 
1997; and Or Richard Joseph, Direc
tor of the African State and Democracy 
Program, Emory University, Atlanta , 
Georgia, United States presented a pa 
per on "Perspectives on democracy in 
Africa" on 22 September 1997. 

From 6 to 31 August 1997, Or Erne
ka Nwokedi (Department of Inlerna
lional Relations, Obaferru Awolowo 
University, lIe-lfe , Nigeria) was based 
at the Institute as a visiting foreign re
search fellow, servicing a co-operation 
agreement with the Centre d'Etude 
d'Afrique Noire de Bordeaux, France. 
He conducted research on the pro
cesses of democratization in Africa. Or 
Heather Deegan (School of Hiscory 
and Politics, Middlesex University, Lon
don, United Kingdom), visited the In
stirtJle from 10 to 12 September 1997 
to continue her ongoing research work 
on Sudan; and Prof Georges Nzongo
Ia-Ntalaja (Department of African Stu
dies, Howard University, Washington , 
DC, United Slates) conducted an incer-
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Africa I nstitute news 
African Studies news 

view session at the Institute on 19 Sep
tember 1997 for a UNDP consultancy. 

Research fellow 

Recemly, Or Erneka Nwokedl, Read
er in the Department of Intemational 
Relations, Obafemi Awolowo Univer
sity, I1e-Ife, Nigeria was invited to be
come a research fellow of the Institute_ 

Study/liaison visits abroad, 
lectures 

Or Denis Venter (Executive Director 
and Head, Academic Programmes) vis
iced St Petersburg, Russia from 24 to 30 
September 1997. He presented (WO 

seminars in the Centre of African Stu
dies, Department of African Studies, St 
Petersburg University: "South African 
foreign policy In the African concext" 
on 26 September 1997, and "A political 
and socio-economic perspective of the 
'new' South Africa" on 29 September 
1997. He also conducted a number of 
interviews with academics in the facul
ties of Orienlal Studies and of Interna
tional Relations. 

Other activities 

Dr DenJs Venter was invited to join 
the scientil'ic and programmes commit
tee of the incernational conference on 
"Defence economics and security in 
Mediterranean countnes and in sub-Sa
haran Africa" to be held at the National 
Defence Institute, Lisbon, Portugal on 
5 and 6June 1998. 

Staff Movement. 

Riclulrd Cornwell (Head, Current Af
faIrs) left the Instirute at che end of Au
gust 1997. Because of continuing 
pressures on the Institute'S flllancial 
and human-skills resources, the follow
ing intemal restructuring was effected: 
Pieter Esterhuysen (Head, Publica
tions) took on the added responsibility 
for library resources; Kenneth. Kotelo 
(Head, Communications) had informa
tion services added to his ponfolio; 

Dr Denis Venter, 
Executive Director and 

Head of Academic 
Programmes, Africa 

Institute of South Africa 
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and Norman Aphane (Information 
Officer) was promoted to current af
fairs specialist. Madeline Lass will 
again edit Africa Insight on a part
time, contract basis; and Hermann 
Hanekom was appointed on a part
time, contract basis as a current affairs 
specialist to handle enquiries and re
quests for comment from the printed 
and electronic media. 

African studies 
Forthcoming conferences/ 
congresses/workshops 

An international workshop on "Gender, 
culture and professionalism", organized 
by the Pan-Mrican Consultancy and 
Productivity Institute, Mbabane, 
Swaziland, is scheduled for 19 to 21 
FebrualY 199H. For more information, 
contact N Nyimpa-Benyaw, Pancop, 
Private Bag, Mbabane, Swaziland; tel: 
+26H 40508; fax: +26H 40S4H; e-mail: 
pancop@realnet.co.sz. 

The 5th International Conference 
on Health and Human Rights, on 
the theme "Connict, health and social 
reconstruction", will take place in 
Cape Town, South Africa from 8 to 1:3 
March 1998. For further details, contact 
Umesh Bawa, Department of Psychol
ogy, University of the Western Cape, 
Private Bag x17, Bellville 7S35, South 
Africa; tel: +27 21 9S9-2283; fax: +27 
21 9'59-3'515; 
e-mail: ubawa@chs.uwc.ac.za. 

The 24th annual conference of the 
Mrican literature Association, on 
the theme "Multi-culturalism and hy
bridity in African literatures", will be 
held in Austin, Texas from 25 to 29 
March 199R For further details, contact 
Hal Wylie, French Department. Univer
sity of Texas, Austin, Texas 7H712; tel: 
+1 '512471-5'531; fax: +1 512 471-H492; 
e-mail: hwylie@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

The 6th congress of the Interna
tional Society for Ethnology and 
Folklore, on the theme "Roots and ri
tuals: Managing ethnicity", will be held 
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands from 
20 to 26 April 199R For more informa
tion, contact the Institut fUr Volks
kunde des Universitat Wien, 
Hanuschstrasse 3/IV, A-10IO Vienna, 
Austria; tel: +43 1 S 12-3H37, 

The 2nd conference on the theme 
"Africa and globalization: Towards the 
millennium", organized by the Mrican 
Studies Unit, Department of Social 
Studies, University of Central lan
cashire, Preston, United Kingdom, 
will be held from 24 to 26 April 199H. 
As we approach the millennium, it is 
time to take stock of political, econom
ic and cultural developments in Africa. 
Potential panels, discussing the histori
cal and contemporalY experiences of 
the continent and its peoples, include: 
politics and transitions, state and civil 
society, cont1icts and connict resolu
tion, prospects for democracy, Africa 
and the African diaspora, African cul
ture and literature, youth and social 
movements, rebuilding war-torn socie
ties, gender and identity, structural 
adjustment and beyond, regional se
curity and African unity, ethnicity and 
de\'elopment, agrarian transformation, 
refugees and non-governmental orga
nizations, and international relations. 
For further details, contact Tunde 
Zack-Williams, African Studies Unit, 
Department of Social Studies, Univer
sity of Central Lancashire, Preston PR1 
2HE, United Kingdom; tel: +44 1772 
89-3970; fax: +44 1772 H9-2966; e-mail: 
t.zack-williams@uclan.ac.uk. 

The 14th biennial conference of the 
Society of Mrican Archaeologists 
will take place at Syracuse University, 
New York from 21 to 23 May 199H. For 
more information, contact Christopher 
R DeCorse, SA fA Secret~I!Y and Confer
ence Organizer, Department of 
Anthropology, Syracuse University, 
209 Maxwell Hall, Syracuse, New York 
13244; tel: +1 31'5 443-4647; fax: +1 
31'5 443-4860; 
e-mail: crdecors@maxwell.syr.edu. 

The 17th biennial conference of the 
International Peace Research Asso
ciation, on the theme "Human needs 
in a co-operative world", is scheduled 
for Durban, South Africa from 23 to 26 
June 1998. For further details, contact 
the Copenhagen Peace Research Insti
tute, Fredericksgade 1H, DK-1310 Co
penhagen, Denmark; tel: +4'5 33 32 64 
42; fax: +45 33 32 6'5 '54; e-mail: 
bjoern@dk-online.dk. 

The next biennial conference of the 
Mrican Studies Association of the 
United Kingdom (ASAUK) is sched
uled for 14 to 16 September 1998 at 
the School of Oriental and African Stu
dies, University of London. The 
ASAUK Council has resolved that it 
would be best not to have a theme of 
too great a specificity, since it is an
xious to attract papers from across the 
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broad range of Africanist scholarship. 
However, "Comparisons and transi
tions" was agreed upon as an overall 
theme which would encourage Africa
nists to examine particular topics, 
whether local/regional or thematic, in 
the light of comparisons across either/ 
both space and time. Through this it is 
hoped to underscore the importance 
of Africa as a comparative framework 
for the questions that are explored in 
all local and particular studies. For 
more information, contact J D Y Peel, 
c/o ASAUK, School of Oriental and 
African Studies, University of London, 
Thornhaugh Street, London WC1H 
OXG; e-mail: jp2@soas.ac.uk. 

New journal 

The Department of Development Stu
dies, University of Fort Hare, Alice is 
producing a new periodical publica
tion, the Journal of Development 
Economics for Southern Mrica 00-
desa). The Editor-in-Chief is inviting 
contributions in the form of articles 
and book reviews for the next issue on 
"Globalization and southern Africa". 
Articles on this theme may deal with 
sub-Saharan Africa as a whole within 
the context of the "new world order", 
or they may focus more generally on 
globalization and the developing 
world. Contributions may also deal 
with the following topics: regional eco
nomic integration, macro-economic 
policy in southern Africa, trade liberali
zation, exchange rate reforms, the poli
tical economy of growth, private 
capital nows, poverty and income dis
tribution, the debt crisis, governance 
and democracy, and regional security 
and stabilization. For more informa
tion, contact Prof Sipho Buthelezi, Edi
tor-in-Chief. Journal (?f Development 
Economics for Southern Africa, c/o 
Department of Development Studies, 
University of Fort Hare, Private Bag 
x1314, Alice 5700, Eastern Cape Pro
vince, South Africa; tel: +27 4060 
22202; fax: +27406531007. 
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Published by the Africa Institute of South Africa 

Mrica Wall 
Map and Fact 

Sheet 

The attractive full-colour Wall Map of Africa and 
quick-reference Fact Sheet are indispensable to all 
those wanting to know more about Africa and its 
countries. 

The Wall Map clearly indicates the physical 
features, main cities and [owns, and political 
boundaries of the African continent. The Fact Sheet 
provides concise political. economic and socia! data 
on every African counlry, together with a colour 
iUustration of its offica! nag. 

Both the Map and the Fact Sheet are printed on 
sturdy paper; they measure 950 x 700 mm and are 
dispatched in a cardboard cylinder to avoid damage. 

Price: RSO ($25) for members 
R60 ($30) for non-members 

Democratisation and 
demilitarisation in 
Lesotho 
The general election oj 1993 and Its aftermath by 
Roger Southall and Tsoell Petlmle (eds) 

In April 1993 Lesotho completed its first mul(iparty election 
since independence. The kingdom's return to civilian rule 
under [he government of Dr Ntsu Mokhehle was to be 
fraught with difficulty, however, as first the securiry forces 
and subsequently the leading opposition party and [he 
royal house du-eatened Lesotho's fledgling democracy. 

In this book a group of Lesotho specialists supply the 
background and analysis essential to an understanding of 
these dramatic events in this tmy mounl4in kingdom. They 
also provide a fascinating insighl into the origins and 
aspirations of Lesotho's political class, and the obstacles 
they face in satisfying popular expeclations as they attempt 
[0 guide this improverished democracy through its "second 
liberation"-

PrIce: R60 ($30) 
Members receive 2()OIo discount 

~I AFRICA WALL MAP =-

-t'! -- ~-'!± ~ (!II ----

Democratisation 3Rd 
demilitarisalion In 
Lesotho: the genera ~ election 

of 1993 and itS 
aftermath 

EdiU:c.1 by RO!lo:r SoumJII ~nd T~u Ped:lne 
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Published by the Africa Institute of South Africa 

Southern Mrica: 
Prospects for Economic Development 

by Erich Leistner and Richard Cornwell 

Now that South Africa and Mauritius have joined the Southern African Development Community (SADC) the 
subcontinent undoubtedly has better prospects for economic progress that any other part of Africa. 

Erich Leistner and Richard Cornwell turn the spotlight on the 12 SADC member states, discussing their prospects for 
economic development and political stability. Their studies are based on the latest availahle information on 
economic policies, production. infrastructures, puhlic and private finance and external economic relations. In 
addition, ovelviews of human resources and development are included. 

The following countries are examined: Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namihia, South 
Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania. Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

These country studies supplement previous Africa Institute publications on regional economic cooperation in 
Southern Africa by providing essential background material on the individual countries involved. 

The hook consists of 271 pages (A4 format, soft cover) with simplified monochrome maps of each country. 

Price: R200,OO (incl VAT) USS100,OO 

Single chapters on individual countries can be ordered: R20,OO (US$10) 

All Africa Institute publications can be ordered from 

The Secretary 
Africa Institute of SA 
PO Box 630 
PRETORIA 
0001 

Tel: (012) 328-6970 
Fax: (012) 323-8153 
E-mail: africain@iafrica.com 

Note: Africa Institute members 
receive 20% discount. 
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Published by the Africa Institute of South Africa 

Realising democracy In Botswana, Namibia and 
South Africa 

.,.,. Kenneth Good 

(--~, .,_"' _ _ 01', " 
n. _""'" ax, ... .,"""" -. .... " ............. '" __ ........ _'" __ . Tho_ "."._",,0', ""_ " <f _ _ _ " , tlh ..... _..:. ........ __ 
__ .......... _ '; N' ... """_." _ . .... _....... __ 

1IIt<."... OI.lU __ • 16J ..... \ _ . ... _ 
_ _ It"f ..... 

Development, participation and democracy 
in Africa - Four essays 

by s.dig It>oJ>ecd _01_" .--_ ...... ", • , ,, __ .,_c ,.-.-. , __ """" _ ......... 7 '" """"" _ ... __ ...... (I) A ..... """" 
.... " ... , ... ,. ___ ... 7 '.ttl _,,· .. ___ ... "" ' .. """'- ,w , .--- ' ~ mn.. ' ... _---- ... , -, .. _. , ' . .--... "01, • ...... ,(4)~ nh<> ... "'ow" , : ..... .".,..""" __ ,.. ,r ,_ .... -" '" --
I$/IN • 7\111)." • _ ,...s, , ... pp. . j _, "'" """" 
-.. .,..,., I ..... ,.~) 

Democratisation in Sub-Saharan Africa: 
Transitions, electio ns and prospects for consolidation 

by "'ill~ ~h 
......... ___ ",wo,, ! '" " .. ,,,.,.._ ......... __ "' ...... , . ,~."' ._ "",,"'1 _ 
_ "",,' ........ oJ .. _ ..... " ............. f." ..... "'.k_ ...... ,_ ... __ 
........ _ .... ,Mk'O. __ .__ .... " , .,.~." .. __ ''''' ...... ... _ 
"'"':" .. .... ,,""= ..... _,L,_. ___ ." t', " .......... " ,."", ..... '" ' ....... " 
~-... __ .. ""_ ... , ___ ... _u..., ....... _ __ '.n.,..,. ... 
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AFRICA INTITUTE OF SOUTH AFRICA 
(Company registration number 61/00002/08) 

• An independent non-profit association, the Africa Institute has established itself as an internationally recognized research and infor
mation centre concerned with Africa affairs. 

• The Institute's mission is to collect, process, interpret and disseminate information on African and espeCially Southern African affairs. 
It focuses primarily on the political, economic, international and developmental issues facing contempory Africa. 

• Information is made available through publications, a specialized reference library, conferences and non-Institute media. A small 

research staff answer enquiries and provide comment on topical developments. Apart from their regular studies, the researchers 

undertake commissioned research. 

• In addition to its own researchers, the Institute appoints associates in the field of African studies, runs a programme for vlsltmg 
researchers, and conducts seminars and workshops. While serving the public as a whole (both professional and lay), the Institute 

devotes particular attention to educational institutions as well as decision-makers in the business and public sectors. 

• The Institute was established in 1960 and is controlled by a council composed of representatives of the South African universitie~ and 
other experts. Because it therefore has a broad-based academic character, the Institute is funded mainly through a grant from the 

Department of Education. 

Membership 
Membership of the Institute is open to everyone who supports its 
aims and functions, and entails the following advantages: 

• Receipt of Africa Insight (incorporating AI Bulletin) 
• Discount on other Institute publications 

• Access to the reference library 
• Consultation with professional staff 

• Invitations to conferences 

• Participation in Armual General Meetings 

Membership fees 
Individuals and schools: South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia & 

Swaziland: RlOO per annum (VAT included). (Elsewhere: US$')O 

or equivalent, per annum) 

Institutional membersWp: (Academic bodies, libraries, govern
mental and non-govermental organizations and embassies) 
South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia & Swaziland: R2,)0 per annum 
(VAT included). (Elsewhere: US$12,) or equivalent, per annum) 

Corporate and donor membersWp: (Companies and organi
zations not included under individual or illstitutional member
shiP) South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia & Swaziland: R600 per 
annum (VAT included). (Elsewhere: US$.300 or equivalent, per 

annum) 

Reference library 
The library holdings, consisting of some 60 000 books and many 

thousands of periodical articles, are indexed on computer. In 

addition, newspaper and periodical articles on current African 

affairs, supplemented by an international news service, are kept 

on readily accessible country and subject files. The library is open 
to members and students on weekdays from 08:00 - 16:00, and on 

Saturdays by appointment from 09:00 - 12:00. 

Institute publications 
Africa Insight (incorporating AI Bulletin); (quarterly) 

Africa at a Glance (two-yearly) 

Irregular series of research and occasional papers 

Subscription to Africa Insight 
Africa Insight is also available on subscription to non-member~. 

Annual rate for South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia & Swaziland: R90 
per annum (VAT included). (Elsewhere: USS'±5 or equivalent). 

Overseas airmail rate: US$lOO or equivalent. 

Single copies (also back copies) available at R25 or US$12 outside 

South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia & Swaziland. 

Application for membership/subscription to Africa Insight 
The Secretary 
Africa Institute of South Africa 
Box 630 
0001 PRETORIA 

I/We support the objectives of the Africa Institute and undertake to pay the armual membership for individual!institutional! 
corporate/donor members. I/We wish to subscribe to Africa Insight. 

Enclosed herewith the amount of ... ........................ being the membership/subscription fee for the first year. 

Surname ...................................................................................................... Title and initials .................... . 

Organisation' ........................................................................................................ , ......... , ..... , ....................... . 

Postal address ... """""",,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,.,,,., .. ,, ..................................................................................................... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Postal code .......................... . 

Signature ...................................................................................................... Date .......................... . 

, Institutional/corporate/donor members only 

" The postal address must be exactly as you wish it to appear on the Institute's mailing list. 
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